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ABSTRACT
THEORY OF SOLUTIONS OF SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYELECTROLYTES
SEPTEMBER 2000
GUSTAVO A. CARRI, LICENSE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE LA PLATA
M.S., CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor M. Muthukumar
The main objective of this dissertation is to rationalize the wide spectrum of
physical behaviors displayed by polyelectrolyte solutions using the simplest con-
cepts available today. This goal has been achieved by constructing mathematical
models that describe the observed behaviors quantitatively. Specifically, we have
considered the dependences of the radius of gyration, correlation length, effective
interaction, phase diagram, solution and single-chain structure factors, isotropic-
nematic transition and orientational order on molecular weight, stiffness of the
polymer backbone, salt and monomer concentration, degree of ionization and hy-
drophobicity of the polymer chain.
Our calculations predict a rich thermodynamic behavior for polyelectrolyte so-
lutions. We have found that the electrolytic nature of the polymer shifts the phase 1
diagram (x — <j>) upwards with respect to the one of the neutral system. This pre-
diction is independent of the stiffness of the polymer backbone. The extent of the
vii
shift depends on the charge density of the polymer backbone and salt concentra-
tion. In addition, an increase of salt, concentration moves the phase diagram closer
to the one of neutral polymers.
We also predict a radical change in the nature of the phase diagrahi when the
stiffness of the polymer backbone is increased. In the flexible chain limit I he phase
diagram describes the coexistence between two isotropic phases and displays an
UCST (critical point). In the rod limit, the phase diagram describes the coexis-
tence between an isotropic and a nematic phase (first order phase transition). By
changing t he stiffness of the polymer backbone we studied how the transition from
one regime into the other one occurs. The results point, to the existence of a t ricrit-
ical point, and coexistence 1 bet ween two isotropic phases or one isotropic and one
nematic depending on t he temperature of Hie solution.
The LSOtropic-nematic transit ion was also st udied. The main result is a decrease
of t he monomer concentration at which the transition takes place wit h increasing
salt concent, rat ion. This last, result, implies a, stabilization of the isotropic phase by
the electrostatic interaction.
Ot her results related to the thermodynamic, scat, ((Ming and single-chain behav-
iors were studied and are analyzed in this dissertation.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Genesis
"...Then God said, "Let the land produce vegetation:
seed-bearing plants and trees on the land that bear
fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds."
And it was so. The land produced vegetation: plants
bearing seed according to their kinds and trees bearing
fruit with seed in it according to their kinds. And God
saw that it was good... And God said, "Let the water
teem with living creatures, and let birds fly above the
earth across the expanse of the sky." So God created
the great creatures of the sea and every living and
moving thing with which the water teems, according
to their kinds, and every winged bird according to
its kind. And God saw that it was good... And God
said, "Let the land produce living creatures according
to their kinds: livestock, creatures that move along the
ground, and wild animals, each according to its kind."
And it was so. God made the wild animals according to
their kinds, the livestock according to their kinds, and
all the creatures that move along the ground according
to their kinds. And God saw that it was good..."
Genesis 1
Since the genesis of life, electrically charged macromoleeules, called polyelec-
trolytes, have been present in all living creatures on earth. Polyelectrolytes were
already present in procaryotic cells (bacteria) in the form of polypeptides (proteins),
polynucleotides (l)NA, RNA), etc. about three billion years ago. Polyelectrolytes
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were also present in the primitive forms of eucaryotic cells, like protozoa, about
one and a half billion years ago. And, even today, polyelectrolytes can be found in
the form of polypeptides, polynucleotides, etc. in all higher mammals and plants.
The chemical structures and conformational properties of many of these bio-
logical polyelectrolytes are known. For example, the double-helical structure of
DNA was proposed by Watson and Crick in 1953[1], and the n-helical and 0-sheet
structures of proteins have been known for many years[2]. Still, the complete un-
derstanding of the physical behaviors displayed by these biopolymers has eluded
researchers for many years. Consequently, problems like protein folding^ 5] and
the elasticity of DNA[6-8] are being studied intensively nowadays.
We believe it was this cornucopia of non-understood physical phenomena to-
gether with our own desire to create and learn that motivated man to create syn-
thetic polyelectrolytes. Nowadays, synthetic polyelectrolytes like sodium polystyrene
sulfonate, poly(diallyldimethylamonium chloride) and others are routinely synthe-
sized via free radical, ionic, stepwise and other polymerization reactions. In addi-
tion, these materials have found a myriad of industrial applications. They are used
in solubilization of macromolecules, stabilization of colloidal systems, phase sep-
aration of aqueous systems, as rheological modifiers and other applications. But
,
notwithstanding that our know-how in the held of polymer chemistry and engineer-
ing has grown tremendously, our knowledge and technology is still overshadowed by
the exquisite control mother nature has over the synthesis and function of biological
polyelectrolytes. Still, we keep on trying.
The advent of synthetic polyelectrolytes opened up a new area for polymer
physics, one which has grown substantially thanks to the insightful contributions
of researchers like Barrat, Brochard, de Gennes, Fixman, .Joanny, Khokhlov, Man-
del, Manning, Muthukumar, Odijk, Oosawa, Pincus, Rubinstein and others. Still,
<>ur understanding of the physico-chemical properties of polyelectrolyte solutions
is poor[9]. The reason of our lack of complete understanding can be traced to
three different areas. Firstly, experimental studies are clouded by problems like
aggregation^], need for high purity[ll], etc. From a theoretical perspective, we
do not know how to account for the electrostatic interactions correctly. Conse-
quently, many different concepts and approximations have been proposed[9, 12].
Finally, computer simulations are more expensive in CPU t ime consumption than
simulations of neutral polymeric systems [9].
1.2 Our Dream
We started the study of polyelectrolyte solutions with one objective in mind:
the construction of a model that could describe, the thermodynamic, scattering mid
single-chain properties of polyelectrolyte solutions quantitatively. In addit ion, we
wanted to derive this model from first principles, that is, from an Edwards' Hamil-
tonian and pair-wise interactions. This starting point gave us control over the
approximations employed to solve the model.
Certainly, this was a very ambitious dream since many are t he parameters thai
determine the behavior of polyelectrolyte solutions. Some of t he most relevant
parameters are: molecular weight, topology of the polymer, solvent quality, charge
density of the polymer backbone, salt, concentration, valence of the count erions
and salt, ions, and stiffness of the polymer backbone. Each of these parameters
contributes to the properties of polyelectrolyte solutions, due magnitudes of these
contributions and their coupling are the two most, important questions this t hesis
will answer.
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1.3 Our Questions
We started our study of polyelectrolyte solutions by asking questions. In the
beginning we knew how to model flexible polymer chains, but we did not know how-
to model seminexible polymers. Thus, wo started by asking the question: "How do
we model semiflexible polymer chains ?." The answer was trivial: "We do not know."
Then- were many models available, as described in Chapter 2. All of them claimed
to describe the semiflexibility of the polymer backbone.
Even though we did not have the answer to the hist question, we assumed that
we knew how to model semiflexible polymers and asked the next question: "How
do we model the interactions between monomers ?." Again, the answer was triv-
ial: "We do not know." So, we assumed that we knew how to model the interactions
and asked the following question: "How do we describe Flory's excluded volume in-
teraction and the electrostatic repulsion between the monomers for seminexible
polyelectrolytes?." Once again, we did not have an answer to this question. There-
fore, we did not have the answers to the simple questions.
Not cowed by our ignorance, we kept on asking questions, and consequently,
foreseeing problems. It is very well known that polymer solutions undergo macro-
scopic phase separation; we knew this from Flory's work and others. At the same
time, we knew that semiflexible polymers (Liquid Crystalline Polymers for exam-
ple) can undergo the isotropic-nematic transition. But, both transitions can take
place simultaneously in solutions of semiflexible polyelectrolytes. So, we asked our-
selves: "Do we know how to model a system where many phase transitions can occur
simultaneously?." Once again, the answer was: "No." At this point, we stopped ask-
ing questions about semiflexible polyelectrolytes since if was clear that the problem
was extremely complex.
We decided to investigate the physico-chemical behavior of rod-like polyelec-
trolytes and asked ourselves: "What do we have to understand about these systems
in order to describe their thermodynamic, scattering and single-chain properties ?."
This question led us to the following questions: "How do we model rods ?, How do
the tsotropic-nematic transit ion, phase diagram, static structure factor and orienta-
tional order of the nematic phase depend on salt, concentration, degree of ionization
(charge density of the polymer backbone) and molecular weight ?." Once again
we did not, have the answers to any of these questions. Thus, we stopped asking
questions about rod-like polyelectrolytes since it was clear that these systems were
very difficult, to describe quantitatively.
Next,, we turned our attention towards flexible polyelectrolytes. Immediately,
a myriad of questions appeared like "How do we model flexible polyelectrolytes 7,
How does t he phase diagram depend on salt, concentration and degree of ioniza-
tion?, How does the static structure factor depend on salt, concent rat ion, monomer
concentration and temperature ?, How do single chain properties like the radius of
gyration and the correlation length depend on monomer concentration, molecular
weight, and salt concentration ?"
After careful analysis of all these questions we concluded that the answers to
all of them formed the physical foundations needed to construct, a realist ic model
for solutions of semifiexible polyelectrolytes.
1.4 Our Strategy
Figure 1.1 shows the strategy wo adopted to address all the aforementioned
questions. The first step was to learn how to model a single neutral semifiexible
polymer chain without, excluded volume interaction. Wo achieved this goal by
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constructing and solving a model that described the configurational and scattering
properties of a single Liquid Crystalline Polymer in a Nematic Solvent (Chapter
2). This project was motivated by discussions with Professors C. K. Ober (Cornell)
and E. L. Thomas (MIT), and by Professor A. Jamieson's experiments (CWRU).
The second step was to learn how to model excluded volume and electrostat
interactions for a single semiflexible polymer chain (Chapter 3). We achieved this
objective by following the pioneering work of Professor Sir S. Edwards and cowork-
ers. This project was done in collaboration with Kingshuk Gosh.
The next step was to learn how to model polymeric systems where many tran-
sitions occur simultaneously and, thus, get coupled. We did this by studying the
coupling between two very well known transitions in our field: the adsorption tran-
sition and the helix-coil transition (Chapter 4). This project was motivated by
professor S. L. Hsu's experiments (UMASS, Amherst), Professor S. Granick's ex-
periments (UIUC) and Professor D. A. Tirrel's experiments (Caltech).
Afterwards, we addressed the problem of rod-like polyelectrolytes (Chapter 5).
This was motivated by Professor S. Fraden's experiments (Brandeis) on Tobbaco
Mosaic Virus and Professor R. Pecora's experiments (Stanford) on DNA.
In the next step we addressed the problem of flexible polyelectrolytes (Chapter
6). This project was motivated by Dr. E. J. Amis' experiments (NIST) and Pro-
fessor M. Schmidt's experiments (Mainz). The work on polyelectrolytes was done
in collaboration with Vivek Prabhu, who was doing experiments at the time.
Finally, we learned how to model the collective solution behavior of semiflexible
polyelectrolytes (Chapter 7) by following the pioneering work of Professor Sir S.
Edwards and A. Gupta, and our previous analysis for rod-like polyelectrolytes
(Chapter 5). This project was done in collaboration with Kingshuk Gosh.
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CHAPTER 2
CONFIGURATIONS OF LIQUID CRYSTALLINE
POLYMERS IN NEMATIC SOLVENTS
2.1 Introduction
Liquid-crystalline polymers (LCPs) [13-15] exhibit interesting electro-optic and
viscoelastic properties that have led to many industrial products. In addition,
LCPs in different molecular environments offer opportunities[16] to build new syn-
thetic materials with hierarchies of wide length scales. One of the fundamental
issues in solutions of LCPs is how a LCP chain responds to a nematic field sur-
rounding the chain. This is the focus of the present paper. In particular, extensive
viscoelastic[17-20] and Small Angle X-ray Scattering[21] studies of LCPs in nematic
solvents have been done. The interest in these mesomorphic solutions arises from
the ability of these solvents to orient the solute chain and the modification of the
viscous properties of the liquid crystal by the dissolved macromolecules. The exper-
imental observations of these studies have always been rationalized in terms of the
hydrodynamic model of Brochard[22] which points to a conformational anisotropy
of the macromolecule.
From a theoretical point of view, this problem posses a challenge since 1 we have
to account for different possible topologies of the LCP. These types of polymers are
characterized by the presence of nematogenic groups in the molecular structure.
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These groups can be located on the backbone (main-chain LCP) or as pendant
groups (side-chain LCP). Within the latter category, the groups can be joined tc
the backbone by the end (end-on side-chain LCP) or by the side (side-on side-chai
LCP). Thus, architecture plays a crucial role in the physical behavior of these
polymers in mesomorphic solutions. Figure 2.1 shows the different architectures.
Another theoretical challenge posed by LCPs is the stiffness of the chain back-
bone, which depends on the Hematogenic group and the length of the spacer (i.e.,
the flexible segment used to separate consecutive nematogenic groups in a main-
chain LCP). Finally, there remains the problem of the coupling between the nematic
solvent and the polymer chain, and the excluded volume effect. The challenge here
is to write an interaction Hamiltonian appropriate for this type of condition that
also accounts for the finite extensibility of the chain and its stiffness.
In this chapter we address this problem from the point of view of the polymer.
The main purpose of this study is to understand the organization of side-chain and
main-chain LCPs in an ordered anisotropic environment like a nematic solvent. We
have proposed a model for an interacting semiflexible polymer chain of N (contour
length L = Nl, I being the Kuhn length) segments with a nematic solvent. The
key parameters are: N and the nematic strength parameter D (= psD^, ps being
the average concentration of the nematic solvent and being the strength of
orientational interaction between a chain segment and a solvent molecule ). When
intrachain interactions are ignored, the key predictions and results of the model
are:
(i) The derived polymer propagator is simple enough to allow a mathematically
tractable treatment of non-idealities like excluded volume interaction.
(ii) The model satisfies the "global" inextensibility constraint for all values of
the coupling with the nematic solvent.
(iii) All the averages calculated reduce to the ones predicted by the Kratky-
Porod model when the nematic field is turned off, D -»().
(iv) In the limit of long polymer chains (L -> oo), all the averages scale as those
of a flexible polymer chain. The anisotropy of the solvent shows up in aumerical
prefactors.
)
In the limit of short polymers (L -+ 0), all the averages scale as those- of a
rod-like polymer and, again, the anisotropy appears in numerical prefactors.
(vi) The structure factor approaches an anisotropic Debye structure factor when
L —» oo
8 2 +
1
Slfa.k s/T+D
2i2
k.2
-1 +
/,
.2
l + D +
k
l + D + k i
/
(2.1)
x
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2 2
1
+ exp
\ 1
l + D k
LI
V
2 2 +
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where k\\ and kL are the components of the scattering wave vector parallel and
perpendicular to the nematic director, respectively. The usual Debye structure
factor is recovered when the nematic field is turned off, D -> 0.
In the limit of L —> 0, the structure factor has the form
S ku,ki
2 (1 + 2v/r+~D)
L2 B+ k± VT+D
exp
/
V
L 2 Uf+ k± Vl + D
2(l + 2x/rT^)~
\
I
\ +
ttL 2 f A;J+ k± Vl + D
\J 2(1 + 2 V
/TT^)~
(2.2)
Erf
\ 2(l + 2x/T+D)
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(vii) Architecture plays a very important role in the configurations of the LCP.
Main-chain and side-on side-chain LCPs stretch in the direction of the nematic
field, while, end-on side-chain LCPs stretch in the direction perpendicular to the
field.
(viii) End-OI] side-chain LCPs are predicted to he less sensitive to the nematic
field than main-chain LCPs.
2.2 Formulation
2.2.1 Model Hamiltonian
Let us consider a system of M semifiexible chains of length /. in a nematic
solvent of m low molecular weight liquid crystalline molecules in a. 3-dimensional
space ol volume V3. The positions and orientations in spare of the solvent molecules
are described by a set of 2m vectors jrjj
,
(uA where i = l,2,3...m and |ij|= I.
—
>
The rea.li/a.tion ol' the J- 1,1 1 semifiexible chain is />', (.s) with tangent vector L (s)
where j = L,2, 3...M and s belongs to the interval [0, L].
We shall be concerned throughout this chapter with the effects of a nematic
field generated by the solvent on the configurations of a polymer chain. Therefore,
let's assume that the solvent molecules are in the nematic phase.
In order to describe the behavior of the solvent let's assume that the potential
energy is pairwise additive. Furthermore, let's write the potential energy between
two solvent molecules, i and fc, as an expansion in spherical harmonics [23].
oo l\ h h
Ui
vk frjb-, uu ujA = ^2 S S S ( /h /<2 ' l:u rW»)
/i,/2i^3=0 m\=-l\ rn2 = -l2im =-h M 3^
xC(/ 1 ,/2 ,/3;m 1) m2,m3)y;r (5) Y™* (uk ) Y™* (r~*) ,
1
1
where ri)k=rk - rn Uyi{luk,k,ri)k) are functions of the distances \r^\ between
the molecules, C {h, i2 , i, ; mlsm2>m3 ) are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, r/" are
the normalized spherical harmonics and r~k is the direction of the vector A
Assuming further that the r-dependence of the potential energy between solvent
molecules can be approximated by the short-ranged delta potential, 8^ (|r|), Eq.
(2.3) reduces to the following expression:
Ui,k{ri)kMuuk)^S^^\r7M) E E E D (h,h,mum2 )
lih=0mi-~li m2 = -l-2
^2 ^
«r (^)'r(i).
where D (/,
,
/ 2 , m u m2 ) are coefficients.
As a consequence of the symmetry of the molecules, the potential energy must
be invariant under the inversion transformation u-> - u. This implies that l
{
and
l2 must be even numbers (positive parity). Also, it is known that the interaction
between anisotropic molecules depends only on the angle between them[24,25].
Thus, the potential energy can be rewritten in the following way:
oo
(n,k,ej = *<»> yrtfel) D 00 pi (cos W) > ( 2 - 5 )
where the angle 9 is the angle between the orientation vectors of the solvent
molecules i and A;, and P
L
(cos (0)) is the Legendre Polynomial of /-th degree. The
dependence of U^k (j\,k>0j on the azirnuthal angle does not appear because of the
invariance of the interaction under rotations around the z-axis, m — 0.
Finally, let us approximate the potential energy by the first two terms in the
series
Uitk (n,k
,
e) * 5 (3) (]rXk\) (D (0) + D (2) P2 (cos (9))) . (2.6)
This potential energy captures the basic physics of the interaction between two
anisotropic molecules and will be used to describe not only the interaction bc-
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tween two solvent molecules, but also, between a solvent molecule and a statistical
segment, and between statistical segments.
Using Eq. (2.6) as the starting point, the Hamiltonian describing the interaction
between solvent molecules, /3HS3 , can be written as
m in, m m
9— I A— \ A-LA • * > /
+^?p2 (3-5))
(2-7)
Let us now proceed to model the LCP. For this purpose, we choose the Weiner
integral model for stiff polymer chains first proposed by Bawendi and Freed[26],
later re-studied by Bhattacharjee and Muthukumar[27], Lagowski, Noolandi and
Nickel[28], and, Winkler, Reineker and Harnau[29]. Following Bawendi and Freed,
the Hamiltonian of a semiflcxible chain can be written as
i
+
f-L
+
2l '
(ls t (s) +
3/
~8 ds
d t (s)
ds
(2.8)
where / is the statistical segment of the polymer chain, t0=t (0) and 1=f (L).
This Hamiltonian must be constrained with the condition
ds t (s)
,
(2-9)
that states that the integral of the tangent vector from one end of the chain to the
other one must equal the end-to-end vector.
The excluded volume interaction between segments of the polymer chain is
described as a generalization of Eq. (2.7) to the continuous case.
/
VP ds ( ds'6® (r («)-S(«0) (Dl »)PV
(2.10)
+D$P2 (t (*)• l(s')))
Similarly, the coupling between the solvent and the polymer can be written as
follows:
^^}gj[
L
^(3w-S)(i^ + z^ ft (T w .5)). • (2.U)
The last, two Hamiltonians, Hpp and Hps , have anisotropic interaction terms.
These two terms will reinforce each other, that is, both terms try to make the
statistical segments parallel to each other and perpendicular (parallel) to the solvent
nematic field if the semifiexible chain is an end-on side-chain ( side-on side-chain
or main-chain ) LCP. But, the excluded volume arising from the segment-segment
interaction is small compared with the interaction with the solvent, This is a
consequence of the semiflexibility of the chain that reduces the number of segment-
segment encounters and of the fact that most of the volume inside the polymer
chain is filled up by solvent molecules. Therefore, the excluded volume- arising
from the segment-segment interaction can be considered a higher-order effect and
is left for a future publication.
In this model, the difference between main-chain and side-chain LCPs in ne-
matic solvents is the sign of the coefficient DfJ, Eq. (2.11). If it is negative, the
description is valid for a side-on side-chain and main-chain LCP because the cou-
pling favors the alignment of the backbone with the solvent; if it is positive, the
coupling favors the alignment perpendicular to the solvent, thus, the description is
valid for an end-on side-chain LCP.
2.2.2 Bare Polymer Propagator
We employ the polymer propagator formalism to calculate different properties
of the polymer chain, such as average end-to-end distance squared parallel and
perpendicular to the nematic director, radius of gyration, etc. Let's begin with the
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calculation of the bare polymer propagator. By combining Eqs. (2.7) - (2.9) and
(2.11), the propagator is,
G H (11 (); t,to;L,0) = /_ D
t(0)=?0
in
t (s)
in
II / lh
'
f i
m m
1
m
/"L
-jE / d* sm [R W - 3) (off + d<?p2 (7 (.) • 5) (2.12)
1
''<•
•/()
i (5)
3/
f
L
8 '
dS
./()
x exp
d 7 (5)
cis 1
—
2
->
(
. + to
is t (s)
The last exponential is just a constant for the purpose of integration, thus, we will
drop it until we calculate the integrals.
Equation (2.12) has some terms that are irrelevant. Also, in order to make the
model mathematically more tractable we introduce the following approximations.
Let's define the solvent density in the following way:
Ps r V - T (2.13)
In a moan-field approximation it can be assumed that the density of the solvent is a
constant ps = m/V%. The next assumption is to approximate the coupling between
the orientations of the solvent molecules and the polymer chain by a coupling
between the average orientation of the solvent molecules (director field, n) and
the polymer chain. This is a mean-field approximation of the solvent-polymer
interaction. After these approximations the expression for the polymer propagator,
Eq. (2.12), is the following:
1
5
GB [11 0; t,to-L,0) = V
t(L)=t
in
u -. D
t (0)=t0
t(s) 6® (R- ds1(s)
10
x exp < —
21
di t (a)
2 3/
~ 8~
L
d,
d t (a)
ds
(2)
X
l *(" ' * «) ft exP { -1 U°M -
2/
(2.14)
+
3A,(2)
m
(2)
1=1 2/
The last exponential and the integral over u
t involve solvent quantities only. There-
fore, these terms are irrelevant and can be neglected. The new expression for the
polymer propagator is the following:
GB IK, 0; t,to;L,0
ft(L)=t
)
= L . D 't (s)
' J t (0)=t„
x exp < —
3
21
'
21
L
ds U (s)
ds t (a)
dt\\ (a)
ds (2.15)
x exp
3
21
ds
2 3/ rf *± (
ds
where
^ (5) and t±_ (s) are the components of the tangent vector parallel and
perpendicular to the director field, respectively.
We now proceed to evaluate the integral. First let's use the exponential repre-
sentation of the delta function
S {
* ]
I R -
J
ds t {a) .t exp -i k R, -H / ds k -t(s
2tt
3
V h
2.16)
l(i
With this representation of the delta function the expres
agator is
sion of the polymer prop-
GB [R,0;tX;L,0)= l—expt-ik-R] [ '^ ' D
2tt)
t (0)=t0
t M
x exp
3
2/
x exp < - / ds
t± (s)
2 3/
+
8
j ti (f)
ds
ik± -t± (s
dt
]{
(s)
ds
2.17
Note that we have separated the integral into two parts: one with the component
of t (s) parallel to the director field and the other one with the component of ~t is)
perpendicular to it. This simplifies the calculation of the integral. The next step
is to complete the squares in the arguments of the exponentials. The result is the
following:
GB [R,0; t,t0\L,Q) =
.1 (27T)
3
exp -i k R -
lLk\
~6~
k'iLl
6.(l + p.l£>)
«||(0)=«||,o
L
D U(s) exp - ds
3
21
*n w
ik\d 3/
3(l + PsDmi + i ds
L
exp { — di
2/ I
11 {S)
~
~3 +
3/
8~
tx(L)=tx
t±(0)=tx,o
d t± (s)
ds
(2.18)
D
Both path integrals are Gaussian integrals which can be easily evaluated [30]. For
the purpose of completeness they have been evaluated in Appendix A.
-»
Finally, we integrate over A;, multiply the result by the exponential term in Eq.
(2.12) which has been modified for the mean-field approximations made,
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(,x,,
i
'! + -> exp
3 i +
— 2
til +
x exp
i + 1.0
and normalize the propagator as follows
V,
jv
dR j d t I d^G^O; t,£;L,o) = 1
The final expression for the polymer propagator is the following:
+ I (Co + il ) tanh (f)
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2.2.3 Global Inextensibility Constraint
Although the aforementioned formulation is exact within the limits of the ini-
tial assumptions, the polymer propagator must satisfy the inextensibility con-
straint. The original form for this restriction was proposed by Saito, Takahashi
and Yukoni[31] and has the following form:
t is) 1= 1 Vs. (2.22)
This way of writing the constraint has two disadvantages. First, it describes the
wrong physical picture since it says that a Kuhn segment can not be stretched or
compressed. A Kuhn segment is made of several monomers, so, at least in principle,
it can be stretched or compressed. Second, the propagator cannot be obtained in
a simple form [32]. Therefore, non-idealities cannot be treated.
Based on the previous arguments, we prefer to relax this "local" inextensibility
constraint to a "global" one. So, following Bawendi and Freed [26]. Bhattacharjee
and Muthukumar[27], Lagowski, Noolandi and Nickel[28], Winkler, Reineker and
L9
Harnau[29]
3
and, Gupta and Edwards[33], we write the global inextensibility c
straint in the following way:
on
t (a) = 1 V.s
The value of this average predicted by the polymer propagator, Eq
differs from one. The result is the following:
i
2.23)
(2.21),
t (S))
2N
) = i|2 + /I (2.24)
However, in tin; limit of zero coupling with the nematic director, the average is one.
Lim
Dps -> 0 t (s)\ ) = 1 (2.25)
Therefore, the nematic field is the cause for the stretching of the Kuhn segments.
This result invalidates the constructed propagator. But, the stretching is homoge-
neous, that is, all the segments are stretched by the same amount.
The homogeneous stretching allows us to satisfy the inextensibility constraint
by rescaling the tangent vector to the realization of the polymer chain. Explicitly,
the rescaling is
* W -H (a)
2
s/l +D
= a t (s)
,
(2.26)
where D = psD$ and | D \< 1.
The new Hamiltonian has the following mathematical form:
L
21 VTTD
ds\u (s)\
2
+ - ('2+
;
1
/ da
Jo
d t (a)
da
1 / 1
+
27(
2 + 7TT^ tl (s)
(2.27)
x 2 +
1
iI)
2
+(C) 1 + Z) /
;
+ —— I 2 + VT+D
x
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and satisfies the global ^extensibility constraint, Eq. (2.23). In the limit of zero
coupling, D = 0
,
this Hamiltonian reduces to that of a semiflexible chain in an
isotropic solvent.
The new Hamiltonian defines a new propagator that can be obtained from Eq.
(2.21) by appropriate rescaling of the variables R, 7 and t0 and multiplication by a
constant to keep the normalization. Explicitly, the new propagator is constructed
in the following way:
G \R, 0 ; t,t0 ; L, OJ • > a 9 (7 (o f{. 0;a t,a t0 \ L, 0 (2.28)
on
Consequently, the presence of a nematic field and the global inextensibility c
straint have modified the polymer propagator. These modifications appear in the
different averaged-quantities used to characterize the polymer chain. These aver-
ages will be presented in the next section.
2.3 Results
The first average of interest is the end-to-end distance squared, which is a
measure of the size of the polymer. In this case, it is useful to separate it into two
quantities: One arising from the component parallel to the nematic field,
<^ ( /7|| )
~
,
and another one arising from the component perpendicular to it, ( \R1
predictions of the model for these two quantities are the following:
1 + D) (2 VT+D
L
I
2 V/TTD
/
V
2L\J\ + D\
I
I
,
(2.29)
9
R1
2 +
v/T+77
2L
e~ I 2.30)
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In the limit of long polymers
,
L »
,
these expressions approach
their asymptotic forms
(2*y )
2
\ ,
U
R - 2X
2L/
(2.31)
2 +
(2.32)
and the well-known scaling relation for fully flexible polymers without exclude(
volume interaction
(^) = (WV((ix)>(^ + 2) * , L , (,33)
Vl+D
2
= IL
is recovered. In particular, if there is no nematic field, D = 0, then Hr
These last results suggest that, in this limit, we can define an effective Kuhn
segment, leff in the following way:
' = {(do) + 2) T^Vy < 2 -34 >
Therefore, we conclude that in the case of fully flexible polymer chains, the effect
of a nematic solvent on ((R) 2 ) can be taken into account by rescaling the Kuhn
segment.
In the other limit, the limit of short polymer chains, L « l/\Jl + D
,
the
results approach their asymptotic forms
((7?ll)
2\«—=£= ~L2
,
(2.35)
x 2\ 2L 2
and the effect of the nematic field appears as a numerical prefactor.
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In the case of main-chain LCPs (D < 0), the condition L « l/^TVo implies
that a strong coupling with the nematic field (D ->
-1) will dominate the scaling
law even for long polymer chains and the scaling relation
^(#)
2
\ „ will hold.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the dependence of both averages on the chain length
for different strengths of the coupling with the nematic solvent. This coupling can
modify the configuration of the polymer substantially, as observed in figure 2.2.
where ((R\\Y} /I 2 changes by 2 orders of magnitude when D varies from -0.99
to 0.99 and L/l » 1. Figure 2.2 also shows that long polymer chains are more
sensitive to the field than short ones since, for a given increase in the coupling
constant, long polymers will elongate more than short ones. Figure 2.3 shows that
the size of the polymer in the perpendicular direction is almost insensitive to the
field; only main-chain LCPs are substantially affected by changes in the coupling
constant.
Finally, for the purpose of clarity, we show the effect of the nematic field on
the shape of the LCP in Fig. 2.4. The principal radii of these ellipsoids are
(/I'll)
2
), M(~R±yy The effect of the nematic field is clear. In the case
of side-on side-chain and main-chain LCPs the field stretches the polymer in the
direction of the nematic director. As the coupling decreases, the shape approaches
the one of a sphere. If the coupling becomes positive (end-on side-chain LCP), the
polymer adopts a disc-like shape.
The second average of interest is the persistence length. Again, we divide
this quantity in two contributions: The ones arising from the directions paral-
lel, (R\\ £0,11)3 and perpendicular, (^R±_ t (,,±^, to the nematic field. The mode]
predicts the following behavior for these quantities:
2:5
(RW = 7
.
(2.37)
(2.38)
VTTD
In the limit of long polymers, L» l/y/] + D, the asymptotic behavior of these
averages arc the following:
(#11 *o,||) W 7- r- ~ I, (2.39)
2(1 + D) 2+ . )
(/?-!• 7o,l) « y — r~l. (2.40)
Thus, in this limit, the persistence length is of the same order of magnitude as I he
effective Kuhll segment defined in Eq. (2.34).
In the other limit, the limit of short polymer chains, L « l/\J\ + D
,
these
two averages approach the Following asymptotic behaviors:
t0 A k .
L
~ L, (2.41)x 11 ,IJ/
2 V/TTD + 1 v ;
2L
Ri • t o,i ) « ~ L. (2.42)
2+ .
Therefore, in the case" of short polymers or in the ea.se of main-chain LCPs strongly
coupled to the uematic Held, the persistence length is of order L.
Figures 2.5 and 2.0 show the dependence of these averages on chain lengt h for
different values Of the coupling constant. As in the case of the end-to-end distance,
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a strong dependence on the coupling constant is observed which can change the
persistence length by two orders of magnitude.
The next average of interest is the radius of gyration. As before, we separate it
into two parts: (sj) and /f\ The results are the following:
W> =
LI
6~
I
2
+
I
4
4VTTD 4L(1 + D) 8L2 (1 + £>) §
(l + £>) 2 +
Vl + D
•11
-Vl + D
v I
2.
->2
Si
/
V
LJ / 2 / :i
- - +
4 /
6 4 4L 8L'2
21
1-e /
2 +
2. I I)
v
/T+D
For large molecular weights, L » l/y/TTD, these averages approach the
following asymptotic behaviors:
si)
LI
6(1 + D) 2 +
1
4(w 2. 15)
-2
S,
2L/
6 2 +
(.
7? (2.40)
In the other limit, the limit of short polymer chains, L « l/s/l + D, t lx
averages are the following:
L 2
12(l + 2x/TTD) 12 (2.47)
->2
5.
2L
12 2 +
4^ (2.48)
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The last quantity of interest is the scattering structure function, S (fa, £\
ds I ds'ie
o ./o
*Pl* k • Ji i - l?(s' (2.49)
The average in the integrals (2.49) can be calculated using the propagator of the
model, Eq. (2.28). The result is the following:
exp (i k (R (s) - R (*')))) = exp (-fef r/1 (D, ,• - ,')
-(*I)%2(A«-o),
where
'2(1 +D) (2 +
V v/TTTT
s — s
1
1
/-
2vT+D
x
2 1s- s'
] - e
n/1 + D
V
2.50)
(2.51)
g2 (D, s - s')
2 2 +
\ + n J
s'H-tll- e
2 .s — ,s
/ (2.52)
Substituting Eqs, (2.50) -- (2.52) into Eq. (2.49) and after some algebra, the seal
tering structure function can be written as Follows:
S ( fen, A; l ) =
~Yj2 J
dz (L ~ *) (,x l> f-*S & (A z) - (kj )
2
g2 (I), z) 2.53)
In the limit of long polymers this function approaches its asymptot ic form given
by
S(kh k±)
8 2 +
1
\ZTTd fei
2;2
k\
1 + D
I)
I i (2.54)
+ k
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Vl + Dj ) )
which, in the limit D = 0, gives the well-known Debye structure factor[24].
For short polymers the structure function approaches the following asymptotic
behavior:
Slku.k
2(l + 2yTTD)
L 2 (kU k± y/T+D
1 L2 (B+ k±
2
VTTd^
exp
V
2 (1 + 2vTTD)
J
1 +
\ 2(1+ 2^/TTD) \ 2 (l + 2vT+D)
/ J
(2.55)
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the behavior of the structure factor in both limits.
The effect of the nematic field is clearly stronger in t he case of a flexible polymer
(Fig. 2.7) than in the case of a rigid one (Fig. 2.8). Also, these figures show a weak
dependence on the nematic field in the case of end-on side-chain LCPs, D > 0.
In other words, the shape of this type of liquid crystals is slightly modified by the
presence of the nematic solvent.
2.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Using a functional integral model for stiff polymer chains combined with a
Maier-Saupe type of approximation for t he potential ener gy bet ween nematogens
and the global chain incxtensibility constraint, we have 1 considered t he effect of
27
il nematic field 0,1 semiflexible chains. The model constructed satisfies not only
the three original requirements stated by Bawendi et al.[2Q], but also, the global
^extensibility constraint[27 29,33] for all values of the coupling constant,
As expected, this model reproduces the second order moments of a semiflexible
chain as predicted by the Kratky-Porod model when the coupling with nematic field
is zero. Also, the propagator obtained is a simple Gaussian function, therefore, the
treatment of non-idealities like the excluded volume interaction is mathematically
tractable.
In
»
he limit L -> 00, the model predicts the behavior of an anisotropic flexible
polymer. The anisotropy, produced by the nematic field, generates different be-
haviors of the components parallel and perpendicular to the held of the different
averages. In the limit L -> 00, this anisotropy appears just as a different numerical
pref'acfor for each component. However, both components of the averages scale as
in t he case of a flexible polymer. In the limit L -> 0, the model predicts the be-
havior of an anisotropic rigid rod. As in t in- previous limit
,
t he anisot ropy appears
as a, different, numerical prefactor for each component.
The calculated struct ure factor is left in its most, simple integral representation.
Its asymptotic behaviors are calculated analytically. In the limit, /, -> 00, the
Structure factor is similar to the Debye structure factor of flexible polymers, but
.
it, is anisotropic. In t he particular case 1 of no coupling wit h the nematic field, this
structure factor reduces to the well-known Debye structure factor. In the other
limit, L -4 0, the asymptotic behavior is calculated analytically and shows a strong
anisotropy.
The results clearly show that long polymers are more sensitive to the effect of
nematic fields t han short ones. This is the expected trend since long polymers can
28
be stretched more than short ones. Consequently, this shows up in different prop-
erties. A clear example of this trend is shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.5.
Architecture plays a fundamental role in the behavior of LCPs in nematic sol-
vents. In the ease of main-chain or side-on side-chain LCPs, we expect a negative
value for the coupling constant since the backbone of the polymer should align with
the ncmatic director. Also, in the case of end-on side-chain LCPs, the side chains
should align with the director leaving the backbone in the perpendicular direction,
thus, the coupling constant should be positive. Although we do not explicitly ac-
count for architecture in the Hamiltonian, we model its effects with the sign and
magnitude of the coupling constant, D.
Finally, the model predicts that polymers with positive coupling constants are
less sensitive to the ncmatic held than polymers with negative coupling constants,
as clearly seen in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. Therefore, main-chain LCPs should be more
sensitive to a nematic solvent than side-chain LCPs.
2!)
Figure 2.1: Different architectures studied, (a) Main-chain LCP. (1>) Side-on side-
chain LCP. (c) End-on side-chain LCP.
Figure 2.2: Average end-to-end distance squared parallel to the hematic field
((R\\)
2
) /I
2
vs. chain length, L/l, for different values of the coupling constant, D.
D = -0.99 (O), D = -0.5 (), D = 0 (A), D = 0.5 {X), D = 0.99 (y).
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Figure 2.3: Average end-to-end distance squared perpendicular to the nematic field
({R±) 2 ) P
1
vs. chain length, L/l, for different values of the coupling constant, D.
D = -0.99 (O), D = -0.5 (), D = 0 (A), D = 0.5 (X), D = 0.99 (y)-
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Figure 2.4: Effect of the nematic field on the shape of the LCP. From top to
bottom and from left to right, D = -0.95, D = -0.9, D - -0.5, D = -0.1,D = 0,
D = 0.1, D = 0.5, D = 0.9, D = 0.95.
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u\
Figure 2.5: Persistence length parallel to the nematic: field (fl
fl
t
0i \\)
jl vs. chain
length, L/l, for different values of the coupling constant, D. D = -0 99 (O) D =
-0.5 (), D = 0 (A), D = 0.5 (X), D = 0.99 (V ).
L/l
Figure 2.6: Persistence length perpendicular to the nematic field {R± £0)i \ /I
vs. chain length, L/l, for different values of the coupling constant, D. D = -0 99
(O), D = -0.5 (), D = 0 (A), D = 0.5 (X), D = 0.99 (V ).
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Figure 2.7: Structure factor in the limit of long polymers
( L/l = 100 ) for different
values of the coupling constant, D. From left to right and from top to bottom,
D = -0.9999,£> = -0.99,D =
-0.9,L> = -0.5,L> = (),D = 0.5,D = 0.9,L> =
0.99,D = 0.999.
Figure 2.8: Structure factor in the limit of short polymers ( L/l = 0.2 ) for different
values of the coupling constant, D. From left to right and from top to bottom,
D =
-0.9999,L» = -0.99,L> = -0.9,D = -0.5,D = Q,D = 0.b,D = 0.9,D =
0.99,D = 0.999.
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CHAPTER 3
CONFIGURATIONAL AND SCATTERING
PROPERTIES OF A SINGLE SEMIFLEXIBLE
POLYELECTROLYTE
3.1 Introduction
Semiflexible polyelectrolytes stand beyond the furthermost limit of understand-
ing in the field of polymer physics. The origin of this not-yet-achieved compre-
hension is to be found in the simultaneous presence of many different physical
features of the polymer characterized by different length scales. The stiffness of
the polymer backbone, the short-ranged excluded volume interaction, the contour
length of the polymer chain and the long-ranged electrostatic interaction are a some
of the properties of the polymer that contribute to the physical behavior of the
chain simultaneously. Consequently, researchers have been unable to find a good
theoretical framework to describe the experimental observations accurately [34, 35].
Still, many insightful contributions have been made by many scientists. Prob-
ably, the dependence of the electrostatic persistence length (Le ) on the inverse
Debye length («) has been the most exhaustively studied property of semiflexible
polyelectrolytes. Odijk[36, 37] and, independently, Skolnick and Fixman[38] (OSF)
proved that Le should scale as k~2 for intrinsically rigid polyelectrolytes. Later,
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Barrat and Joanny[39] included the effects of fluctuations in the chain configuration
and proved that the OSF approach breaks down for flexible polyelectrolyt.es and
that the new scaling behavior is of the form Le ~ K~\ Afterwards, Ha and Jhiru-
rnalai rederived the same scaling relations using another variational approach [40].
These scaling relations have been confirmed by computer simulations by Ullner
and J6nsson[41] and, Micka and Kremer[42-44]. The latter authors also reported a
"sublmear" regime. Another topic of recent interest is the collapse of a semiflexible
polyelectrolyte. This was addressed by Rouzina and Bloomfield[45], Golestanian,
Kardar and Liverpool[46], and Hansen et al[47). Finally, force-extension relations
for semiflexible neutral[48, 49] and charged[50] polymers have been derived for the
wormlike chain model.
Unfortunately, the previously mentioned studies do not attempt to answer sim-
ple questions like: "How does the radius of gyration (RG ) depend on molecular
weight, excluded volume or salt concentration ?" or "How does the crossover from
low to high molecular weights occur ?"
. These are the kind of questions we want
to answer. Thus, the main purpose of this paper is to present a complete study
of the most simple single-chain properties of a semiflexible polyelectrolyte when
the electrostatic interaction is modeled at the Debye-Hiickel level. Specifically, we
discuss the physical behavior of the radius of gyration, persistence length (A) and
static structure factor (5(q)). We take into account the excluded volume and
electrostatic interactions explicitly, and discuss their effects on the aforementioned
configurational averages and scattering properties of the polymer chain. We put
special attention in scaling relations involving the molecular weight of the polymer.
Before presenting the outline of this chapter, we briefly describe the most im-
portant features of our model and the main results for the benefit of those not
interested in the mathematical details.
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(i) We have considered a semiflexible polyelectrolyte of contour length L and
bare Kuhn length / interacting with itself via excluded volume and electrostatic
interactions. The semiflexibility of the polymer backbone was modeled using a
functional integral model for stiff polymer chains. The excluded volume part was
modeled with a delta pseudopotential of strength u and the electrostatic part with
a Debye-HUckel potential. All the Kuhn segments were assumed to carry an electric
charge of «Z where a is the degree of ionization of the polymer chain and Z is the
total number of electronic charges per segment.
(ii) Our calculations predict the following scaling relations for a neutral semi-
flexible polymer
iV 1
,
L-M),
Ra ~ <j ^0.6
^
L _>OQ and ^ ^ Q)
N '
,
L —> oo and u = 0.
A ~
<j
yyo.2
,
L oo and a; ^ 0,
(3.1)
(3.2)
A'"
0
,
L —» oo and w = 0.
Thus, the model predicts the correct scaling relations in the asymptotic limits of
low and high molecular weights.
In addition, the model predicts an intermediate, Gaussian-like, regime where
the configurational averages scale as the ones of a polymer chain without excluded
volume interaction. Furthermore, this regime is predicted to be independent of the
strength of the excluded volume interaction.
(iii) In the case of a semiflexible polyelectrolyte the model predicts the following
scaling relations
10
RG ~ <
N l
, 0,
AT0 " 6
, L -> oo
3.3)
and
X
N°*
,
L -» oo.
C',1)
Again, the model predicts the correct scaling relations in the asymptotic limits.
Also, the model predicts two crossover regions in between the low and high molec-
ular weight limits.
(iv) We also calculated the static structure factor Cor the wormlil<e chain i i l < )d(
In the case of neutral semiflexible polymers, our calculat ions predict a decrease o
the static structure (actor with increasing strength of the excluded volume inter-
action. For semiflexible polyelectrolytes the same decrease is predicted hut witl
decreasing salt concentration.
3.2 Formulation
Let us consider a, single semiflexible polyelectrolyte of contour length /,( /V/,
N being the total number of Kuhn segments and / the bare Kuhn length). Let us
call the parameterization of the curve representing the polymer chain R(s) where
8 € [0,L], In addition, let the tangent vector to the curve he called r (s). The
relationship between r (s) and R (.s) is
/ x dR(s)
r • =
-T71 - 3.5
(l.s
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We model the. connectivity and stiffness of the polymer chain with the in-
wards Hamiltonian first proposed by Bawendi and F*eed[26], later re-studied by
Bhattacharjee and Muthukumar[27], Lagowski, Noolandi and Nickel[28], Winkler,
Reineker and Harnau[29] and Gupta and Edwards[33]. Following Bawendi and
Freed, the Hamiltonian of a semiflexible chain can be written as follows, Eq. 2.8
\T (s) 2
(3.6)
ds
where the first term takes into account the global inextensibility constraint ((r2 (s)) =
1), Eq. 2.23, the second one represents the entropic penalty for stretching the poly-
mer chain and the last one is the free energy penalty for bending the polymer chain.
We model the excluded volume and electrostatic interactions using the delta[51]
and the Debye-Hiickel [52, 53] potentials, respectively. We do not, consider anisotropic
interactions in the present study. Explicitly, the segment-segment interaction is
i
ds / ds' { uS® [R (s) - R (,')] + I A/) /
Jo Jo [
1 n |R(.s) -R (.s')|
(3.7)
where AB is the Bjerrum length, \D is the Debye length, u is the strength of the
excluded volutin" interaction, a is the degree of ionization of the polymer chain and
Z is the number of electronic charges per Knhn segment. The expressions of XB
and \p are
\n =
v
2
eoekT (™)
A n -
i
where c is the electronic charge, e0 is the electric permitivity of the vacuum, < is
the relative electric permitivity of the solvent, Z,
;
is the valence of the ith-species,
'/', is the number density of ions of species /, /,: is Boltzmann's constant and T is
the absolute temperature.
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The physical behavior of the polymer chain is defined completely by equations
3.6 and 3.7. Unfortunately, solving the model defined by the total Hamiltonian
H, (= H + V) is not possible since it implies solving the excluded volume problem
exactly. Therefore, we resort to an approximate method first proposal by Edwards
and Singh[54]. The basic idea is to replace the semiflexible polymer chain with ex-
cluded volume and electrostatic interactions by a semiflexible phantom chain, that
is, by a polymer chain with neither excluded volume nor electrostatic interactions.
This phantom polymer chain is characterized by a new (renormalized) Kuhn length
called //,, In addition, the replacement of the polymer chain for the phantom chain
must be done in such a way that the conhgnational and scattering properties of the
original polymer remain unchanged.
We now proceed to employ the Edwards-Singh method to our problem. We
describe the phantom polymer with a Hamiltonian similar to t he one described by
('(ination 3.6, where the bare Kuhn length, /, is replaced by the renormalized one,
Explicitly, the trial Hamiltonian is
II« =
-A\t (L)\ 2 + \t (0)|
2
) + ;
3
2/ it
./o
ds r (.s) +
8
as
It S
(IS
(3.9)
Next, we calculate the average end-to-end distance squared
(R2 ) =
1 D\R(s)]D[t(s)}(R(L)-R(0))
2 6W RW -
j
J
1 D [R (s)] D [r (s)] 5® R (s) -
J
e
3.10)
Afterwards, we add and subtract HR in the arguments of the exponent ial functions
and expand them to first order in H, - HR . The final result is
(R 2 ) = {R2 )n + (R2 )R(HR - Ht)R - ((HR - Ht ) R2 )R + () (((HR - Ht)R)%
(3.
where (...)„ moans that the average has to be calculated with the Hamiltonian //,
Sine:, wo want the phantom polymer to have the same configuration! and scat-
tering properties of the original polymer chain, we require t hat,
(R2 ) = (R2)r, (3. 12)
then
'
fche ^normalized Kuhn lengt h, lR , is determined from the equation
(R2)R(HR -Ht)R -((HR -Ht)R2)R = 0 (3.13)
Equation 3.13 requires the evaluation of some averages. We present these cal-
culations in Appendix B. The final and simplest mathematical lorn, of equation
3.13 is
/ 4L\ lRl
\ In ) 8 H
+ exp
2L
l
/ dx
I!
L 2x 2 (\ -x)
I
2
L2^
iSV2l2 lRT
-i> m
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\
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(3.14)
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X 2D
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The asymptotic behaviors of tins equation in the limits of long and short polymer
chain are studied in Appendix C. In the limit of long polymer chains equation
3.14 reduces to the one obtained by Muthukumar[55] for flexible" polyelectrolytes.
In the limit of short polymer chains equation 3.14 becomes independent of both
excluded volume and electrostatic interactions. Further discussion of this equation
is presented in the next section.
The last quantity of interest is the single chain structure factor which is defined
as
i r
L
r
L
S(q) = ~ I dr 1 ' '
L 2
,
<r/
2
f 2 I r
o
dreXP i-l2
T
q
2
/
2
x exp ( - exp
2 I r - T '
(3.15)
12 * \ /
where q is the wave-vector. Equation 3.15 was written in terms of the bare Kuhn
length, /, but it could have been written in terms of the renormalized Kuhn length,
Ir, The evaluation of the integrals is presented in Appendix D. Here we just quote
the result
2/2
/
X
^23
2/2
q l
\ V
12
72
1 1
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(3.16)
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where r (:r, y) is the incomplete Gamma function and G
of Meijer's G-functibns[56].
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\
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3.3 Results
Let us start by considering the predictions of the model defined by HR for the
average radius of gyration square. This configurational average was calculated by
Bawendi and Freed[26], Bhattacharjee and Muthukumar[27], Lagowski, Noolandi
and Nickel [28], and, Winkler, Reineker and Harnau[29]. The result is
(Rg)r =
LI R I
2
1% I
4
6 4 4L 8L
exp
Ir
3.1
where the bare Kuhn length, /, was replace by the renormalized one, lR , which was
obtained from equation 3.14 numerically.
Figure 3.1 shows the ratio of the radius of gyration of a neutral semiflexible
polymer chain by the square root of N as a function of TV for different strengths
{uj) of the excluded volume interaction. The parameter N was varied from 10-3 to
10 4 even though values of N as small as 10" 3 are not experimentally achievable.
We included these small values of N in the plot to show that the model predicts the
correct scaling behavior in the limit of low molecular weight polymers. In this limit,
the polymer must behave as a rod due to the stiffness of the polymer backbone and
its low molecular weight. Thus, the size of the polymer chain should be proportional
to its length which is proportional to its molecular weight. Consequently, RG should
scale like
RG ~N\ (3.18)
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as predicted by the model. In addition, the model predicts that excluded volume is
irrelevant in the low molecular weight limit. This is the correct result since for the
excluded volume to be acUve two segments must touch each other. This implies that
the polymer chain must bend but, the stiffness of the polymer backbone hinders the
bending of the chain. Consequently, the origin of the irrelevance of the exc luded
volume, interaction in the low molecular weight limit is the stiffness of the polymer
backbone.
In the high molecular weight limit, stiffness becomes an irrelevant parameter
and the effect of excluded volume becomes important due to the increase of the
segment-segment encounters. The model predicts that a chain with excluded vol-
ume interaction should display the scaling relation
Ra~N»-\ (3 . 19)
as predicted by Flory[57], Edwards[51], Muthukumar[58] and others. Also, a poly-
mer chain without excluded volume interaction is predicted to display the scaling
relation
Rg ~ N™. (3.20)
This a very well-known result.
The model goes beyond the aforementioned scaling relations to predict the full
crossover behavior from the low molecular weight limit (rod-like behavior) to the
high molecular weight limit (flexible chain behavior) when the molecular weight
is increased. One important prediction is that the transition from the rod-like
behavior to the Self-Avoiding-Walk (SAW) one is mediated by a, regime where the
polymer behaves like a Gaussian chain. In other words, as molecular weight is
increased the polymer goes from the rod-like limit to a, Gaussian-like regime and
then to the Self-Avoiding-Walk limit. This implies that when the molecular weight
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is bereaved, ft. rrfevance of stiffness decreases. Ai. some value of molecular weight,
stiffness i.s no longer important for the physical behavior of the polymer, still this
molecular weight is not large enough to generate a larg. ber of segment-Seg nt
encounters. Therefore, the excluded volume is not active and the chain behaves
as a Gaussian chain. Further increase of the molecular weight leads to the SAW
regime.
We now consider the case of a semiflexible polyelectrolyte without excluded
volume interaction (u = 0). Figure 3.2 shows the ratio of the radius of gyration
of a, semiflexible polyelectrolyte by the square root of N as a function of N for
different values of the Debye length, A„. In this case the parameter N was varied
from 10 2 to io ( '. This range is large enough to show dearly the asymptotic scaling
behaviors displayed by short and long polymer chains.
•>i the limit of low molecular weights the model predicts the scaling relation
Rg~N} (3,21)
independent of the value of the Debye length, \D . Furthermore, all the curves
superpose. This result is in perfect agreement with the prediction lor neutral semi-
flexible polymers and can be rationalized using the same arguments. The stillness
o! the polymer backbone is dominating the physical behavior of the polyelectrolyte
chain due to the low molecular weight. In addition, the low molecular weight
implies a, low amount of electric charge present on the polymer. Consequently,
electrostatics does not contribute to the physical behavior of the polyelectrolyte
chain in this regime.
In I he limit of high molecular weights the model predicts tlx 1 scaling behavior
RG ~ N tu\ (.122)
IN
This scaling was predicted for flexible polyelectrolytes by Muthukumar [55], ()„
«>• <*tar hand, if the amount of salt is infinitely large, then the scaling behavior is
R
-
~
N "':'-
(3.23)
roiume in
This is the expected result since the polymer chain has no excluded \
teraction and, under very high salt conditions, the electrostatic interactions are
completely screened. Thus, the polymer should behave as a Gaussian chain.
As for the neutral case, the model predicts the full crossover behavior from
the low molecular weight limit (rod-like behavior) to the high molecular weight
limit (flexible chain limit) as molecular weight is increased. Again, there is an
intermediate Gaussian-like regime between the rod-like and the SAW behaviors.
We rationalize the presence of this transient regime as follows: when the molec-
ular weight is increased, the dominance of the backbone stiffness decreases thus.
RG stops growing as iV 1 with increasing molecular weight, Still, this molecular
weight is low consequently, the amount of electric charge on the polymer is low
and the electrostatic repulsion is weak. Further increase of the molecular weight
increases the total charge of the polymer chain thus, making the electrostatic re-
pulsion stronger. Consequently, the polymer swells. During this swelling a new
power-law regime appears with an exponent between 0.6 and 1. This is no surprise
since it was predicted and analyzed by von Goeler and Muthukumar for the the case
of polyelectrolyte brushes [59] and by Muthukumar for flexible polyelectrolytes[55].
The exact exponent was predicted to be I but, limitations in the numerical preci-
sion did not allow us to extract this exponent numerically. Further increase of the
molecular weight takes R(! into its asymptotic behavior.
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We now proceed to analyze the persistence length for a neutral semiflexible
polymer as predicted by the model defined by HR . This configuration average
was calculated by Bawendi and Freed [26]. The result is
A=H x ~ exp (- 29) (3 -24 )
where the bare Kuhn length, /, was replaced by the renormalized one, lR . Figure
3.3 shows this property as a function of the parameter N for different strengths (w)
of the excluded volume interaction. In the low molecular weight limit, the polymer
chain behaves as a rigid rod. Consequently, the persistence length should be the
total length of the rod that is proportional to molecular weight. Thus, in this limit,
the persistence length should scale as
as predicted by the model. Again, the dominance of stiffness over excluded volume
is clear. In the other limit, the limit of high molecular weights the persistence
length displays the scaling relation
A - Nu - Z
. (3.26)
But, if the excluded volume is zero, then the persistence length is independent of
molecular weight. Again, the model predicts the full crossover from the rod-like to
the SAW regime with an intermediate Gaussian-like regime.
Consider now the persistence length of a semiflexible polyelectrolyte without
excluded volume interaction (co = 0). Figure 3.4 shows the persistence length A of
a semiflexible polyelectrolyte as a function of N for different values of the Debye
length, A/ ; . In the low molecular weight regime, the polymer should behave as
a rod since the stiffness of the polymer backbone should dominate the physical
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belabor of the chain. Thus, the persistence length must be the total length of
<
hc polymer chain which is proportional to its molecular weight. Consequently, the
scaling relation should be
A ~^''
(.127)
as predicted by the model. In addition, the model predicts that in the low molecular
weight regime the effect of electrostatics is not important, as previously predicted
for the radius of gyration.
In t he high molecular weight regime the persistence length displays the scaling
relation
A ~ AT0,2
. (3.28)
The value of the parameter N where this scaling relation starts to be valid depends
on salt concentration.
Figure 14 also shows the existence of two crossover regions. The first one is
from a rod-like configuration to a Gaussian-like one where the persistence length
is independent of molecular weight, the second crossover regime is electrostatic
in nature. In this regime, there seems to he a power law developing wilh an
exponent in between 0.2 and 1. This regime was expected from the previous work
by Muthukumar[55]. According to this study in the salt-five limit and lor not very
high molecular weights, the persistence length should scale as
A ~ N1 . (3.2!))
Finally, we discuss the behavior of flu 1 single-chain structure factor, bet us
start by analyzing the ease of a neutral semiflexible polymer. Figure 3.5 shows t he
single-chain structure factor for a neutral semiflexible polymer as a function of the
wave-vector q. The model predicts a, decrease of the structure factor with increasing
wave-vector. The rate of decrease; is larger for a chain with fully developed excluded
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volume interaction than for a Gaussian chain. This is the correct trend since when
the strength of the excluded volume increases the polymer swells, consequently RG
increases and S (q) decreases for all values of the wave-vector.
Figure 3.6 shows the single-chain structure factor for a semiflexible polyelec-
trolytes as a function of the wave-vector q. Again, the model predicts a decrease of
the structure factor with increasing wave-vector for all values of the Debye length.
The rate of decrease is larger for large values of AD than for small values of \D .
This is the correct trend since as AD increases (decreasing salt concentration) the
polymer swells. Consequently, RG increases and S (q) decreases for all values of
the wave-vector.
3.4 Conclusions
Using a, functional integral model for stiff polymer chains combined with the
Edwards-Singh method to treat segment-segment interactions, we have considered
the effects of excluded volume and electrostatic interactions on the configurational
and scattering properties of a single semiflexible polyelectrolyte. The model em-
ployed satisfies the global inextensibility constraint[26, 28, 29, 33] for all strengths
M of the excluded volume interaction, salt concentrations (A/,) and charge density
of the polymer backbone (A B ).
The model predicts the correct scaling relations for the radius of gyration and
persistence length in the low and high molecular weight limits. In the case of
the radius of gyration the model predicts that a low molecular weight semiflexible
polymer should scale as a rigid-rod, that is, as N l . In addition, the strength
of the excluded volume or electrostatic interaction was found to be irrelevant in
this regime. We rationalized this prediction in terms of the semiflexibility of the
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polymer backbone. En the high molecular weight limit the model predicts tl
very-well known scaling relations: JV»« for a polymer with excluded volu
electrostatic interactions and N™ for a neutral polymer without excluded volume
interaction, Furthermore, the model clarified how the transition Iron, one limil to
thc
°
ther
°
ne 0CCUrs: TllRro is an intermediate regime where stiffness and segment-
segment interactions are weak. In this intermediate regime the chain displays a
Gaussian-like behavior. In the case of polyelectrolytes another intermediate regime
was predicted by the model with an effective exponent between 0.6 and l. This
regime was predicted before analytically [55],
Another prediction of the model is the persistence length. In this case, our
calculations predict a scaling relation A ~ /V' for a low molecular weigh! polymer.
This is in perfect agreement with the result lor the radius of gyration since, in
t his limit, the polymer should behave as a rod. Moreover, the model predicts thai
excluded volume and electrostatics have negligible effects on the persistence length
in the low molecular weight regime. This result is in agreement with the prediction
lor the radius of gyration. Our calculations also show power law behaviors in the
high molecular weight limit for neutral and charged polymers. The exponents are in
perfect agreement with previous results (See Ref. [55] lor the polyelectrolyte case).
Bui. our calculations go beyond the asymptotic regimes since we predicted the lull
crossover behavior. As in the case of the radius of gyration, the model predicts a
Gaussian-like regime for both neutral polymers and polyelectrolytes. The presence
of this regime was rationalized in terms of the st illness of the polymer backbone and
its molecular weight. As in the case of the radius of gyration, a second crossover
regime was predicted for semiflexible polyelectrolytes. The exponent should be
between 0.2 and I
.
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Finally, we calculated the single-chain structure factor. In the c ase of a neutral
semiflexible polyelectrolyte our calculations show that the structure factor decreases
with increasing strength („) of the excluded volume interaction or, for the polyelec-
trolyte case, decreasing salt concentration, for all values of the wave-vector. This
result was rationalized in terms of the effect of these parameters on the radius of
gyration of the polymer chain.
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Figure 3.1: Radius of gyration vs. number of Kuhn segments for a semiflexible
neutral polymer chain. The values of the excluded volume parameter, are: (•)
w=0.0001, (A) a;=0.1024, (t) w=1.6384, (x) w=6.5536.
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Figure 3.2: Radius of gyration vs. number ofKuhn segments for a semiflexible poly-
electrolyte. The values of the Debye length, \Dl are: (•) AD=0.01^ {<*) Ap=0.1222
(T) A D =0.2287, () AD =0.4276, (+) AD=0.7996, (x) A„=1.4953, (*) An=2 7902
() AD =5.2289, () A„=9.7782
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Figure 3.3: Persistence length vs. number of Kuhn segments for a semiflexible
neutral polymer chain. The values of the excluded volume parameter, w, are: (•)
w=0.0001, (A) o;=().1024, (T) w=1.6384, (x) cj=(i.r,r,;ui.
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Figure 3.4: Persistence length vs. number of Kuhn segments for a semiflexible poly-
electrolyte. The values of the Debye length, XD , are: (•) AD=0.01, {<) \D=Q 1222
(T) A D =0.2287, () AD =0.4276, (+) A D =0.7996, (x) AZ)=1.4953 ) (*) An=2 7962'
() A D =5.2289, () AD =9.7782
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qFigure 3.5: Structure factor vs. wavevector for a scmiflexible neutral polymer
chain. The values of the excluded volume parameter, are: (•) ^=0.0001 ()
0=0.0016, () u;=0.0128, (A) w=0.1024, (<) ^=1.6384, (?) u,=6.5536. The value
of TV is 1 ()()()()
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Figure 3.6: Structure factor vs. waveveetor for a semiflexible polyelectrolyte, I he
values of the Debye length, XD , arc: (•) Au=0.0l, () AD=0.1222, () \ n =l 4953
(A) A„=9.7781. The value of /V is 1 0000
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CHAPTER 4
COUPLING BETWEEN ADSORPTION AND THE
HELIX-COIL TRANSITION
4.1 Introduction
Proximity to surfaces and interfaces strongly modifies the conformation of bio-
logical [2, 60] and synthetic polymers. The resulting alterations of polymeric prop-
erties make the understanding of surfaces and interlaces a central objective fori he
polymer physics community. From an engineering perspective, there are a myriad
Of technological and biological applications in which the behavior of polymers near
surfaces plays a major role, for example, the stabilization of colloids, improvement
of the adhesion between two incompatible materials, improvement of the barrier
characteristics of polymer coatings for packaging, improvement of blood compati-
bility of polymeric surfaces, improvement of the attachment of pharmacologically
active agents onto cell membranes, gas separation by polymeric membranes and
medical applications such as hemodialisis [61]. From a scientific point of view, the
presence of a surface generates a broken-symmetry phase which modifies the poly-
mer configurations and other properties. The various configurations depend nol
only on temperature and pressure but also on the particular shape of the surface
and the affinity of the Kuhn segments for the surface. This new interaction, ab-
sent in the bulk, requires a, new phenomenological parameter for its description.
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Recently, Eisenriegter [G2J and Szleifer [63,64] have reviewed the held of ymers
near surfaces.
In recent years, there has been a lot of experimental work on synthetic polymers
at the air-water interface [65-73]. The main objective has boon to characterize the
properties of monomolecular films. In particular, Poly(dimethysiloxane) has been
extensively studied. One of the major points of discussion is the microstore of
the polymer in contact with the interface which acts as an impenetrable wall for
this macromolecule. Some papers have suggested [65,66,70,73] that the part of
the polymer in contact with the interface adopts a helical conformation, like the
one shown by some homopolypeptides in solution, while the other parts stay in
the coil conformation. According to these papers, the macromolecule undergoes a
phase transition from the coil conformation to the helical one upon the application
of surface pressure. Similar observations have been reported for poly(/3-benzyl L-
asparate) [74]. This transition resembles the well known helix-coil transition in
solution (described below) [77-79], but manifests the presence of the surface. On
the other hand, some papers have questioned this surface transition [67 69, 71, 72],
It is well known [75-80] that the helix-coil transition can be mapped into the
exactly solvable one-dimensional Ising model. A monomer is either in the coil state
or in the helical state. A sample configuration of the polymer chain consists of
strings of monomers in the coil state connected continuously by strings of monomers
in the helical state. Let -e be the free energy per segment in the helical state
relative to that in the coil state. Let the free energy required to convert the end-
helical segment in a string of helical segments to a coil state be In (a), with
L nT being the Boltzmann constant times the absolute temperature. Ignoring non-
bonded interactions among segments and using standard methods employed in I-<1
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Mng model, the fraction of segments in the helical state can be calculated exactly
in terms of the 'cooperativity parameter' a and e.
It is equally well known [62] that, when a polymer chain is exposed to an
attractive planar surface, there exists a critical adsorption temperature T
( . above
which the fraction 0 of polymer segments adsorbed to the surface is zero. In an
exactly solvable model [62] of adsorption of a flexible chain to a. surface, the polymer
chain is assumed to be a Gaussian chain ofJVKuhn segments of step length /. The
short-range attraction between the surface and polymer segments is parameterized
by a pseudo-potential CIS (z) where z is the direction perpendicular to the surface
and C = Zjjj&. Exact mathematical expressions [62] are known for the partition
sums, both full and constrained (such as fixing the chain ends at the surface), in
terms of N and C. Similar results are available for spherical and cylindrical surfaces
[81]. Heteropolymers near surfaces have also been extensively studied et al [82 84].
They display a variety of transitions.
The theoretical prediction of a phase transition, together with the experimen-
tal controversy about the conformation of Poly(dimethysiloxane) at the air-water
interface, motivate the theoretical study of the stability of such microstructure and
its phase diagram. It is unknown at present how these phenomena of adsorption
and helix-coil transition are coupled. Using an exactly solvable model, we show be-
low that the helix-coil transition gets promoted into a critical phenomenon and the
adsorption phase transition is modified into a first order phase transition. More-
over, we explore the surface-induced modifications of different averages such as the
fraction of helices in the polymer chain, the fraction of flexible segments adsorbed
to Hie surface, the number and average length of helical sequences, etc.
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4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Polymer Propagator for Semi-infinite Systems
The polymer propagator for semi-infinite systems has been calculated many
times using different approaches [85,86]. Let „s review how this function is ob-
tained. Let r (,) be a realization of a polymer chain of length L, where , belongs to
the interval [0,L]. Furthermore, let us assume that the planar surface ,s determined
by the equation Z=0. In the continuum representation, the propagator is defined
by the path integral [87]
/•r(L)=R
G (R, X]L)= / D [r (s)] e~PHEdwards [v («)] {A n
Jr(0)=X [ l >
where HEdwards is the Edwards' Hamiltoniafi [51] for a polymer without excluded
volume interaction hut modified to take into account the field generated by the
surface [G2,88]. The explicit form is
3pHEdwards [r (s)] = — \dr(sY
/() ds /(}
(4.2)
where / is the Kuhn segment's length, 0 is— and C is the interaction parame-
ter between the surface and any Kuhn segment. All these parameters depend on
temperature.
It is well known [87] that the propagator satisfies an inhomogeneous parabolic
differential equation of the form
G (R, X; L) = S (L) 6 (R - X) . (4.3)
Here JL indicates the component perpendicular to the surface. Note that the delta
potential S^(RL ) determines the boundary condition the propagator must satisfy
when ffj is zero [62,89].
(» I
Equation 4.3 * solved easily. This equation becomes an algebraic equation
when transformed to Laplace-Fourier space. After it is solved, inverse Laplace and
Fourier transforms give the polymer propagator in real space. The
expression of this function is
1
mathematica
G (R, X; L) =
2nIJ
3
2V 2LI (R n --Xn)
x r
12 f Jlf ^(SgH + SFWi + .Y,)
0
x Erf(
where
|| indicates the component parallel to the surface.
This propagator is useful for the description not only of polymers near planar
surfaces but also, of polymers chemically grafted to the surface like tails (XL = ())
and loops (X± = 0 and R± = ()). [n particular, we are interested in the behavior
of loops interacting with a planar surface. This behavior is very relevant for the
understanding of the experimentally observed behavior of PDMS at the air-water
interface,
Recently, Douglas and Freed [90] have studied the predictions of this continuum
model for strongly attractive surfaces. They compared the predicted end-to-end
distance parallel to the surface of an end-tethered chain with results from exact
lattice calculations carried out by Rubin [91]. The discrepancies observed in the
predicted end-fo-end distances led them to define an effective dimension to make
both calculations consistent. This correction to the polymer propagator will not
be considered in our calculations.
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4.2.2 Behavior of a Loop Grafted to a Planar Surface
The thermodynamic behavior of a flexible loop grafted to a planar surface is
studied by calculating its free energy. The partition function for this system is [87]
•
ZLoop = dR^dXGLoop (R, X; L) *W (R± ) *&> (X± ) , (4.5)
where the propagator for the loop is given by Eq. 4.4 when X± = 0 and R± = ().
Let us define T = fVoII [62,89], then the partition function is
%Loop = -<4
TlLl
1 • v^e^Erfc (r) (4-C)
where A is the total area of the surface.
Let us now analyze the behavior of very high molecular weight polymer chains.
In this limit, loops exhibit three behaviors as in the case of tails [62]. In the first
case, the surface is attractive that is, the parameter C is negative. But tin, relevant
variable is T and not C. Thus, even a small and negative C will generate a negative
and large value of P. In the second case, C is zero, therefore T is zero, too. In the
third case the surface is repulsive that is, the parameter C is positive. Therefore,
the variable T is large and positive. It is interesting to note that even a small
interaction with the surface (small value of C) generates a very large effect due to
the multiplication by the square root of the chain length. This cooperative effect
is a direct consequence of the topological connectivity of the macromolecule.
In the aforementioned regimes the partition function approaches the following
asymptotic expressions
A
6 1
nil 2P
oop » < .1
6
ttLI
r > 0
,
r = o (4.7
6
LI
- \ \ Ter
'2
, r < 0
These behaviors can be compared with the ones of tails [89], The firs, important
difference is the different scaling of the partition function with chain length for the
case of repulsive surfaces: while tails scale as L~\, loops scale as L~i. Therefore,
molecular weight effects are stronger in the case of loops than m the case of tails.
Also, the dependence on the surface-interaction parameter is stronger in the case of
loops, ZLoop ~ C~\ than in the case of tails, ZTaU ~ C"». The second important
difference appears when T is zero. In this case, the partition function of a tail does
not depend on the chain length while that of a loop scales as £-1. Finally, in the
case of attractive surfaces, the dependence on chain length is the same for tails and
loops but again, the dependence on the surface-interaction parameter is stronger
in the case of loops by a multiplicative factor C.
The Helmholtz free energy is obtained from the standard definition in terms of
the canonical partition function given by Eq. 4.6. We are interested only in very
large chain lengths thus, only the asymptotic behaviors are of interest
f^Loop
~k^T
= - In A
ttLI
TiTe 1 Erfc(r) (4.8)
Let us now define a reference state with Helmholtz free energy F0 as the state
for which F is zero
F,
kBT
= - In A
6
7T LI
(4.9)
then, the asymptotic mathematical expressions for the free energy are
In [2r2
] , r > 0,
AF
kBT
-In i-\AFrer2 Erfc(r) —> < 0 ,r = o, (4.io)
k
-in[-2v^Fr] -r 2 ,r< o.
Note that when the chain length goes to infinity, the free energy diverges unless F
is zero. In addition, only the free energy per segment has any physical meaning.
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Also, note that for repnlsivc surfaces, r X), the ,„,„^ ,„,,„.„,„.,.^ u>
infinity while for attractive .surfaces, r <0, it goes to minus infinity. Therefore, the
adsorption transition also takes place in the case of
Another quantity of interest is the segment-density profile which c«
lated in the following way
i n be calcu-
(IR / dX ds
_ JV V
G(R,x,L-s)g(x,X,s
(4.11)
<IR / r/xr/(R,x,^)
The
.s-integra] in the equation is easily evaluated with the aid of the Laplace trans-
form.
rhe profile for a loop has the following expresSSlOIl
(er2+4r* Eric: [F + 2£] (i + 4^r + 2r2) - Are - 4*al
J
I
-er2 r0FErfc(r) (4.12)
3
Wll( ' r<
' ( =
V 21/
/- Figure 4] shows fehe density Profile Per segment for different
values of the surface parameter V. The change in the behavior of the density profile
when the interaction parameter changes from positive to negative is big even in this
ease where the values of V are small (short chains). Thus, the change in the behavior
of the profile for long chains is even more dramatic. The asymptotic behaviors of
the density profile are
p(z)
XL
,
r>o,
< 2v% y Eric (2fl , r = 0,
-4T j e4^r , T < 0
From Eq. 4.13 the segment density at the surface is zero when the surface is
repulsive and the chain length is very huge. This is a direct, consequence of the
connectivity of the object, as expressed by Edwards' Hamilton!™, which derates
a cooperative behavior of the chain segments. Also, the maximmn number of
segments is located at f= -L In the case of^ ^
density is maximnm at the surface and the number of segments increases linearly
with r; this is again a consequence of the connectivity of the object. It is interesting
to note the different functional dependences of the density profile on the variable {
in the case of loops and tails [89],
Finally, it is important to study the entropy of a flexible loop because it will
give us a measure of the order of the polymer. The entropy is related to Helmholtz
free energy by the standard formula S =
-§£ which has the explicit form
(4.14)
For our case, the entropy is
S
I:
= In
B
A
ITLI
+ In
- T
or
-2T +
1 v
/^re
r2
Erfc(r)
7T Erfc (r) er
'2
(4.15)
1 - v^rer2 Erfc (r)
Here we have assumed that the Kuhn's segment / is independent of temperature.
The first term is the entropy of the reference state, thus we can subtract it and
work with the entropy difference. Equation 4.15 is not fully determined since the
temperature dependence of the T parameter must be specified. Based on physical
arguments we can propose a functional form for this parameter. Let us recall the
definition of this parameter; T was defined as j \/6L~l therefore, the temperature
dependence is the one of the surface-interaction parameter, C. This quantity is
the ratio between some potential energy and the thermal energy, ksT. Thus, we
only need to specify the temperature dependence of the phenomenological potential
energy to determine the entropy completely. Based on the absorption transition
(i!)
shown by tails [62] and the similar behavior shown by loops, it is reasonable to
expect the existence of some critical temperature where tins transition takes place.
Let us call it Tc
.
Therefore, we can argue that the temperature behavior of the C
parameter near the transition temperature must be of the form
C (T) = PC 0^~~^-^ (416)
then, the temperature dependence of the T parameter is
rm _ Co V6LI (T - Tc )
{ }
~~^r~r7F~- (4.i7)
In order to simplify this expression, let us define the quantity "x" as the ratio
between the temperature T and the transition temperature Tc . Then, Eq. 4.17 can
be written as follows
r{x) =
-^f7r i
1
-;)- (4-i8)
Let us now argue that the constant C 0 is the result of intermolecular forces
which are known to be of order 10~ 13 ergs [92]. Also, it is known that the transition
temperature is close to room temperature. Therefore, we can roughly estimate the
mtl° ETTT
t0 be of the order of one
-
Using this expression, we can compute the
derivative of T with respect to the temperature
^dr s/QLl
and use it to calculate the entropy given by Eq. 4.15. The result is
AS
k
In
B
1- v^r(x)e r ( x )
2
Erfc (r(x)) V6LI
"h7
(4.20)
x 2r(x)+ ^Erfc (r ( x)) fi
nx)
l - v^r( x ) en x r Erfc (r( x ))
Figure 4.2 shows the temperature behavior of the entropy. At temperatures
below the transition temperature the system is strongly adsorbed to the surface.
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Therefore, the polymer can sample only a small volume of phase space and its
entropy is low. But, as the temperature is increased, the polymer can sample a
larger number of configurations and the entropy increases. The change in entropy
occurs near the transition point x=l. It is important to note that the longer the
polymer chain, the sharper the change in the entropy. This is a direct consequence
of the topological connectivity of the object which amplifies the surface effects with
the square root of the chain length.
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4.2.3 Applying the Propagator Formalism to the Helix-Coil Transit!
As stated in the introduction, extensive experimental studies have been done
the microstructure of polymers at the air-water interface. Let us recall that
of these studies have observed the formation of helical sequences where the poly-
mer backbone is in contact with the interface while the rest of the macromolecule
adopts the coil conformation [65,66,70,73]. In this section we present a model
that describes this observation by coupling surface effects (adsorption) with the
microstructure of the polymer chain (helix-coil).
Our model is based on the following assumptions. First, excluded volume in-
teractions are not taken into account and are left for future treatment using either
renormalization group techniques [93] or variational procedures [54]. Second, the
structure of the polymer near the surface consists of helical segments in contact
with the surface and coil segments (loops) away from the surface as observed ex-
perimentally. Third, surface effects only affect the loops and are considered in the
polymer propagator given by Eq. 4.4, which is appropriate for the description of
the coil segments only. Fourth, the helical segments are described by a 2D version
of the propagator first proposed by de Gennes [94]. Fifth, we couple the microstruc-
ture with the surface effects using a modified version of the propagator formalism
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developed by Muthukumar for heteropolymers with prescribed sequence* of known
concentrations of dipolar segment. [95], Figure 4.3 shows a cartoon of the physical
situation.
The canonical partition function of the polymer chain is calculated in the Stan-
(lard way [87]
Z = l dRI dXG (R ' X; L ) dil) (*J m , (4.21)
where we have assumed that the ends of the chain are on the surface. This restric-
tion is irrelevant in the high-molecular-weight limit.
It is advantageous to work in Fourier-Laplace space because the polymer prop-
agator can be easily computed. This is the case when Muthukumar's propagator
formalism [95] for heteropolymers is employed. Therefore, the polymer propagator
can be written as follows
1 /-7+100 , f+00
G(R,X;JV) = -L / dt em _J_ dk||
' {-'<)
.1
-oo
(4.22)
00 '
where TV is the total number of Kuhn segments (L = Nl). It is important to
note that in Eq. 4.22 we have taken the Laplace transform with respect to the
total number of Kuhn segments and the Fourier transform with respect to the
coordinates parallel to the surface. We have not transform the third coordinate
because of the Dirac delta functions involved in the computation of the partition
function.
In the direction parallel to the surface the system is translationally invariant
because the surface breaks the symmetry only in the direction perpendicular to
it. Consequently, the variable's k
(
|
and qj
(
are not independent variables of the
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propagator g. I„ order to show this symmetry, the propagator must b,
S^Jo^ukiiji^^kii+qi,).
Introducing this expression for the polymer propagator into Eq. 4.21 gfe,
i ry-ioo
Z = 4tt2A— / ,// .M
s;jU, (4.23)
where A is the area of the surface.
The polymer propagator can be constructed using Muthukumar's propagator
formalism [95] with some minor modifications. The first modification is that in our
ease we are not allowing for the formation of nuclei, m other words, the helices
do not nucleate, therefore the parameter a, as defined in Ref. [95], is one. This
reduces the total number of diagrams Leaving only those that are relevant for the
study of the helix-coil transition. In addition, in the limit of large chain length,
the particular conformation of the end segments is irrelevant, thus we have chosen
them to be in the helical conformation. Figure 4.4 shows the diagrams involved in
the calculation of the full polymer propagator. These diagrams can be written as
follows [95
G (kflji) =9hdix (k|j; t) + ghelix (kf t) gloop (k,,; t) G (ky; t)
, (4.24)
where we have not shown the variables R3 and X, because they are zero. The
functions 9 are the polymer propagators for the different eon forma tions of the
polymer. Note that Eq. 4.24 is an algebraic equation that can be solved as soon
as the polymer propagators for the helix and the loop are determined.
The polymer propagator for a helix embedded in a, three dimensional space was
proposed by de Gennes [94]
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9helix (R - X; m) =—^— (I r _ x I -ml), (4.25)
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where m is the number of Kuhn's segments that form the helix,
, is the coopera-
tivity parameter associated with the free energy of formation of ends of , Wira |
region and -e is the energy difference between the helical and coil states, ,„ other
words, if
,
is negative the coil conformation is favored while if it is positive the
helical conformation is favored.
The second modification to Muthukumar's propagator formalism is the restric-
tion of gMii (R - X; rn) to a two dimensional space. In 2D, this function is
cm
g"d" (R
"
-
x
» ;
m
) = 27rk^\ si2} (l R » - x » 1 -"0- <4 - 2c )
In order to calculate the full propagator, Eq. 4.24, the helix propagator must
be transformed as follows
dhelix (k||,qn;*; m) = [°° dm e~mt f^ /' ^le~i (k„ • Ry + q,, • X„)
Jo J a 27T J A 2-K
rie€m
2tt Rn - X S
{2)
(| R„ - X|, | -ml)
(4.27
which gives the following expression for the helix propagator in 2D
9heiix (k||,q||;i; m) = rj 5 {2) (ky + q„) (4 2g)
The propagator for the loop has to be transformed in a similar way
' r/R„ /• riX„ / 39Loop (k||,q|,;o) = / dN exp(-M)
,
JO JA 27T 7T \2Nl2 7T
(l - \AFre r2 Erfc (r)) exp
( — zlc„
• R„ - iq
y
• X||- 3^
~
X
"^
(4.29)
which gives the following expression for the loop propagator
0LOOP (k|,, q,,; *) = — ( k|| + q ) (4.30)
t + Jn~+ V^C
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As expected, the 2D Dixac deita functio* shows the transiational iuvarianee of
^ system. This transiational invariance also appears in the foil propagator as
before. Substituting Eqs, 4.28 and 4.30 into I., 4.24 gives the Rowing
mathematical form for the r„n propagator
~ T)
G (0; t) :
\A i \/Ec)
( 1.31)
ere, the
|
ky
|
=0 limit has already been taken
The lull propagator can be rewritten in if loiiowinn way
G (();/.)
// (\// + v^c)
lv*-6)fc/i-6) (v^-Cs) ' (4 - 32)
Here, (/ = 1,2,3) are the three roots of the polynomial in s/t and are functions
of the three parameters: e, q and C. These roots are the most important quantities
in the description of the system because they determine how these three param-
eters get coupled, in other words, they determine how the held generated by the
surface gets coupled to the microstructure of the polymer chain near the surface.
Mathematical expressions for these roots are presented in Appendix E. These three
roofs can be all different, two equal and one different or all equal, in any case, the
partition function is a continuous function of its variables. Let us take the most
general case which is the one where all the three roots are different. In this case,
the full propagator is
G(0;t) Ci
-f n/6 C
(V* - Ci) (C2 - Ci) (Cs - CO
+
___CHV6_C C'J + n/g c
(4.33)
(V*-Ca) (Ca - Ca) (Ca - Ci) {7t - (,) - CO (Ci - 00
7.
r
,
Using Eq. 4.23, the partition function can be calculated the result is
7 - An f Ci (Ci + V6 C ) / . ...
,
C2 (C2 + y/E C ) / . , ta2+(Wa)(raErfC ^ (4.34)
+
C.3 (Ci + \/6 C )
(Ci - Ca) (Ca - G
Erfc f-CaV^v) e^C
In the limit of large chain lengths only one root, C„ dominates the behavior
Of the partition function as shown in Appendix E.l. Therefore, the asymptotic
behaviors of the partition function for a repulsive surface are the following
(Ca-Ci)(C3-d) e> e 01
2-K
2An ( (C, + y^C)
+
V^iVi (C2 -Ci) (Ca
-Ci)
(C2 + x/ec) (c3 + n/6C)
(4.35)
+
C2 (Ca - Ca) (Ca - Ci) CI (Ci
-CsHCa-Cs)
where e0 = -2 as defined in Appendix E. In the case of attractive surfaces, the
partition function has the following asymptotic behavior
'(Ca-CiXCa— Ci) (4.36)
It is important to observe the dependence on chain length in the case of a
repulsive surface. While in the first regime the partition function is exponentially
dependent on chain length, in the second regime it has a power dependence! This
sharp difference generates a dramatic change in the behavior of the thermodynamic
quantities and, consequently, gives raise to a true second order thermodynamic
transition.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Helmholtz Free Energy
The Helmholtz free energy of the system is
F =
-kBT Ln (Z)
,
where Z is given by Eq. 4.34.
In the high molecular weight limit and for repulsive surfaces, the
approaches its asymptotic behaviors given by
(4.37)
ec energy
k«TNCi2 --k w TLn \fyiAx2
-kB T Ln
Ci (Ci + n/6C)
(C2 - Ci ) CCa - C;
kfl T Ln (8tt 2 4//) + kB T Ln (i^N>) (4.38)
+
k fl T Ln
(C2 + VS C )
(Ci + v/GC)
Ci
2
(C2 - Ci) (C3 - Ci)
(C.3 + VB C
)
C2
2
(C2 -C3)(C2 -Ci) CI (Ci - Ca) (C2 - Ca)
In the case of attractive surfaces, the asymptotic behavior is
F -> -k/i T N Cf - • kB T Ln [8//4tt 2 ] - - kB T Ln
C, (C, + y/GC)
(C2 - Ci) (Ca - CO
Let us define a reference value for the free energy as follows
F0 = -kB TLn (87r 2 4//) .
(4.39)
(4.40)
Therefore, in the high molecular weight limit and for repulsive surfaces, the free
energy difference per segment is
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AF
IT* < (4.41)
0
, e<e0 ,
while, in the case of attractive surfaces, the free energy difference per segment is
N ~*
~knT
(4.42)
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the free energy surface of the system for a large range
of possible values of the empirical parameters C and e for attractive and repulsive
surfaces, respectively. The value of r, is taken to be unity from here on, but similar
behaviors are observed for other values of rj as long as it is not zero (Note that the
value of n in the case of the helix-coil transition in solution is less than unity and
positive [79]). Both figures show the existence of another phase with free energy
lower than the reference state. In the case of a repulsive surface, the sharp change
in the behavior of the free energy can be seen clearly for large values of C. Also,
in the case of an attractive surface and for large values of C, there is a strong, but
continuous, decrease in the free energy. These changes in the behavior of tin- free
energy have important consequences in the behavior of its derivatives, allowing us
to determine the polymer chain configuration in each phase.
4.3.2 The Helical Fraction
The helical fraction of the polymer chain (0) is the order parameter of the
system. If 0 is one, then the system is completely ordered and the whole chain is in
the helical conformation. If 0 is zero, the system is completely disordered and the
polymer is in the coil conformation. The helical fraction is defined as follows [79]
a
i dLn(z) n (af\
v*r r -%m ' (4 -43)
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where 0 is (k8T)-. Now, if , < t„ and the surface „ K^^ ^ ^^
and the helical fraction is zero. Therefore, in the region of parameter space where
'
-
f
"
andC>0 the P°lymer is in the coil conformation and no helices are present
in the polymer backbone. On the other hand, tf t >«. and the surface is repulsive
or if the surface is attractive then in the high molecular weight limit, the helical
fraction has the following expression
ft __l 9 r d^
'
~* 2 Cl 0T (4-44)
Using the results from Appendix E, this derivative can be computed. Figures
4.7 and 4.8 show the behavior of the helical fraction for attractive and repulsive
surfaces, respectively. When C is very small, we recover the typical sigmoidal
'helix-coil' transition curve with dominance of helix segments and coil segments,
respectively, for positive and negative e values. For attractive surfaces, when
-C
increases, attraction of coil segments to the surface begins to interfere with the
formation of helical segments. For -10 < C < -1, 0 decreases abruptly with
an increase of
-C even for large positive values of e. For C < -10. the poly-
mer is almost completely absorbed onto the surface and it is energetically more
favorable for the segments to leave the helical conformation and adsorb onto the
surface as segments of the coil state. Therefore, adsorption dominates over helix-
coil transition. We describe below the nature of the adsorption transition under
these circumstances by considering the limit r\ -> 0.
For repulsive surface (Fig. 4.8), the usual sigmoidal shape of 0 from helix to
coil conformations as e is decreased from positive to negative values is recovered
for small values of C % 1CT3 . As the strength of repulsion between the surface and
coil segments increases, entropic stabilization of large loops competes against the
formation of helical segments. This is found to lead to a true thermodynamic phase
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transition for the helix-coil transition. 0 is zero for e < e - -3. At
a sharp change of # which gets sharper as the surface becomes more repulsive. I„
spite of the very sharp appearance of 0 versus f for higher C values, the transition
is a second order phase transition as we show below. For repulsive surfaces, \ =
-g
is if line of critical points.
The order of the phase transition is determined by studying the behavior of
the order parameter near the transition point. From Eq. 4.44 it is clear thai if
the transition is first order then the derivative must diverge as rapidly as the- r<
C. approaches zero so that the order parameter has a non-zero finite value
Side of the transition point (on the other side it is zero as previously discussed). It
is easy, though tedious, to calculate the value of this derivative, the result is the
following
Lim % C2
Thus, the derivative is finite at the transition point and the order parameter is
continuous.
The derivative of the helical fraction is straight-forward, though tedious, to
calculate. Its formal expression is
which, close to the transition point, becomes
Tim 98 C 4
+ — = 2— ~ C A (4 47)
since
Tim d
20 /C3 C (i \
<
L
™+
;
(^)
Therefore, the derivative of flu- order parameter is discontinuous and the transi-
tion is a second order phase transition. Also, if is important to observe thai I lie
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discontinuity in the derivative scales as C\ this explains the abrupt change of the
rod fraction neat tie transition point.
4.3.3 Number of Coil Segments on the Surface
Another type of derivatives of the free energy are those related to the surface-
interaction parameter C. Recall that this interaction parameter refers to the energy
change when one segment touches the surface therefore, it is by definition the
chemical potential of the surface. Thus, the average number of segments on the
surface in the coil conformation can be calculated as follows
,N , dLn(Z)K^surf) - —— . (4 49)
But, for long chains, the fraction of segments in contact with the surface is a more
descriptive parameter. Thus, let us call this fraction 0, its mathematical form can
be computed from
,
_
1 dLn (Z)
which, in the high molecular weight limit, has the following asymptotic behaviors
-2d§
,
e>e0 ,
0—> < (4.51)
0 ,e<e0 ,
for repulsive surfaces. In the case of attractive surfaces the fraction of coil segments
on the surface is
^ -+
- 2 Ci ~. (4.52)
As in the case of the order parameter, it is important to study how the fraction
of coil segments on the surface behaves near the transition point. Equation 4.51
shows that unless the derivative of the first root with respect to C diverges as
SI
U "' tr8nBiti0D
""
int is
"i'l»<«<-l„,l, the segment fraction ,s continuous. Using th,
results in Appendix E this derivative can I,, evaluated at the transitio, tot, the
result is
Lim ( K\
< oc,~-
L (4.53)
This indicates that the- fraction of segments behaves contoonsly at the transition
point.
The derivative of the fraction of mil segments on the surface with respect to C
shows a. discontinuity at the transition point. Its evaluation Iron, the expressions
in Appendix t! is
lain dd>
f-Kl * = " 2 - (4-54)
which clearly shows that this second order derivative of the free energy is discon-
tinuous, Mills, the phase transition is of sec I order.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the behavior of this quantity lor attractive and re-
pulsive surfaces, respectively. Figure 4.9 shows that as the affinity of the segments
lor the surface increases, the fraction of coil segments on the surface increases as
expected, hut it is interesting to observe the behavior of this quantity and the max-
imum it displays. The origin of this maximum can be rationalized in the following
way. As the < parameter decreases, the potential energy between the coil and he
heal conformations decrease, thus, more segments can sample both conformations,
reducing the length of the helices and increasing the number and length of the
loops. This increase of the number of segments In the coil conformation increases
the number of contacts of these segments and the surface. W hen the value of <
is below the one for which the maximum occurs, most of the segments are iii the
<
"il conformation, thus the distance between the segments and the surface is larger
than before reducing the number of contacts. In the case of the repulsive surface,
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the number of coii segments at the surface decreases. This can be rationn&ed in
the following way. In the region where the helical conformation is favored, the
number of loops decrease as the C parameter increases as shown in the next see-
to. This is a consequence of the increase in the length of the rods and decrease in
their number. In the region where the coil conformation is favored, an increase in
the C parameter decreases the number and length of the helices. Thus, there is an
increase in the number and length of the loops. Therefore, as a consequence of the
cooperative effect due to the connectivity of the object the number of segments
at the surface decreases.
4.3.4 Number of Helical Sequences
Another quantity of interest is the total number of helical sequences formed by
the helical segments. This quantity is defined in the following way [79]
dln(Z)
" =
"-^T- (4-55)
In the high molecular weight limit, the fraction of helical sequences is a more
descriptive quantity. We define this fraction (//) as follows
v 7) 0\n(Z)
In the case of repulsive surfaces, the asymptotic behavior of the fraction of
helical sequences is the following
2r/sl T&T , f > Co,
A*—> \ (4.57)
0 ,e<e0 .
8:5
On the other hand, if the surface is attractive then the fraction of helical se-
quences has the following asymptotic form
The derivative can be calculated using the results from Appendix E. Figures
4.11 and 4.12 show the behavior of this quantity when the surface is attractive and
repulsive, respectively.
In the case of attractive surfaces illustrated in Fig. 4.11, a maximum can be
observed near e ~ 0. The presence of this maxrmum is not surprising in view of what
we have discussed in section C. Near this maximum the potential energy difference
between the helix and the coil conformations is very small and the polymer samples
both conformations. Clearly, this increases the number of helical sequences. Away
from the region e ~ 0, the coil or the helical conformation dominates and the
number of helices decreases. If the coil conformation is the favored one, then most
of the segments are in this conformation and the number of helical sequences is
low. On the other hand, if the helical conformation is favored then each sequence
will try to minimize its energy by being as large as possible thus, increasing the
average length of the helical sequences and decreasing their number. It is also
interesting to observe the maximum that occurs when C ~ -1. The position of
this maximum corresponds to the location where the rod fraction decreases (Fig.
4.7) from unity to zero, approximately. This explains the presence of the maximum.
The disappearance of the helical sequences occurs by breaking the sequences into
shorter sequences, thus increasing their number. Clearly, if the surface is very
attractive, then all the segments are in the coil conformation and no helices are
present, thus the number of helical sequences must approach zero as C ->• oo.
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In the case of repulsive surfaces illustrated in Fig. 4.12, the fraction of helices
has a maximum near e ~ 0. This maximum has the same explanation as the one
present for attractive surfaces. The interesting result in this case is the decrease of
the fraction of helical sequences as the surface becomes more and mo,, repulsive, [f
this result is compared with the one from Fig. 4.8 then the only possible explanation
is that the length of a helical sequence must be very large. Therefore, in the case of
strongly repulsive surfaces, the polymer changes its conformation drastically when
crossing the curve e = e0 . Its conformation changes from the coil conformation to
the helical ^formation such that the lengths of tin- helical sequences is as large as
possible and their number is as small as possible. This reminds us about the idea
proposed by Schellman [96] where the helix-coil transition is viewed as an "all-or-
none" transformation between complete helix and random coil. l„ this treatment,
he does not include the combinatorial entropy arising from the fad thai not all
the segments are in the helical conformation, some are in the coil conformation;
thus, this treatment is incomplete. But in our model, the presence of the surface
is favoring this type of transition, and thus, Schellman's picture is valid.
4.3.5 Average Length of a Helical Sequence
Finally, we address the problem of the average length of a helical sequence L
This quantity is the ratio between the number of rods and the total number of
helical sequences
? = - 4.59)
/'
In Hie ease of an attractive 1 surface, Fig. 4.13, and as the < parameter increases,
the average length of a helical sequence increases because the helical conformation
is increasingly favored. It is interesting to observe that for strongly attractive
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4.3.0 The Flexible Coil Li. nil,
In thn previous hocUoiih we ho.vo H\,m\wx\ the behavior of the polymer chain
afsuming that both mieroHtructuroH, the helical and flexible conformations, are
present in the maeromolonile. i„ these sections we have assumed that the polymer
chain is Infinitely long. This limit (/V > oo) is equivalent to the ring architecture
of a, polymer chain, that is, when both chain cuds are bound.
The flexible coil limit can he obtained by taking the // > 0. This is a conse-
quence of the lad, that // measures the Importance of the helical conformation In the
polymer chain. This can he observed in the expression of the polymer propagator
lor a helix, Eq. 4.28, where the propagator is proportional to rj,
" is of importance to understand this limit Cully. [<Yom the theory of the I [elix-
Coil Transition in biopolymers [70] it is known that the parameter r\ Is related to
the interfacial Tree energy between both conformations via the usual Boltzmann
factor
'// r L 1
( 1.60)
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rherefore, if, approaches zero, then the interfacial free energy approaches infinity
Thus, only one of both conformations is favored because the presence of one inter-
face increases the total free energy by a very large amount. This implies that the
conformations of the chain-ends play a crucial role in this regime, [f the chain-ends
are in the helical conformation then the hole chain will try to adopt this conforma-
tion. Similarly, if the ends are in the coil conformations then the whole chain will
try to adopt this conformation. Tins chain end effect is not important when study-
ing the properties of an infinitely long chain (as can be proven analytic-ally) as long
as 7] > 0 but it plays a major role when trying to recover the behavior of a flexible
polymer chain near a plane surface. Therefore, we are faced with two important
questions: first, which conformations of the chain-ends describe the behavior of a
flexible chain when 7/ -> 0 and, second, in which order we have to take the limits
for /V and 7) .
The // -» 0 limit implies that only one conformation is favored, also
,, measures
fche imPOrtance of helices in the structure of the chain, then it is clear that the
chain-ends must be in the coil conformation. It is important to mention that in our
previous analysis we assumed that the chain-ends were in the helical conformation.
This selection of the boundary conformations is not relevant when the polymer is
taken to be infinitely long and rj is taken to be larger than zero.
As a consequence of the boundary conformations of the chain-ends and the fad
that we are interested only in small values of the // parameter, the conformation
of the polymer chain must be coil-helix-coil. This is the conformation that has
the minimum free energy, satisfies the boundary conformations and keeps some
helical segments (only one helical sequence). The polymer propagator for this
conformation is
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G (0, t) 6/,
Using this propagator, the canonical partition funct
4.23. The result is the following-
ion can be calculated using Eq.
1 V^iV
(6^J - V^ErfW) ~ e6Ar°2Erfc (CvW))
\/6CErfc (<Vgw| e60^
+
(4.62)
Using thi H expression for the canonical partition function, the faction of coil seg-
ments at the surface can be calculated using Eq. 4.50. Let us now take the limit
Of long chains, N -> oo, then we have to study five possible cases as shown in the
following equation
0 e < 0, C > 0,
12C e < 0, C < 0,
0 e > 0, C > 0,
0 e > 0, C<0, 6C2 < f
,
(4.63)
-12C e > 0, C < 0, 6 C 2 > e.
The behavior of the fraction of coil segments at the surface shows a very rich
Ix-havior in the r) -> 0 limit. If e < 0, then </> is a continuous function of C and
shows the typical adsorption behavior of neutral polymers as shown in Fig. 4.15.
In this regime the value of the parameter < is irrelevant. The phase transition
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temperature. In this regime, adsorption takes place at a temperature lower than
the one of a homopolymer, C
- 0. Tins is expressed by the condition 6 C* > But
not only the adsorption temperature is changed, the order of the phase transition
is changed, too. This is seen in the discontinuity of the fraction of coil segments on
the surface, which is a first derivative of the free energy, when the curve 6C2 = e
is crossed (see Eq. 4.63). In this regime, the phase transition is of first order.
Therefore, the point
„
-> 0, e = 0, C = 0, N - co is a tricritical point. This point
disappears if 77 = 0, if N is finite or if rj > 0 and N -> 00.
The shift in the adsorption temperature is a clear consequence of the compe-
tition between helix formation winch minimizes the free energy related to the e
parameter and the adsorption of coil segments onto the surface which minimizes
the free energy produced by the surface. Clearly, both situations can not take
place simultaneously, thus they compete with each other. As a consequence of this
competition the phase transition becomes first order.
Let us mention that the same behavior was observed numerically when the limits
of N and T) were taken in the inverse order. But, we were unsuccessful in extracting
the curve of critical points, first order phase transitions and the tricritical point
from this approach due to the complicated form of the root &. Also, the same
behavior was observed in numerical calculations where the full partition function.
Eq. 4.34, was used with large values of N and small values of rj.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a new model for the statistico-mechanical descrip-
tion of polymers with microstructure when they are in contact with a plane surface,
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The surface effects wore taken into account by including the field generated by the
surface in the loop propagator. The microstructure was considered using a modi-
fied version of the propagator for a helix proposed by de Gennes. Muthukumar's
formalism for heteropolymers in the bulk allowed us to couple both effects and
<> l>^» the full propagator for a polymer chain from which the full thermodynamic
description of the macromolecule was obtained.
The most important result of our model is the competition between surface ef-
fects and the microstructure of the polymer chain which promotes tlx- usual helix-
C0il transition to a true second order phase transition. In addition, this competition
Changes the nature of the adsorption transition which becomes a first, order the
rnodynamic transition and shifts the adsorption temperature towards lower te
peratures. Furthermore, our model predicts the appearance of a tricritieal point.
The study of the derivatives of the free energy allowed us to get a deeper under-
standing of the behavior of the polymer chain in the different regimes and during
the transitions from one regime to another one. As an example, we showed that the
"all-or-none" picture for the helix-coil transition proposed by Schellman is valid in
the case of strongly repulsive surfaces. The validity of this concept implies a major
conformational rearrangement of the polymer chain .luring the helix-coil transition.
Further insight into the behavior of the polymer chain was achieved by analyzing
the behavior of the derivatives of the free energy.
Finally, the experimental studies done suggested that the segments of the poly-
mer in contact with the surface had a, helical conformation while t he rest was in
the coil conformation^, 66, 70, 73]. We showed that, within the limitations of our
model, this microstructure is stable in a, region of parameter space if t he sin lace is
repulsive and in the whole parameter space if the surface is attractive.
!)()
Scaled Distance
1 Igure L 1
:
Density Profile Per segment for a flexible loop without excluded volume
interaction as a function of the scaled distance, f. The plots correspond to the
following values of the V parameter: -10 (*), -5 (Q), 0 (o), 5 (A) and L0 (v)
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0.0
Scaled Temperature
Figure 4.2: Entropy of a flexible loop without excluded volume interaction in units
of kB as a function of the scaled temperature "x". The plots correspond to the
following chain lengths: 10 (Q), 100 (o), 1000 (A) and 10000 (V )
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Figure 4.3: Physical picture suggested by experimental observations
our model.
ritiT st£hH reputation of the propagator for the helix-coil tran-ition. Straig t lines represent the propagator for the helix, the curves representthe propagator for the coil and the rectangle represents the full propagator
PI
gure 4.5: Helmholtz free energy surface for an attractive surface in units ofk„ T
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Figure 4.6: Helmholtz free energy surface for a repulsive surface in units of 1
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Figure 4.7: Rod fraction for an attractive surface
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Figure 4.9: Fraction of coil segments in contact with an attractive surface
Figure 4.10: Fraction of coil segments in contact with a repulsive surface-.
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Figure 4.11: Fraction of helical sequences for an attractive surface
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Figure 4.13: Average length of a belicaj sequence for an attractive surfac
Figure 4.15: Fraction of coil segments in contact with the surface in the
limit.
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CHAPTER 5
ATTRACTIVE INTERACTIONS AND PHASE
TRANSITIONS IN SOLUTIONS OF SIMILARLY
CHARGED ROD-LIKE POLYELECTROLYTES
5.1 Introduction
Since the ground-breaking ideas of Zimm[97] and Onsager[25], a deep under-
standing of the physical properties of solutions of neutral rod-like polymers has
been achieved[98-105]. However, despite the increasing theoretical! 100 L12] and
experimental [113-121] effort, a similar level of comprehension for the behavior of
rod-like polyelectrolytes has eluded researchers for many years now. Stroobants,
Lekkerkerker and Odijk proposed a model to study the isotropic-nematic transition
of solutions of rod-like polyelectrolytes [106] based on the second virial coefficient
method, first proposed by Onsager[25] and valid only in the dilute regime, and
the previous calculation of Fixman and Skolnick[107] which is valid for infinitely
long polymers due to the approximation in the screened Coulomb potential. In
Stroobants's model, the polymers are not allowed to be parallel to each other,
since this configuration makes the excluded volume interaction infinite. Similarly,
Nyrkova, Shusharina and Khokhlov proposed a model[108] where they employ t he
same method, but assign different mathematical forms to the electrostatic poten-
tial for each regime of interaction. Another model was proposed by Sato and
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Teram°tO[109] thG elGC~ic Potential is treated as a perturbation; they
evaluated the free energy up to the second virial coefficient. The structure factor of
charged rod-like polymers in isotropic solutions has been calculated by Maec^llO],
and van dor Schoot and Odijk[lll] using the Schwinger-type variational procedure!
The formation of loose aggregates by rod-like polyelectrolytes[115, 116] has been ad-
dressed by Odijk[112], who added ad-hoc a potential of unclear origin between the
rods to describe the phenomenon. In this paper we focus on two of the previously
mentioned topics: the thermodynamic behavior of solutions of charged rod-like
polymers and the attraction between these objects in semidilute and concentrated
solutions. The purpose is to construct a model from first principles (Hamiltonian
formulation) that not only is capable of describing the aforementioned properties
from a few simple assumptions, but also may be extended to a future treatment of
semiflexible polyelectrolytes.
From a theoretical perspective, this problem posses a challenge, since we have
to construct a bare interaction between rods that not only is anisotropic due to the
conformation of the macromolecules, but which is also derivable from the Debye-
Huckel[52, 53] potential. In addition, this bare potential energy must couple the
excluded volume and electrostatic interactions. Furthermore, it must have the right
symmetry, that is, it must be invariant under rotations of the whole system and
inversion of any rod (n-» - n, where n is the director of the rod). In addition,
this potential should be valid for rods of any length, so that it can be used in a
future theory of solutions of semiflexible polyelectrolytes.
Another theoretical challenge posed by this system is the definition and calcu-
lation of the effective interaction between any pair of rods when they are immersed
in a bath made of the same type of objects. This interaction must be defined in
such a way that the thermodynamic behavior of the solution remains unchanged.
Before presenting the outline of the paper, we briefly summarize the features of
this model and its predictions:
(i) We have considered a system of n rod-like polyelectrolytes of N (contour
length L = NU being the segment length) segments, nc counterions,
,h ions of
species y from dissolved salt and
„. solvent molecules. The degree of ionization of
each rod is ot and each segment has a charge Zpea where e is the electronic ctege.
We assume that the rods are uniformly charged. The ban. potential energy beta „
two segments of any pair of rods is computed Iron, the: anisotropic excluded volume
interaction derived by Onsager[24, 25] and the Debye-Huckel potential^, 53] whirl,
is modified by the geometric constraint imposed by the rod-like conformation of the
macromolecules. This potential is expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials and
approximated by the first two terms ofthe series (Maier-Saupe approximation) [122].
The general form is
W) *>*\ / / a a
."
w
,nw = Uo (rWJ) + U} (r«>) P2 n
''
]
• r«>
A A A A
(5.1)
wnere r is the position vector between the centers of mass (CMs) of the i-th
A A
and 7-th rods, n« is the director of the i-th rod, r«« is the normalized position
vector, P2 (:/;) is the Legendre polynomial of second degree and the Us are positive
functions that depend only on the distance between the CMs of the rods, and
decrease monotonically with increasing distance. The dependence of the properties
of the solution on salt concentration (inverse Debye length, «) and charge density
of the polymer (lb ) is included in the U-functions as described in the text. Finally,
using this bare potential energy, the solution properties and effective interaction
are calculated from which the major findings follow.
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(ii) The calculated bare potential energy is repulsive due to the Debye-Hiickel
potential used to construct it. But, it is anisotropic favoring the per, dicular
orientation between the rods.
(Hi) The tendency towards the perpendicular configuration induced by the elec-
trostatic interactions is opposed by the excluded volume effect that orients the rods
Parallel to each other. This antithesis is clearly shown in the salt-dependence of
the isotropic-to-nematic transition. In this case, the model predicts that a decrease
in the amount of salt increases the monomer concentrate at winch the transition
occurs, 0C . Therefore, electrostatic interaction stabilizes the isotropic phase. Si
ilarly, charge density is an important factor in the location of 0,. Changes i
quantity strongly modify the thermodynamic behavior of the solution to such
,
extent as to suppress the transition completely. Likewise, the competition between
excluded volume and electrostatics manifests itself in the degree of order of the
nematic phase. An increase in the amount of salt increases the orientational order
of the phase due to an increased screening of the electrostatic interactions.
(iv) We also predict an upward shift of the phase diagram X vs. 0 with respect
to the one of neutral rods. This shift is controlled by salt concentration and can
be explained in terms of an effective Flory-x parameter.
(v) Under semidilute conditions, the effective interaction between any pair of
rods is defined as the potential of mean force[123, 124]. This effective interact ion is
attractive at intermediate distances. Moreover, it is a consequence of the topolog-
ically connected structure of the polyion and depends only on salt and monomer
concentration for long enough rods (N > 20), as already demonstrated for flexi-
ble polyelectrolytes[125]. In addition, it can be proven that this potential energy
becomes repulsive when the molecular weight of the rods approaches zero.
1 05
The effective interaction does not depend on salt concentrate in the low salt
BUt
'
"
thG Wgh Salt~ both ^e location (Rmm) and magnitude
(Vmin ) of the minimnm of the effective potential energy depend strongly on fc,
The dependence of the effective interaction on monomer concentration, 0, fol-
lows an effective power law behavior in both high and low salt concentration
regimes. The location and magnitude of the minimum of the effective potential
energy scale as follows:
Vmin ~ 0°- 34
Rmm ~ (f> °' 15
V,1/1/1/
-1.12
Low salt
(5.2)
High salt
(vi) Finally, the effective attraction is maximized when the rods are perpendic-
ular to each other and to the position vector, r
5.2 Formulation
5.2.1 The Bare Potential Energy
Let us consider one rod-like polyelectrolyte of N segments and assume that
each monomer on the polymer generates a spherically symmetric potential, Vs (r).
For the purpose of clarity, we chose one arbitrary point in space indicated by r.
The total potential generated by the macromolecule at this point, U (j\ , is the
result of the summation of the contributions arising from each monomer of the
polyelectrolyte. This summation is partially determined by the conformation of
the polymer which, in this case, is rod-like; thus, generating an anisotropic U ( r
L06
In other words, V (?) # V (?) „ ? and ? have^ ^ ^
rod's axis. This anisotropy „ M intl, nsi(: property ()f. ^
-I "".st 1,, kq ,t i„ any ,„„,«, t„at attempts to describe the physicaJ behavior oi
rod-like polyelectrolytes.
I" our model, Vs (r) is described with the Debye-Huckel pote„tial[52, 53] and,
before, the total potential energy between two rod-like polyelectrolytes is the
summation of this interaction over all pairs of monomers on both rods. The result-
ing potential energy is a function not only of the distance between the CMs of both
rods, rm, but also, of the relative orientation between the rods
(0) and the orienta-
tion of each rod with respect to the position vector [ft and 7)(Fig. 5.1). Following
Sluckin and Shulka[23], we expand the total potential energy in normalized spheri-
cal harmonics. Furthermore, the cylindrical symmetry of the molecules constrains
the possible values of the indices in the spherical harmonies reducing the expansion
to a series in Legendre polynomials of even degree. Up to this point, the problem
is analytically intractable, therefore, we use the Maier-Saupe approximation! 122],
that is, we drop all terms in the series after the quadratic one. This approxima-
tion makes the calculations mathematically tractable (see reference 122 lor more
details) while keeping the basic symmetry of the interaction intact. Explicitly,
potential energy is
/. I K
U\r
i
n®
t
nW\=U0 (rM)+Ui (r«>) P2 n« • r ij)
A A
(5.3)
A A
+P2 n«) • rw) ))+U-2 (r<«) P2 ( n« • rfi
where r is the position vector between the CMs of the i-th and ,-th rods. /,"»
A
is the director of the z-th rod, r (t > ] is the normalized position vector, />,(:,
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r is rue
Legeadre polynomial of second degree and the Us m f„ ions that ,,„,„„„, (m|y
on the distance between the CMs of the rods, r™.
The Fourier transform of tlio potential energy is
A A
(5.4)
+U2 (q) P2 „(*) . n0)
where 7 is the scattering wave vector, J is the normalized wave vector (q / |?|)
and
( y ) is related to (r) (. < = 0 , 1, 2 ) by the following transformations-
^
./() gr
2tt p t/, (r )
'
(7) =
"ft /0
drr
-^T t6 C°S £r) 7r - 2 sin for) (.3 - gV)
•
U2iq)=
nJ0 ^r
2
^sin(gr),
5.5)
ft
where Q is the volume of the system.
For future purposes, wo present the following useful decompositions of the Leg-
endre polynomial of second degree
I
A A \ qAAAA - n/oAA
q A A e
(5.6)
2
M
"2
=
3 1 2
n
*
"
! 2(2 M " 2 ) ' (57)
A
where //J" is the /,:-!, 1 1 component of the director of the z-th rod and qk is the /,-th
component of the normalized wave vector.
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5.2.2 Potential Interaction Between Two Segments
The results of the previous section are valid for any rod-like polymer indepen-
dent of its length. Therefore, the previous expressions should hold even for rod-like
segments. Let us assume that the segment length is unity. Furthermore, let us
assume that these segments interact monomer-by-monomer via a Debye-Huckel po-
tential^, 53] and can be modeled as straight Hues in space. Then, the expression
for the total potential energy between two segments is
U
I | -HO
-HJ) A (0 a (7)
1/2 J-1/2 i-hO ->0') a(0 a(j')\r
- r +71 x-n y\
,
^- 1
' (5 - 8)
where r is the center of mass of the z-th segment, k is the inverse Debye length, lb
is proportional to the Bjerrum length and all lengths are written 111 units of segment
length (/ = 1). The precise definitions of these constants are:
47re 2 (ncZ; + £ 7 nyzAk = L
ekBT Q
(5.9)
ekBT
'
where e is the electric permitivity of the solution, nc is the number of counterions,
n7 is the number of ions of species 7, eZ, is the charge of the i-th charged species,
eZp is the charge of one segment in the chain and a is the fraction of charged
segments per chain[125].
The total potential energy cannot be computed exactly. Consequently, we ex-
pand it in Legendre polynomials of the relative orientation (a in Fig. 5.1) and
orientation with respect to the position vector (j5 and 7 in Fig. 5.1) within the
Maier-Saupe approximation [122]
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,
a(') a(2) \
' = (r) + £0? (
a a(2 )
r • n
A a(0
r • n
3 Ad) W
^2 U2 i'l I n = U*, (r) + tit (r) + j0J (r) + &J ( r ) (5.10)
+ 0? (r) P2 i n
Comparing this result with Eq. 5.3, wo conclude that
f/o(r) = [/*(r) + t/
1
*(r) + I[/*(r ) )
A (2)
n
W = W(f), (5.11)
^(r) = C^(r).
The expansion of the total potential energy, Eq. 5.8, in Legendre polynomials,
Eq. 5.3, together with the Maier-Saupe approximation lead to integral represen-
tations for the "potential functions" U* (r) , V{ (r) and U* (r). Parameterizations
of these integrals are presented in Appendix B. Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the
dependence of the potential functions UQ (r) , (/, (r) and C/2 (r) with distance and
the effect of salt.
5.2.3 Excluded Volume
We model the short-ranged potential energy with Onsager's excluded volume
interaction[24,25]. Explicitly, the form of the potential energy is,
V rjvjv
5.12)
= Sw ( r)
|
sin (a)
ttDI'
2
BttDI2 ( ?n
2il mi
I 10
.
.
A A
WlHMV ft is the angle between «W and «H (Fig. 5,1), D is the diameter of the
"'"
'
"
148
'""Klh (' = 1 <-">• '» addition, we have carri, ,„ the
Maier-Saupe approximation to be consent with the level of approximation used
in the treatment of the electrostatic interaction.
The total bare potential energy between two rodJifce seg. ,ts is the sum of the
electrostatic and excluded volume interactions, its Pburier transform is calculated
with Eqs. 5.4, 5.12, P5, FG and P7, and we employ it in the next section where
w Il, '" la "' ""' " ir<rli "' i">t«Mitial mergy between two rod-Uke polyelectrolytes in
semidilute solution
•
r
)..'i ( 'alculation
5.3.1 Effective Hamiltonian in the Isot ropic Phase
Consider a semidilute solution of n rod-like polyelectrolytes whose segment-to-
segment interaction is described by the previously derived bare potential energy.
Furthermore, let us define II, (*,) (= r t + 8ii where r] is the position in space
Of the first segment of the i-th rod) to be the realization of the i tl, rod where s,
belongs to the interval [0, L]. The Hamiltonian of the syste III IS
N N
its Is <l <i ,
i '/ • Rk [sk) /.'
5.13)
>
"..(</) I C/i (ff) (ft (A • ff) I l\>(nr <i)) I t/2 0?) ft (A nA*
which is simplified if we use the decompositions 5.6 and .r >.7\ and introduce the
fcensorial order parameter, Qaa, defined as Follows! 1 26, 1271
1 1
1
n A A
1
Jj)nh 5ki
\ 2 k i
o A A
_
„(iL.(i) ^
2~2
y \^ 2
n*' n
'
W
'-f
J/>
(5-14)
where SF indicates that the average must be determined sclflnsistentlv[128].
This order parameter is zero in the isotropic phase. Thus, many terms in the-
Hamiltonian drop out.
Lot, m separate the mean-field (, = 0) contribution to the Hamiltonian from
the other ones. Then, the Hamiltonian reduces to the following expression:
dsk / ds
./()k,j=] •/,)
°°
d Qeiq '{Rk M
x u0 (?) + it, (?) (p2 („
A
t . 2) + p2 . 3)) + Ui w ^ /
a A
(5.15)
A-
2
9
+-^ 2 l/0 (0)
where ' indicates that the wave vector q = 0 is not included in the integration.
At this point we label two rods, 1 and 2, and separate their contributions to the
Hamiltonian from the contribution arising from the rest of the rods. Furthermore,
we use the decompositions of the Legendre polynomial of second degree, Eqs. 5.G
and 5.7. The explicit form of the Hamiltonian is
7V ; OO Nm = T" 2f/» (°) +M d q dti I ,//
-oo ./() ./()
U„ (?) + f>2 (?)
2 /3 A A
n,- n^__ 1+f/| (ry) ^ -^
iff
-
(*i)-3a(<a
+
(27T)
OO
oo
u0 to) + ^ (?)
9
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n 2 ['<*> -> i-n
77m / d q / ,//,
00 ./()
x/' (" f) [t/. (?) + Dj (9)
I (| ,U C|nM„(
2)
_
Kt
r,.i(i)
+irrelevant self-energy terms,
where the Fourier transform of the density is defined as follows:
p(?)=gf^e-^-^fe).
(, 17)
We now calculate the effective Hamiltonian between both rods. Before we com-
pute this effective potential energy, it is worth mentioning that this type of cal-
culation is standard in statistical mechanics[123, 124] and quantum field theories
[129] (QFT). In the latter type of theories the effective Lagrangian is computed
by integrating out the heavy ( irrelevant ) fields. We face a similar situation. In
our system, the irrelevant field to be integrated out is the density field, p (q
\
Consequently, the bare Hamiltonian between the labeled rods gets modified by the
background of rods.
One constraint not present in QFT is that the integration must not modify the
thermodynamics of the system. In other words, when the effective Hamiltonian is
used to compute the partition function of the system, the result must be the same
as the one obtained from the n-particle Hamiltonian, Eq. 5.16.
Now, for the sake of compactness, we define the quantities A, H l2 and //* in
tin; following way:
I I:',
'7
A
nc + ns + ^2 n
a 7 Arn
^\j^~^(i~^x^ exn^-°^ i
- )x-^/r(o)
n\nc\ns \] [n7 !
(5.18)
where ({)) [s the electrostatic contribution to U0 {q = 0)
m-2 =
O /-'oo _ /./v
(27T)
9 / eft/ «* •* I '" i / dt2
I o
./o
3
(1)^,(1) 4/
x
1 f« - |) | 3 (5.19)
3 A A <L,/3 \ 2 l-R] (*i) - ft fe)
/v/r =
Q2 ^'oo ^ ../V
^ (?) + Ui (q) \
Q2 /.'OO ^ ,/V
— / d Q / '//,
oo ./()(27T)-'
1
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(5.20)
xe"* * ' ^ (*2 ) + ~~ 3 / dq p(q)p(- q)u0 (q)
2(2tt)
— OO
We now define a functional, Z 12 Hi (*l),i?2 (*2 ) , proportional to the pair-
correlation function[123], such that its integral with respect to the variables of the
two rods gives the partition function of the system. Explicitly, Z
is
—
>
Ri (h),R2 (t2 )
z \2 Ri (ti),R2 (t2 ) =Aexp(-/?#12 ) / D PI 'i
1 14
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The integral involving the auxiliary field, ((-%), can he calculated within the
random phase approximation^]. The rest of the integrals are straight forward.
The final expression for Z12 {h),R2 (t2 ) IS
#i (ti),R2 (t2 ) = AKi% [4ttO]n - 2 exp
(27T)
OO
— OO
d 7
/•/V
x / dti
J
dt2 «S» (?) + IW (?) (fn^-«0
2 2
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* "T~
Xr (*l)
- A (t2))
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«i= / JD e 2(2tt)" ./.oo
^ 2nN2F (Nq) (5.23)
Ko= D (5.24)
F (x) =
C()S
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(5.25)
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(q) = U0 (q)
A to) (5.27)
1 -
A to)
= U'ff to) (1 I
2
A f5 (5.28)
2
T
q/3t(T (ff) = u2 (g) (5.29)
Because the integral of Z12 \E (U) R ft \] d / x
_
Pij.lfefeOj over (/,) and ^ fe) ig th(
(ti),R2 (t2 is proportional to a
total partition function of the system, Zu
Zma
""
W<"S,,t Where
^ * «" effective Hami,to„ian between
both rods (potential of mean-f„rce[123, 124j). Note that this b exactly how ,„o
"aiCUiat,
°" "
^ iD SUndard
-echa.ics^S, 124] and QFT[129] ,,„„,,
-
latter case, the quantity defined h the effectiveU^. So
,
write the following equality:
12 *i
,
R2 fe)l =Cexp(-/3H
eff), (5.30)
where C is independent of /?, fo) and £ fe), but depends on other thermody-
namic variables like densities. Consequently, by comparing Eqs. 5.22 and 5 30
we conclude that the effective Hamiltonian between two rod-like polyelectrolytes
in semidilute solution is the following:
(3Heff =
«-,.? jr*r*"-
,i
"'
," )
- J
'"
w
A A
(5.31)
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r,(2)„(2) &y ff \ . / A2^ ** 2 J +iM0 K A(2) <5Q/9 nWn?) -faffA A (5.32)
5-3.2 Effective Hamiltonian in Real Space
The effective Hamiltonian in real
the following transformations:
space is related to the (,,,(,
'' Fourier space by
V / 2?rr2
+
OO
Sv/, rf9?sin(?r) 0?" (?)
q u
u\2
Pi f r .
A
2n 2
A
A
(5.33)
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/ dq q
2Uff (q)
0
^injgr)
_
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3
r 3 7
2
r
2
2^
e//
(r) = U2 (r),
where t/f is the contribution to Un i
Eq. 5.12.
o arising from thc excluded volume interaction
5.3.3 Thermodynamic Propert les
It is woll known that rods undergo the isotropic-to-neaatic transition wh,n
the monomer concentration reaches a threshold vah,e[24]A. This transition is
a first order phase transition and separates two phases with different degrees of
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written as follows[131]:
fQ, J k ] = 0 k = l 2 3
'
,d
' (5.34)
Where
fJ i» Ja. J») are the generators of the SOf3) nom. i ,,[ S) Sr°up. addition, QaB [s;~ "" ,"" - <
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The8eSyl itryar
—ts ^ve simplified the analysis of the ae transit
substantially sin,, we only need to describe the behavior of qUantity
, ^ „,
characterize the transition and study the effect of the different parameters on
"°W ,:°" si<l< "' the Hamiltonian given by Eq. 5.13 a
.erform a mean-field
approximation. The mean-field Hamiltonian is
N 2
SHuf = ~
n A a
(5.36)
n'U0 (0) + U2 (0) nQkl£ n[
3 1
The UQ (0)-term does not affect the tnortton since it is the isotropic contribution to
the Hamiltonian
"
Th^ <'«» be neglected, But, ET2 (0) determines the isotropic-
L8
to-nmatic transition and hu two contributions: u^
'
lX( nuio(l volume aiK ilw
electrostatic interactions. The form of U2 (0) is
160 6fi«< V^ (8 + /To (74«) - 16 + 474« (4 + 7J«2) A - (74 «
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'
where crh („ (. erf {ix) /t) is the imaginary error functi()n
. ^^ ^ fcQ
be solved numerically. Q33 = 0 is always a solution. But, a second solution appears
when N2nU2 (0) « -8.9753 indicating the existence of a nematic phase. Farther
discussmn of these results will be presented in the next section.
Finally, the canonical partition function of the system is
exo N 2n,xp {T^-W(i-Vx-~ [uZ(o)-u2 (o) Q33
n\nc \ns \ JJn7 !
1
x/VnQ
n
7 47T
(.
r
).39)
and the Helmholtz free energy of the system car, be easily calculated
5.4 Results
The first prediction of our model is the repulsion between segments when the
solution is extremely dilute. Under this condition, the potential energy is the bare
I 19
--^^of t,emW. Figure ,28howstheis .(>|j r ;jon
This term is positive for all values of*—
'
and decreases with leasing dista.ee. Therefore, it always g, ,
:
^ ^ S"ran<1
-
«" - P- U energy arisesta- « W, ^own in Fig
. 5 .3. Thia^ „ ^
can be positive or negative (Eq
. 5.3). If the prefactor is positive
*- «
-nr of the system is higher. But, if it is negative, then the energy is
lower. So, in order to minimize its energy, the system will choose the
.atter option
Tins prefactor is a minimum when „M ;,,nd „W are perpendicular to r«W
A A
*(»B
-^J+*(-fr-r&>J--l. (5 .40)
The last contribution to the bare interaction arises from U2 (r). Figmc 5 .4 ahom
that this function behaves as £/„ (r). But, as in the previous ens,., it is multiplied
hy an angular-dependent prefactor. Again, in order to minimize the energy, this
prefactor must be negative. Therefore, „M and »« must be perpendicular to each
othei
A A
This analysis implies that, in the case of extremely dilute solutions, two rod-like
segments belonging to different polyeleetrolyte rods repel each other in a specific
way; they are perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to the position vector.
Figure 5.5 shows the physical situation.
In addition, Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show that the dominant contribution to the
interaction arises from U{) (r) whose range and magnitude are larger than the ones
Of U} (r) and U2 (r). These figures also show the effect of salt on the three potential
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»— *- «" piously repulsive i ,, bec 8
—
e. This new attractive potentiai energy „ a dire(,
, ^
^logical* connected structure of the poIyions[125]. This can be observed ,„ the
tuitions of Vf* („ and^w , Eq, ,27 and 5 2g a ^
(/V
- 0), the function F(q)
,
which is proportional to the structure factor of the
object, approaches 1/2, thug, A (?) - oo and^ (?) _ rr0 ^ (?) „„„_
Therefore, the connectivity of the polyion is respons for the effective
attraction between any two labeled segments. Also, Eq. 5.20 shows that mono
—ion,
, (=»*/«), is an important parameter. If the solution is dilute
t^n the attraction is weak. But, if the so.ut.on is semidilute or concentrated, then
thC attra<:ti0
" "
Str0nger
'
The eff«* °f on the effective potential is shown i„
Fig. 5.6. The orientation of the rods is the one shown in Fig 5.5. The presence of a
mimmnm in the potential energy „ dear
. Also, the effect of salt on the location and
magnitude of the minimum is clearly shown. As the amount of salt is increased, the
location and magnitude of the minimum decrease as a consequence of the increase
screening of the electrostatic interactions.
The effect of salt concentration on the minimum of the potential energy is
further clarified in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. Both plots show that the location and
magnitude of the minimum are independent of sail, concentration as long as the
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P0t6ntial ^ rod-like polyelectrolytes
The effect of monomer concentration on the location and magnitude of the mi,
"' i88h0TOinFi
«»- W and 5.10 for the cases of low and high saH< c ,
tta. regimes, both parameters
.show an effective power law depen, ,,
,
Rmin ~
K,„:„ ~ ,/>"
M >ow salt,
(5.42)
High salt.
V.,„« -</>' 12
Another important prediction of our model is expressed by Eq. 5.29. According
to this relation, the potential function U2 (,) is not modif v the presence of the
^dium as long as the
.solution i.s in the isotropic phase. This rather surprising
result implies that there is a prof,™,! orientation between the rods for which the
attraction i.s maximum. Also, this relative orientation must minimize tl ergy
of the system. Therefore, comparing with the analysis of the U, (r) contribution
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perpendicular to each other.
nnr"
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to the other one and still satisfy the constraint R
f
.
y
-
However, whatever configuration
-----.--o mi^eits^. FigureUlshowat g
-
~ * two ^rations. In one of them
,
the rods ^ perpendicu]ar
~< -or ana to eac other. h ,e other
,
one r0(| „
^
r?
wctor and the
°
ther
°
ne ismi i°
*
w," ie^ **« .>-..„,,„,
-
each othe, The plot dear,, shows t,at the first ^ ^
—r of possible configurations, the two shown are the extreme ones. Therefore
the effective potentia, for the intermediate configurations should be in betw, ,„„
curves shown. Consequently, the attraction between the segments ,s stronger when
the segments are perpendicular to each other and to the position vector.
Our model predicts a very complex thermodynamic behavior for solutions of
rod-like Polye.ectro.ytes. Consider the isotropic-to-nematic transition for exampie
Clearly, the amount of salt present in the solution modifies the c ritical monomer
concentrationA
.
If the amount of salt is large then the transition occurs for values
of *c similar to the one of a solution of neutral rods, #>, because the electrostatic
interaction is screened out. But, if the salt concentration
,s low, then the electro-
static interactions are not screened and the transition occurs at values of ,K larger
than 4"K This is a direct consequence of the fact that the electrostatic interactions
have the opposite effect on the transition than the excluded volume has. Electro-
statics tries to orient the rods perpendicular to each other ([/« (? = 0) > 0), thus
stabilizing the isotropic phase, while excluded volume tries to make then, parallel to
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each other stabilizing the nematic phaae. Therefore a ,t
electric „,.! „ , a,
'g comPeti«on betw
I
~ C0~i0" *
- <- concent
,
awl agrees^the expected trend.
I" addition, Fig. 5 . 12 also shows that ^ increases sharp,y with k/D ^
T\ "
"XPeCted SmCe
^~ «°— «" ^ve Usance of
eleCtr°StatiC i,ltCTaCtl0n ^ to the excluded volume one u , /Di~, the elect™ contrition inches and a higher concentration of po.ymer
Reeded to induce the isotropic-to-nenratic transition. But, if h/D „
18 (approximate*) and the salt concentration is low enough, then the ,a„s,,on is
suppressed completely. This is shown in Fie <i 1? „,i, ,i1 tlg
-
J ' 2 where fie curve corresponding
to li,/D=19 has a singularity at k n a ....s u K
-
k > 0. Again, this ,s a direct consequence of
the competition between electrostatic and excluded volume effects.
Let us next consider the orientationa. order parameter. Figures 5.13 and 5 14
show the order parameter,©,, as a function of monomer concentration for different
amounts of salt. For low monomer concentrations, Qxt , s 2er0 and the^ .
in the isotropic phase. As we increase the monomer concentration and overcome
* 41,6 SVStem UDderg0eS the ^ropic-to-nematic transition. In the nematic phase,
salt concentration is one of the dominant factors in the determination of the ori-
entational order of the phase. As we increase the amount of salt, the order of the
nematic phase increases. This can be explained in terms of the previously men-
tioned competition between electrostatics and excluded volume. As the amount of
salt is increased, the electrostatic interactions arc more and more screened. Conse-
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ions, salt con-
quently, the tendency of the rods to be perpendicular to each other I
the order of the phase increases.
n the alnount of order of the nematjc pimse Under certain conditj
h
6/D=8(Fig
-
5^ taa;^ ofKfroml0-stolmakes
^ SyStem UndCTS° ^ trms,ion . In other w()nk t >rdfirP~er can be Zero ( isotropic phase
, or_^^
,
on the amount of salt,
^ Figs. ,15 a„d ,16 Sh0w the modlfication of the^ diagram bv
te™S
°
f E<5
- ^ Wh 'Ch ***- *- «" electronic interact*, an.
an effective x parameter as follows
x - *e„ - x - 2 (q? (0) - C/2 (o) 3s) . (5 43)
This effective interaction is always smaller than the bare x parameter. Hence it
* th&t 6ffeCt °f the Prostatic interactions is to shift the phase dia-
gram upwards. The extent of the shift is controlled by salt concentration since it
determines the amount of screening of the electrostatic interactions.
5.5 Conclusion
Motivated by extensive experimental and theoretical studies, we have developed
a model for solutions of rod-like polyeleetrolytes.
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also
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Thi8fMtis
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potential employed. In this iv,h:, ,,iPabular case, we constructed the bare ini
fr0
D
""y"-H 'Vk<
"
P<™ • *• M. -Sau, minm
^ 1"" S""°Py
'
T
"" bare pot ;ial energy „ not
—^"^ We found that tl * favorable
, ^ ,. ^
is the one where they are perpendicular to each other and to the position vector
Also, this bare interaction is do, ated by the isotropic contribute hose range
and magnitude are larger than the ones of the anisotropic tern,.
the semidUute regime, the potential energy is no longer the bare interaction
—
it is edified by the surrounding med Our results clearly show th,
mediumch
-S- *e nature of, interaction. The previously repulsive ential
energy is now attractive. This modification of the interaction is a direct cons ence
of the topological^ connected structure of the polyione[125].
The medium surrounding the rods is composed of salt ions, counterions and
**» «0«tt. polyeterolytes. All these spee.es, together with the bare potential
energy, determine the effective interaction. By changing the concentration of ,
of them, we can modify the effective potential energy. The first parameter is the
amount of salt. Our results clearly show that the effective potential is indep t
<-f the amount of salt as long as salt concentration remains low. In the high salt
regime, however, the effective potential depends on salt concentration strongly.
Our model also predicts an effective power law dependence of the loc ation and
magnitude of the minimum of the effective potential on finally. „ cular
weight is predicted to be irrelevant for the effective interaction. This prediction
is valid not only in the low salt limit, but also in the high salt rag and for
molecular weights high enough (N > 20).
I2(i
:e of the
We
^
« calculated the thermodynamic ^ torofsolut;o
;f^-
Ai^-~ beha,MissimUar ih
l^*** fc*-^-^^..t ,
7 e hrst "esuit is the depende- <* „,,„,
salt concentration. Our caleulatinnc c i,lculate
.how a„ mcrease in the critical monomer
concentration when the salt concentration decreases Tins is ,;u6dbta>. im a consequent
competition between electrostatics and excluded volume.
The next prediction of onr mode, is the dependence of the onentatmna, order
the amount of salt increases the orientatipnal order of the phase. This , mm ,
conscience of the previously mentioned competition between electrostatics and
excluded volume.
Finally, our calculations predict an upward shift of the phase diagram when
compared with the neutral case. This is a consequence of the electrostatic inter-
actions that redefine x into an effective parameter, Xe„, which is always smaller
than the bare x . This decrease in the x parameter is the origin of the vertical shift
of the phase diagram.
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Figure 5.1: Figuredepicting the variables of the potential function between rod-like
polyelectrolytes. r is the position vector between the centers of mass of the Ml,
and ,-th rods, „(0 is the director of the i-th rod, a measures the relative orientation
between the rods, and, 0 and 7 measure the orientation of each rod relative to r
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tration. Ine values of « used are: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4.
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Figure 5.11: Effective potential vs. distance for two configurations. The values
of the parameters are:
<j> = 0.05, N = 1000, lb = 0.8, D = 0.1 and K = 4. The
circles (o) correspond to rods perpendicular to the position vector and the
diamonds (o) to one rod parallel to rM and the other one perpendicular to it.
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Figure 5.12: Relative critical concentration vs. K . The values oilJD are. II t„\ 9
(•), 4 (), 6 (o), 8 (A), 10 (<), 13 (v), 15 (>), 17 (+) and 19 t"' '
'
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CHAPTER 6
DOUBLE SCREENING IN POLYELECTROLTE
SOLUTIONS: NUMERICAL RESULTS
6.1 Introduction
Notwithstanding that extensive experimental [113, 114], theoretical [36 38, 107,
MO, 132 145] and computer-simulational [146 151] studies have been performed on
polyelectrolytic systems, the lull comprehension of the collective solution properties
displayed by flexible polvelectrolytes remains a challenge to the scientific commu-
nity. The origin of our incomplete understanding is to he found in the long-ranged
electrostatic interaction present in the system [9]. The correct treatment of this
interaction and its incorporation into the thermodynamic: description of polymer
solutions have proven to he
.insurmountable barriers, thus many different approx-
imations and models have been put forward to circumvent these problems. One
of these theories [125] predicted the known behaviors of many solution proper-
tics such as the effective attraction between similarly charged polvelectrolytes, the
proper scaling behavior of the correlation length and radius of gyration, etc. Hut,
only the asymptotic behaviors of the different properties were analyzed in the orig-
inal paper. So, it is the purpose of this paper to perform a complete nu.
analysis of the predictions of the model. We study the behaviors of four s,
and single-chain properties: the phase diagram, the structure factor (S (q)), the
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radius of gyration (Rg ) and the correlation length (£); and furthermore, we ana-
lyze the effects of molecular weight, salt and monomer concentration, etc. on the
aforementioned properties.
Polyelectrolyte solutions can be classified as an extension of electrolyte solut ions.
In the polyelectrolyte case, the macromolecular character of the solute adds a new
attribute to the underlying physics of the system. This new characteristic, absent
in regular electrolyte solutions, is the topological connectivity of the polymer chain.
So, the two main features of polyelectrolyte solutions are the connectivity of the
solute and the long-ranged electrostatic interaction. It is well known that each
of these features leads to a screening of the bare interaction independently [9, 53,
152,153]. On the one hand, the Coulomb interaction between two charges in an
electro-neutral solution is screened by the presence of other ions [9,53,152]. On
the other hand, the bare excluded volume interaction between two Kuhn segments
is screened by the presence of other polymer segments [153].
The presence of long-ranged Coulomb interactions makes the statistico-mechanical
treatment of polyelectrolytes solutions very difficult. Indeed, the complexity intro-
duced by these interactions has hindered progress in the field for many years [9].
To the best of our knowledge S. R. Milner [154, 155] was the first one to attempt
an understanding of the role of long-ranged Coulomb interactions in regular elec-
trolyte solutions. This work was superseded by the classical paper by Debye and
Hiickel [52]. Later refinements by Bjerrum [156], Onsager [157], Miiller [158,159],
Gronwall et. al [160], Falkenhagen et. al [161], etc. followed. These corrections to
the Debye-Hiickel theory offer no improvements in respect to the self-consistency
of the theory but, add significant complexity to the formulae.
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„ Debye and Hucte!
,52), ,,<• presence of other i(>„s
solntion changes the pranged „„_„ ^ ^ ^ ^
as follows
1 e
_/tr
r T~ (6.1)
fraction. The applicability of this potential is limited to th. di.ute regim „,
the approximate made in solving the non-Knear Poisson-Boltzmann
l[9]
Nevertheless, its use in concentrated polyelectrolyte solutions might be iustifi v
ovulations done by Kjellander and Mitchell in Dressed-ion Theory
[
162
]
They showed that the potential between two dressed-ions is of the Debye-Huckel
form where the charge is replaced by a renormalized charge and the polarization is
non-local.
The topological connectivity of the polymer chair, together with crowded con-
ditions present in semidilute polymer solutions, lead to a second screening of the
bare excluded volume interaction. This is called Edwards screening [153] and ran
be rationalized easily. When two labeled Kuhn segments interact, other segments
will get in the way, thus modifying the interaction. Consequently, the interaction
will have two contributions. One is the direct (bare) interaction between the la-
beled segments. The other one is an indirect interaction where the Labeled segments
interact through a medium of non-labeled ones. Clearly, a long-range effect is built
up. Edwards showed that the second contribution, described by the correlation
of density fluctuations, leads to an attractive potential energy [153]. Thus, the
effect of the Other polymers is to weaken the self-interaction of the polymer chain.
Explicitly, tin- screening has the form
1 46
According to Debye and Huckel [52], the presence of other ions in a regular
electrolyte solution changes the long-ranged interaction between two test charges
as follows
1 e~
Kr
where k~ 1 is the Debye screening length, a measure of the range of the elect rostatic
interaction. The applicability of this potential is limited to the dilute regime due to
the approximations made in solving the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation [9].
Nevertheless, its use in concentrated polyelectrolyte solutions might be justified by
recent calculations done by Kjellander and Mitchell in Dressed-ion Theory [162].
They showed that the potential between two dressed-ions is of the Debye-Hiickel
form where the charge is replaced by a renormalized charge and the polarization is
non-local.
The topological connectivity of the polymer chain, together with crowded con-
ditions present in semidilute polymer solutions, lead to a second screening of the
bare excluded volume interaction. This is called Edwards screening [153] and can
be rationalized easily. When two labeled Kuhn segments interact, other segments
will get in the way, thus modifying the interaction. Consequently, the interaction
will have two contributions. One is the direct (bare) interaction between the la-
beled segments. The other one is an indirect interaction where the labeled segments
interact through a medium of non-labeled ones. Clearly, a long-range effect is built
up. Edwards showed that the second contribution, described by the correlation
of density fluctuations, leads to an attractive potential energy [153]. Tims, the
effect of the other polymers is to weaken the self-interaction of the polymer chain.
Explicitly, the screening has the form
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At fixed mono™ co„ce„tration and „ an^ h ^
77"""~"8 ° f th" d—C— addition, an ext. tahge
of the polymer occurs for solutions close to the spinodal curve
The size of the labeled poly.cctro.yte depends on mo.ecu.ar weight ,„„ ^
•ncreasc of the mo.ecular weight increases the average size of the po.ymer ,„ the
hlgh salt lin.it and for short polymer chains our ca.cU,ations show a power
.aw
behavior of the form
R2 ~ N' V2
" ' (6.4)
while for high molecular weights the scaling is
(6.5)
(ii) We have also calculated the effect of monomer concentration, hydrophobic
ity, salt concentration and molecular weight on the correlation length { which is a
measure of the range of the effective interaction between monomers. It is predicted
that th,. correlation length decreases with increasing monomer concentrat The
rate of decrease depends strongly on the amount of salt, with the high salt regime
showing the largest rate of decrease. Our calculations also predict power law be-
haviors valid in the dilute regime
£ ~ (/r
0A9
low salt limit,
(6.6)
£ ~ 4>
() ' 74
high salt limit.
Hydrophobic^ also modifies the correlation length. The more hydrophobic the
polymer is (larger X parameter), the larger the correlation length. This trend is
a consequence of the increment of the density fluctuations and their correlation
which make the effective potential between monomers stronger thus, increasing £
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Snarly show that the location of the peak is very sensitive to salt concentration.
I" other words, the addition of a very smaU amount of salt is enough bo shift the
location of the peak to qmaa o.
The effect of m( >'">'<« >
'' concentration is also studied. We predict that an in-
crease of monomer concentration not only shirts qmM towards larger values but
also increases the height of the peak.
(iv) Finally, we compute the phase diagram of the solution and its dependence
on the degree of ionization and salt concentration. The former is Found to modify
the phase behavior substantially. Making the? polyelectrolyte stronger (increasing
the degree of ionization) shifts the phase diagram towards larger values of
x (lower
temperatures). In other words, it makes the solution bhermodynamically more
stable.
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6.2 Theoretical Background
G.2.1 Physical foundations
Consider a solution mad, of „ flexible polyclectrolytes of contour length L „
=°unterion., rh salt ion8 „f spccies 7 mi „. solwnt molfi(:ll|(s
a ^
'
'
The interaction between the molecules has two contribution*. On tl ,o
the volume occupied by the molecule* generates a short-ranged excluded v<
(hard-core) interaction. ()„ the other hand, the electric charge carried by some oi
th
°
<:'""" i,:i
"
S|>"d<!S~te 8 '""S-ranged electrostatic repulsion or attraction.
Figure 6.1a depicts the physical .situation. The simultaneous presence of a huge
"umber of different components, together with the topological characteristics of
polymer chains and the different length scales introduced by the interactions lead
to a high degree of complexity in the theoretical description of the system
. So. for
the purpose of clarity, we address each of these issues separately.
The starting point of the model is the expression of the Helmholtz to, rgy
i" forms of the dynamical variables (coordinates) of the different chemical species.
At this stage, the description is very complex due to the high degree of coupling
among the different components.
The first simplification of the problem (first screening) consists of integrating
out the locations of the counterions and salt ions. This is done by changing the
•
r
)()
s to a collectiv<
'"" (coord
,tes) of the ton,
variable (charge density fieid) and with the help oft
,,,„„„„,,
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«
of this etep is the mapping oft , K„„
" ,"h" new (mid equivalent) one of ?i flexible polyelectrolytes interacting
™ l
"
XH
"""" V"
'
^ ****** Potentials. Figure. 6.1b shows t ,sult of
the first screening schematically.
Although the first screening simplifies the problem substantially because it re-
duces the number of component, in the solution, the behaviors of the yelec
Wytes are still coupled. Therefore, the problem is still very c x. Moreover
contribution of the solvent to the free energy is still written in terms of the
locations of the solvent molecules. The mathematical descripti, r this contri-
button was originally done at the mean field level [166], We have extended this
'
'"
Md U"al""'" (
'
i'"-'"' 1
" ««* order corrections (Gaussian fluctuations)
in Appendix A. This extension puts tl escript s of the counterions, salt ions
and solvent at the same level.
The last step in the construction of the model is the use of Edwards' screening
(second screening). This is implemented in the theory by introducing an elective
distribution function for a labeled chain, a. This distribution is defined in terms
of Edwards' Hamiltonian and an effective interaction, A(r), whic
interaction between the segments (which are already screened by the co
and salt ions) further screened by the other polyelectrolytes. When this distributioi
is used, the expression for the Helmholtz free energy turns out to be the addition
of four contributions
1 IS I, he h;ii(
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, between seg-
«*> of the tabled chain. This interaction is calculated using a diagra a,.,,
ta 'J," i<"" ! d"s, 'Hi "" 1
» Ul" ««f«" Wer [125] wl /, is determined using the
same national procedure used In [167], A detailed analysis of the
, at s ,.
determine I, is presented in Appendix B. As a con ,ence of U variational
calculations, both quantities, /, and &f», de] I on salt conramtralmu,
molecular weight, etc. Figure 6.1c shows the .'Urn of t
screening.
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(>.2.2 Properties
We shu t, with the size of a single- polyeleetrolyte chain in solution. The d<
ble screening procedure previously described predicts the follpwing mathematical
expression for the radius of gyration
a
([R(L)- R(0)] 2 ) LilR« j
-T" (6 - 8 >
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,.y ,
its dependence on salt concentration? ation, monomer concentration, etc.
Next
efl
,
we consider the correlation length, £, whicl
fective interaction [153]. Its mathematical exm™
1 measures the range of the
xpicssion is
£ = V2 Re « +
7
2
/ «2
7 2 /
(6.9)r
W ^ isthem°n« 'voiume fraction, 7I8 a ;erna , terof y
X, .h «.c value of the v parameter at the spinodal curve, / is the bare Kul „,,„
and lu
c is defined in |
;
()
.
((J2).
We also study the scattering behavior A the solution. This property is quantified
by the solution structure factor
S(k) - (pp {k)pp (-k)), 0
where
^ (k) is the monomer density Hold. We present a full study of this solution
property in Appendix C. The final expression for the structure fac or is
S(k)
2 xs - X wc k2l2 (6.11)
M2 + K?)
Finally, we address the phase behavior of the system. This requires an explicit
mathematical expression for the free energy which is available Iron, the original
work [125]. Ii, suffices here to say that th(
(6.7), given by
> free energy has four contributions, Eq,
F,
j—^ = na In pa + nc In pc +^ >h In pn - na - nc - T] n7 -
7
L2tt
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2^
+UuPaPpp3 ,
F.
UJC00+ ~
K,
-2 (6.12)
Rpj n r d3k
2 J (27r) :i
kBT
(
1 -
= Inn! - riln Q
A(k) /
V
+ In
A(k)
w + -
V «2 + A;'2 }
\
)where is the strength of the solvent-solvent interaction, „pa „ the strength
of the solvent-monomer interaction, w is the strength of the monomer-monomer
fraction, A (k) is the Fourier transform of the effective interaction A (,), ^ ,A and * are the monomer, solvent, counterion and salt ion of species 7 number
densities, respectively, and G is given by
g=id[k]^\-i r <ls (''m
21 di
L
2l 2
dsj^ r/.s'A[R(,)-R(,')]|
(6.13)
Using Eqs.
structed.
(6.12) for the free energy the phase diagram of the system was con
6.3 Results and Discussion
We start with the size of a labeled polyelectrolyte as measured by the radius of
gyration, Rfn and its dependence on monomer concentration. Figure 6.2 shows the
dependence of R]/L on monomer concentration, 0, for different amounts of salt
and values of the X parameter (Figs. 6.2a, 6.2b and 6.2c correspond to values of v
tl Mir of h,
^^^^^s^m^^^
The model predicts a
"~ <>r the averse size of a labeled polyelectrolyte as the an,,,,, of monomerhh~d
"
is rationalized using the Edwards' screening johcepl as
follows: m the number of monomers increases, more polymers will be in between
any pair of segments; consequently, the Edwards screening becomes stronger and
-Pulsion between monomers decreases. Therefore, the polymer shrinks. This
result is valid for the three values of x studied.
In the dilute regime, R*/L shows two power-law behaviors. In the low sa
the Calculated exP°nent « close to -0.48 and is independent of K . Oi
,,m,(I
'
iM tke hiRh salt
*• calculated exponent is close to -0.2:5. Again,
this exponent is independent of * These numerically computed exponents are
in excellent agreement with the ones obtained analytically from the theory [125]
(-0.5 and -0.25 for the low and high salt regimes, respectively) and, in the high
salt regime, the exponent agrees very well with the experimental observations on
neutral polymer solutions by Daoud et at [108] while, in the low salt limit, the
exponent agrees very well with the one observed in solutions of Sodium Polystyrene
sulfonate) [169].
In spite of the invariant of the calculated exponents under changes of \. the
si/e of the labeled polyelectrolyte depends on this parameter. As shown in the
plots, an increase of
* reduces the average size of the polymer. This trend has been
Observed in experimental studies on poly(vinylpyridini.m.
) [170] and in neutral
polymers [171). This shrinkage is a consequence of the decrease in solvent quality
due to an increase in the \ parameter (increase in hydrophobicity).
Now let ns consider the effect of salt concentration on the si/e of a labeled poly-
electrolyte chain. Figure 0.:} shows the dependence of R?
g
/L on salt concentration,
0,, lor different amounts of monomer and values of the \ parameter (Figs. 6.3a,
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1 other less and t he polymer
6.3b and 0.3, correspond „ vaJmw „f x ^^ ^ m ^ ^
^T-Nw.<y-taht ,,, taadecrea ,,
"
V
«
.This is ti
, , M
,M
'"" of Bfdt" screening of t lectrostatic
Pulsions. As a consequence, the segments repel eacl
T" iS tr8nd
"
ind8p " f * But, wh,,, approa ng the s ,,
--,theshap,of the^/I-^ CUIVfflchangesradicallyiMaiiow
,
g afc
A" increase ofs.lt concentration not only makes the polymer shrink but also B
""' 8
'"' °f is <"'»»<*• PO^er s, „ t0 c lp9e llke h t ^
w,.|l-k„„w„ coil-globule traction [m,m\. This behavior was also observ
"X les
"" P0ly(N-methyl-2-vinylpyrid un) [170] and was ex ;,„.,,
terms of the hydrophobicity of the polymer and the salting out effect.
Next, w,. consider the effect of molecular weight on the radius of gyration.
Figure 0.4 shows the the dependenci of Rf/L on mo ular weight For dilute (Pig.
o.4a) ami concentrated (Pig. 0.40) solutions, and different salt concentratiom. < )ur
modal predicts an increase of thi average size of the polymer chain as t
, Iulax
weight increases for all values of salt concentration. As expected, in the low salt
regime the expansion of the polymer chain is lamer than in the high salt regime
because of the weak screening of the electrostatic interaction.
Independently of the amount of sail,, very high molecular weight polymers .lis-
play the following scaling relation
*S~* 1 . (6.14)
that is, the radius of gyration scales as the one of a single polymer chain without
excluded volume interaction. This result is the expected one sine- long polymer
chains can be divide,! into blobs whose size is larger Mian the range of the excluded
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„r ,„,,,„,.,,,
,0" K, " a"""y """' ls
„„,,„
,nteractingblobs
thus, it must display Gaussian statistics.
The previa coarse-graining cannot be done for she,
,
)olym(, dlains ,,,„„.„
fore, the scaling relation shown by Eq
. (6 .14) mm ,„„ m . g^ ^
"K,MM
- ^^^^-eofhighsaltconcentrati
the scaling behavior of a self avoiding walk (SAW) [127, 174]
ft
2
~ /Vu "
(6.15)
Our model predicts an exponent of 1.12 which is in good numerical agr,
, , with
1.18. No power-Is* behavior is predicted for dilute solutions in the |ow saU cegime
Centrated solutions
»' *• '«w* regime display an effective power-law
behavior with exponent 1.166. This effective exponent depends on m ,mer con-
centration and must always be larger than 1.12 since the c trostatic interactions
are not screened.
Now lot us consider the correlation length, £, and its dependence on monomer
concentration. Figure 6.5 shows the dependence of f on monomer concentration,
* for different amounts of salt and values of the X parameter (Figs. 6.5a, 6.5b and
6.5c correspond to values of x far, close and very dose to the spinodal vain,., re-
spectively). The model predicts a decrease of the correlation length with increasing
monomer concentration. Moreover, this behavior is predicted to he independent of
X- An increase in the monomer concentration increases the Edwards's screening,
thus it decreases the strength of the repulsion between any pair of monomers, or
equivalent^, it decrease's the range of the interaction. But, the correlation length,
f, measures this range. Therefore, an increase in the monomer concentration de-
creases I he correlation length.
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** *•* regime our calculations show two poWKr,aw^ rf (
is va!i<l in the low salt regime and displays aii expc nt of
-0.49
; the other powerlaw behaviorism in the Ugh 3aJt^^^^ rf^
The analyticallv-predicted vaiues of these exponents are
-0.5 and
-0.75. Mor
"
these values are independent of the value of x.
Another important resuit is the increase of the correlation length with increas-
mg Va'""'S
°
f
*
(<leCreaSing ™ing hydrophobic^). Tins is the
curve. But, as the system approaches the spinodal curve (second order phase tran-
sition) tin. density fluctuations and their correlation increase [175], Therefore, since
Edwards has .shown that the correlation length is a consequence of the effective in-
teraction produced by the correlation of density fluctuations [153], we would expect
an increase in the correlation length as we approach the spinodal curve, as predicted
by our model.
We now discuss the effect of salt concentration on the correlation length. Fig-
ure G.G .shows the dependence of the correlation length, f , on salt concentration for
different monomer concentrations and values of x (Figs. C.Ca, G.G1, and G.G,: corre-
spond to values of x far, close and very close to the spinodal vain.., respectively).
Our calculations show that an increase in salt concentration increases the corre-
lation length for all the three values of x studied. This effect can be understood
in terms of the effect of salt on Eq. (H4). An increase of salt concentration
decreases the Debye length Eq. (G2), therefore, x, decreases. Consequently,
the system gets closer to the .spinodal curve as salt is added to the solution, lint, as
described in the previous paragraph, the closer the system is to the spinodal curve,
the stronger the density fluctuations and their correlations. Thus, the correlation
length must increase. Moreover, if* is very close to x, and we increase the amount
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Modular weight is another of the relevant paremetars. PiRlm , „^ (| „,
d :eof( cular weight for dil
( "'K
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6.7b) solutions, a lifferent salt concentral
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- """
aVi"r
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8°«W °f «~ in Edwards scree g which
'leases the strength of the repulsion betw the monomer* or, in ot • words,
the range of the potential.
Some of the curves shown in Figs. 6.5, 0.0 and 0.7 show a kink. Tins point
is a special point since it indicates a radical change in the nature of tl fetl*
i " ,'"' a,
'
l i
"" a"y «*» " f — Sp finally, the potential ,leve s a
damped oscillatory behavior in the low salt regime while, in the high salt regime,
no oscillations are present [125].
Let us now consider the scattering behavior of the solution. Figures 6.8 and
6.9 show the solution structure factors of dilute and concentrated solutions, respec
Lively, for different values of the v parameter and salt concentration. In the low salt
regime our calculat ions predict, the presence of a, peak in the structure factor whose
maximum occurs at finite wave-vectors, qmax > 0, [or both dilute (Fig. 6.8a) and
concentrated (Fig. 6.9a) solutions. This peak disappears with the addition of salt,
KiKs. (i.81) and 6.9b, as observed experimentally [176, 177]. Therefore, the presence
of a peak in the structure factor is a consequence of the electrostatic interactions
present in the solution.
The peak in the scattering pattern has always been explained in terms of the
formation of loose (temporal) aggregates [178]. Tins aggregation phenome , has
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been rational in tenns of an effective attraction between wlv^ p .
electrolytes. Expertm^ observation, support this explanation [176 m
Our emulations predict not only the presence of a peak but also, the effect of
hydrophobic!* W on its location and height. For small values of
, the structure
factor has a peak at q = 0 indicating the absence of aggregates in the solution
But, as x .ncreases (decreasing temperature) the peak shifts towards finite val
ues of the wave-vector q. This displacement of the maximum clearly shows that
the effect™ attractions dominate over the thermal motion of the molecules and
consequently, aggregates form. Further mcrease of x produces a shift of the peak
towards lower values of the wave-vector until the peak appears at q = 0 again.
This trend has been observed experimentally in solutions of Sodium Polystyrene
sulfonate) [176] and can be understood as follows: as we decrease the temperature
the system approaches the spinodal curve thus, the density fluctuations increase.
This increment in the density fluctuations d.srupts the weak order of the aggre-
gates and they dissolve. Further increase of x produces an increase of the structure
factor until X = x, when S (q = 0) becomes infinity. This divergence indicates the
onset of a second order phase transition. Of course, before reaching this point the
system macrophase separates via a first order transition.
Figure 6.10 shows the effect of monomer concentration on the structure factor.
The model predicts an mcrease of both the location and height of the peak of the
scattering pattern with increasing monomer concentration, as observed experimen-
tally in solutions of Sodium Polystyrene sulfonate) [177] and Poly(N-methyl-2-
vinylpyridinium chloride) in deuterium oxide [181]. This implies that the aggre-
gates become more ordered and their number increases with increasing monomer
concentration.
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Another very important parameter is salt concentration. Figure 6.11 shows the
effect o, salt concentration on the solution structure factor. The ,„„,,, predicts
not only a shift of the iocat.on of the peak towards lower vah.es of wave-vo,or q
w,th increasing salt concentration but also, a decrease in the height of the peak
Th,s trend has been observed experimentally in solurions of Sodium Polyene
sulfonate) [176,182]. This result implies that the addition of salt decreases the
order of the aggregates. In addition, it is worth mentioning that, the struc ture
factor is very sensitive to small variations in the amount of salt. Figure 6.11 shows
a radical change in the scattering pattern when the volume fraction of salt changes
from zero to 2 x 10~ 6
.
Finally, let us consider the phase diagram of the solution. Figures 6.12 and
6.13 show the effect of the degree of ionization and salt concentration on the phase
diagram of the system. Figure 6.12 shows that an increase of the degree of ion-
ization shifts the phase diagram towards larger values of x (lower temperatures).
Consequently, an increase in the degree of ionization of the polyelectrolytes makes
the solution thermodynamically more stable. This is the expected result since an
increase in the degree of ionization makes the polymer more hydrophilic therefore,
the solution should be thermodynamically more stable as predicted by the model.
This trend has already been reported in a previous work on rod-like polyelectrolytes
[183] and in a simplified mean field theory for flexible polyelectrlytes [184].
Salt concentration also modifies the phase diagram of the solution as seen in
Fig. 6.13. The addition of salt moves the coexistence curve towards smaller values
of the x parameter (higher temperatures). Consequently, increasing salt concentra-
tion decreases the thermodynamic stability of the solution. In addition, a. simple
comparison of Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 shows that the effect of salt is weaker t han the
one of the degree of ionization.
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6.4 Conclusions
Using a^ derived theory for flexible polyelectrolytes
[125J, we have
calculated numencally the radius of gyration of a labeled pdyelectrolyte, the cor
relation Length, the solution structure factor and the phase diagram of the solution
AH our numerical calculations have been found to be in good quantitative agreement
with some asymptotic behaviors computed from the theory analytically and some
experimental observations. Furthermore, we have addressed the effects of salt and
monomer concentration, molecular we.ght and temperature on the aforementioned
properties. All these effects were rarionalized using basic molecular concepts „,<„
hydrophobic!*, electrostatic screening, etc. and phys.cal arguments like correlation
of density fluctuations, etc.
The first property studied was the radius of gyration. Our calculations predict a
decrease of this property with the addition of polymer or salt to the solution. Tins
is a consequence of a reduction in the repulsion between any pair of monomers, in
one case via Edwards' screening and in the other case via electrostatic screening.
In addition, we predict that a decrease in the temperature of the solution (increase
hydrophobic^) shrinks the labeled polymer chain. The last variable studied was
the molecular weight. As expected, the model predicts an increase of the radius of
gyration with increasing molecular weight. Also, we recover exponents very close
to the expected ones in the high salt regime and for high molecular weights.
Next, we considered the correlation length. The model predicts that monomer
and salt concentration induce opposite effects on this solution property. While an
increase in monomer concentration reduces the correlation length, an increase in
salt concentration increases the correlation length. This is the expected trend as
explained in the previous section. In addition, we studied the effect of temperature
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and fo„„, that the correlation ,c„gth ,„s
,,„„^ ^(-easing hydrophobic^). Tliis correct result is a cons eofa
^^ " eXPeCted
'
an h~ »• "'»'-'-' weight decrea.es the corre
Section G.3.
We have also calculated the phase behavior of the system. In particular, we com-
puted the effect of the degree of ionization and salt concentration on this solution
Property. It was predicted that the degree of ionization should shift the coexistence
-rve to lower temperatures, thus stabilizing the solution thcnnodvnannca.lv. On
the contrary, the addition of salt shifts the coexistence curve towards higher ton,
peratures, therefore it destabilizes the solution.
With respect to the solution structure factor our model predicts a peak at finite
values of the wave-vector and for low amounts of salt. We calculated the effects
of temperature, salt and monomer concentration on the location ami height of the
peak. The model predicts that a decrease in temperature or the addition of salt
shifts the location of the peak to q = 0 and decrease its height. On the contrary an
increase in polymer concentration makes the peak more pronounced and shifts its
location towards larger values of q. These behaviors were rationalized in (cms of
the formation of aggregates and the effect of each of the aforementioned variables
on the structure of the aggregates.
Finally, we conclude this section with a comment about the solution structure
factor. It has been reported [178] that the scattering pattern from polyelectrolyte
solutions shows an upturn at low q values. This upturn is not captured by our
calculations, thus suggesting the presence of more and theoretically unexplored
physics behind the physico-chemical behavior of polyelectrolyte solutions.
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First^ Screening
(c)
Second^ Screening
Figure 6.1: (a) The continuous lines represent the polyelectrolyte chains, the circles
represent the counter ons, the Xs represent the salt ions of any spedes and thdotted lines represent tin- mteractions (excluded volume and electrostatic) between
the different^components. All these chemical species an- assumed to be immersed
in a hall, of solvent molecules (grey background), (b) Mapping after the first
screening. The continuous lines represent the polyelectrolyte chains, the wigglv
lines represent the new bare interaction and the grey background represent the
solvent, (c Mapping after the second screening (Edwards). The continuous hues
represent the polymer chains and the dots represent the effective interaction A (r)
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a)
Figure 6.2: Dependence of the radius of gyration on monomer volume fraction,
(/), for different volume fractions of salt, <•/>,. The values of the parameters are:
Zp = 1, Zs = 1,Q! = \,lB = 0.7 and N = 10 7 . (a) X = -1- (b) % = 0. (c) % = 1-
The curve ends when \ = x.s-
I (if,
a)
S
Figure 6.3: Dependence of the radius of gyration on salt volume fraction, 0 S , for
different volume fractions of monomer, </>. The values of the parameters are- Z =
l,Za = 1,« = llB = 0.7 and TV = 107.(a) X = -1. (b) X = 0. (c) X = 1- The
curve ends when x = Xs-
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a)
Figure 6.4: Dependence of the radius of gyration on molecular weight, N, for dif-
ferent volume fractions of salt, 0,. The values of the parameters are: Z
v
= l,Zs =
l,a = \,lB = 0.7 and X = 0. (a) Dilute regime (cf) = 10"3 ). (b) Concentrated
regime ((/) = 10"~').
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a)
Figure 6.5: Dependence of the correlation length on monomer volume fraction
0, for different volume fractions of salt, </v The values of the parameters are'Z
v = l,Za = l, a = \,lB = 0.7 and N = 10 7 . (a) X = -1- (b) X = 0. (c) x = 1.The curve ends when \ = Xs-
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Figure 6.6: Dependence of the correlation length on salt volume fraction, 0a , for
different volume fractions of monomer,
<f>. The values of the parameters are: \t =l,Za = l,a = J f /fl - 0.7 and /V - 107.(a) x = -1. (b) x = 0. (c) X = 1. The
curve ends when x = Y4 .
Hi!)
Figure 6.7: Dependence of the correlation length on molecular weight, N, for dif-
ferent volume fractions of salt, </;,. The values of the parameters are: Zp = l,Za =
l, a = \,lB = 0.7 and X = 0. (a) Dilute regime (0 = 10"3 ). (b) Concentrated
regime (r/> = 10"').
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a)
S(q)
b)
S(q)
0.010
0.008
0.006 y
0.004
0.002
0.000
0.02
Figure 6.8: Structure Factor vs. wave vector for different values of x . The values
of the parameters are: Zp = 1, Za = l,n = \jlf) = 0.7, N = 107 and </> = 10 (a)
(/), = 0 and x, = 165.5. (b) 0, = 10"2 and %a = 0.544.
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a)
Figure 6.9: Structure Factor vs. wave vector for different values of x . The values
of the parameters are: Zp = 1, ZB = 1, a = |, lB = 0.7, N = 10 7 and <f> = 10~ 1 . (a)
cj)s = 0 and x, = 2.27. (b) <j>s = 10" 2 and xs = 0.62.
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0.015
S(q)
0.010
0.005 ?r
0.000
=0.001
0.001 |
=0.0012
=0.0013
Figure 6.10: Structure Factor vs. wave vector lor different monomer volume Frac-
tions, </>. The values of the parameters are: Zp = 1, Za = 1 a = i /H • 07 yv
107
,
r/>, = 0 and * = 40.
v
17:5
S(q)
Figure 6.11: Structure Factor vs. wave vector for different volume fractions of salt
0S . The values of the parameters are: Z
v
= 1, Za = 1, a = ± ,lB = 0 7 TV = in 7 rh =10"3 and x = 60.
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Figure 6.12: Effect of the degree of ionization on the phase diagram. The values of
the parameters are: Zp = l,Zs = 1, 0,s = lO" 2
,
lB = 0.7 and N = 10 7 .
I7.
r
,
10 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Figure 6.13: Effect of salt on the phase diagram. The values of the parameters
Zp = l, Zs = l,a=\,lB = 0.7 and N = 107 .
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CHAPTER 7
SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYELECTROLYTES
7.1 Introduction
As we stated in Chapter one, the main goal of this thesis is to understand the
Physical properties of solutions of semiflexible polyelectrolytes. Tins objective is
very difficult to achieve because of the intricate interplay between stiffness, excluded
volume and electrostatic interactions. This coupling between so many different
physical features makes the modeling of the thermodynamic, scattering and single-
chain properties a formidable task. Consequently, a lot of know-how had to be built
before we can attempt to solve the problem. In the previous five chapters we have
shown how to build this know-how in a systematic way. It is the purpose of this
chapter to put all we have learned together by constructing a model to describe
the physical behavior of solutions of semiflexilbe polyelectrolytes.
7.2 Formulation
7.2.1 Basic Concepts
Consider a system of n semiflexible polyelectrolytes of bending modulus e and
contour length L(=Nl, N and / being the total number of Kuhn segments per chain
and the bare Kuhn length, respectively). In addition, let RfV (sa ) be the realization
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of the «-th polymer chain where sa e [0,1] and „ = 1,2,...,,, Then, the density
of states of
„ chains with configurations indicated by R„ (,„) j, by
n
exp
-?£ Q
0 dsl
n N
n n JC(1)Q=l *' u Q=l K}= 1
dRQ (««)
d
]
1)
if excluded volume and electrostatic interactions are neglected. The argument of
the exponential is the free energy penalty for bending the semiflexible polymers
and represents the stiffness of the polymer backbones. The delta function h llscd
to ensure the local inextensibility constraint;31 33, 188-196]
dR„ (sQ
dsa
1, a = l,2,...,n and sa e [0, L] 7.2)
We employ the delta pseudo-potential [51] to model the isotropic part of the ex-
cluded volume interaction while the anisotropic part is modeled with the expression
proposed by Gupta and Edwards[33]. The final form of this interaction is
UJ
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n n pL
Of=l p=l
dsa / ds06® [Ra (s
o Jo
a R U
2f2
n n
0=1 0=1
X /
L
dsa [
L
d8PS® [Ra (sa ) - Rp (*,)] (l-(dR"M . (^lM
y
° Jo \ \ dsQ dsp
(7.3)
where u and u are the strengths of the isotropic and anisotropic terms of the
excluded volume interaction, respectively. We now proceed to define the following
scalar and tensorial fields
n
0=1 J"
1
n ,, L
(7.4)
"» M = E / ^ ir - h- («.)] '^r^1 dRq {Sn )dsa
where i, j = 1,2,3. Using these definitions, we rewrite the excluded volume term,
Eq. 7.3, in the following way
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w + u fexp / a»„2
2 J W + 2 E
./
*«* W o»j (r) . (7 .5)
Finally, we use the expression derived I'mode. the electrostatic interaction
between two Kuhn segments in two different rod-like polyelectrolytes (Chapter 5
model the electrostatic interaction between
5) to
any pair of segments in two semifiexible
polyelectrolytes. In doing so, we are implicitly assuming that a semifiexible poly
is a continuous sequence of connected short rods. The result is
nicr
PXP I -- / dr / dr' P(r)p(r')^(r-r') + |f/2 (r-r')
3
3
x E °U M °UM + 3C/i (r - r') p (r') £ ^ (r ) (L^M^
r — r'
7.6)
where DJ (r), Ux (r) and t/2 (r) are given by Eqs. Fl, F2 and F3, respectively.
7.2.2 The Canonical Partition Function
The canonical partition function is written using Eqs. 7.1,7.5 and 7.6, and
enforcing the constraints impose by the definitions of the scalar and tensorial fields,
Eq. 7.4. These constraints are expressed as delta functions that can be written
using the exponential representation. The final expression is
Z
=^]fl D [R« (*«)] ff[D [Xp (s0 )} j D [p (r)] I f[ D [a,, (r)]
71 pL
x D [,/,(*)] / n D [-V< Ml exp - / 2£
k,l=l 7= 1
,/0
d2 /d 2R7 (s 7 )
ds2
, « / v /dR7 (s7 )\ 2 *+U7 (,s7 ) ( —^ ) - U7 (s7 ) + ty, [R7 (,s7 )] + i J2 Afc,j [R7 (,
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X
<1R7 (*,)
ds7
dR7 (. )
k 5 /
dr
/ dr'[/> Wp(r')Q i r - r
+<?2 (r - r<) £ ff„, (r) (7,
where
jM +pM^/jr-^, (r)
+*/ d^(r)p(r) + i /dr^ ffi
,
(r)A (r)
1)J= 1
Qi (r) = (w + «) <y(3) (r) + £7*(r x
(7.7)
Q 2 (v) = -u5^ (r) + |c/2 (r),
rr
(7.8)
<%J (r) - 3^ (r)
|r|
Using the mean-field approximation proposed by Gupta and Edwards the RQ (Sq )
integrals can be computed exactly. The details of this calculation are presented in
Appendix J. Using Eq. J6 and the mean-field approximation the canonical parti-
tion function, and thus the Helmholtz free energy (F), can be calculated. The final
expression is
fj = -ln(Z) = i,Nni, + 'lB^-l 2l(X + A«>
0=1
el2
0=1 0=1
inNX - in^p
drU2 {r)^24 (7.9)
0=1
n 31 ^ \
a, / drf/, (r) S + 2^
0=1 \/3=l
where ft is the volume of the system and and ap (J3 = 1,2, 3) are the eigenvalues
of the matrices A.tJ and o^, respectively. In addition, let us define
/' dir 2 l
Po Mb) m / drUS (r) = (2 -
«
2
Z
2
7?#2 (7lk)),
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Pi (ac,W= / drTI, (r)
Tl - 2^B
3^2- L4 ~ 2k
2
/
2
75A'2 (^72 )
^/ 372^ («/72 )] ,0 = 1,2,3
P2 (Ms) = / dr£/2 (r) = - 6^2 [74VZ? (8 + 74V/2) ^ (74/c/)
10)
+4(-4 + 74 *i [4 + 74V/2] ff, (74kZ))
7.3 Calculations
7.3.1 Minimization of the Free Energy
In equilibrium the free energy, Eq. 7.9, must be a minimum, thus
1 OF
_
3 3 3
nk I3T daa ~ 2
pPl ( "' 1b) +
2
P'2 ^' °« ~ U(Jn ~ iA* + u£ °* = °>
0=]
1 <9F 3 3
1 <9F
.
-*0-
o +
2i
nkBTdAa
0=1
= 0,
1 <9F ATn
(7.11)
1 i)F I
3
QkBT dX
The solutions to these equations are
2i
4 ^ \/ tf« (A + A„)
0
*1 =0-2 = gfl+x),
^8 = |(l-2x),
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P (f («, (.) + | +^M) _ | :r (3^) N ( . 12)
P= 1T'
whore :/; is obtained from
3x
= 0
.13)8e(l+.r) 2 (l-2^) 2
.
In deriving Eqs. 7.12 and 7.13 we have assumed that the system can form nematic
or discotic phases only. No biaxial phase can occur. The use of the term discotic
in the literature is very unfortunate since no disc-like objects are present in the
system. Nevertheless, we will keep on using it in the rest of this chapter.
The final expression for the free energy is obtained by substituting Eqs. 7.10
and 7.12 into Eq. 7.9. The result is
x \Po (K, Ib) + jFi («, lBf) + xp (l- p) + L ln {p) + (1 _ p) ln (1 _ p) 14)
3p I 1 + 4x
/ 1 pxs( /3
* 1 (T+ S? V (ITS1 " ~^ U P2 (/c 'W
-
u
where the logarithmic terms were added to the expression of the free energy to take
into account the entropy of mixing between polymers and solvent, the parameter x is
obtained from Eq. 7.13 and Flory's x parameter was obtained from the replacement
_u_ju
_^ ^ wj1 jcj1 js equivalent to assume incompressibility.
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7.3.2 Order Parameter
The variable x can be related to
following way. The tensorial order
the tensorial order parameter Qi -[127 in tin
parameter is generally written as
p 3
5
0 o
o
-f 0
oof
(7.15)
where the parameter S measures the degree of
and is defined as follows
orientational order of the system
s =
ajcos^))^
2 7.16)
A is the angle between each Kuhn segment and the nematic director.
Substitution our solutions for Eq. 7.12, into Eq. 7.15 gives the fi
mathematical expression for the tensorial order parameter
oil- )wmg
Ql
0 0
0 f 0
0 0-^
(7.17)
Equations 7.17 and 7.15 clearly show that x =
-S. Therefore, replacing this
expression for x into Eq. 7.13 and removing the S = 0 solution we get
27 V z J (l-5) z (l + 25)
which, after some algebra, can be written as
4£S4 - 4£S3 - 3£S2 +.(2^-1)5 + ^-2 = 0.
(7.18)
(7.19)
This equation has four real solutions only when £ ^ 189±33^33 ()f th(>S(1 four
solutions one is always larger than one and another one is always smaller than
minus one half thus, they are physically unacceptable; the remaining two solutions
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are physical* correet and represent the nen.at.ie („) ffid^ ((|)^ ^
expressions of these two solutions are
Sn (0 = i + i 3 + 3 (-4 + 30
+
(2£ - 540 + 21e + 2 v^T378e :r 2l6?
2£ - 540 + 270 + 2^T378e^216^)^
I
3 (-4 + 30
4 (2^ - 540 + 27^ + 2V
/
eT3780^i60)
(2£ - 540 + 270 + 2 v7?^^^?) 1
x
/
x 3 +
4£
3 (-4 + 30
V - 54£
2
+ 270 + 2v^+STs^^Iee)
1
2£ - 54^ 2 + 270 + 2^ + 3780-2160) *\
*d (0 = 7-
4
1
4
3 + 3
(-4 + 30
2£ - 540 + 270 + 2^0 + 3780-2160)
+
2£ - - 540 + 270 + 2^0 + 3780-2160
3 (-4 + 30
+
9
4 ^ - 540 + 270 + 2^0 + 3780 -216C
(2f - 540 + 270 + 2 v/0 + 3780-2160) 3
4£
20)
(7.21)
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2£-54e + 27e + 2v/eT37^^
2£ - 54£ + 2?e + 2y/eTm^rr^^ 1 \
7.3.3 Single-chain and Solution Structure Factors
Wo now proceed to calculate the single-chain and solut
The definitions of these quantities are
structure factors,
$ chain (q) - / d.s / ds'(exp(*q-(R(s)-R ($'))))
^solution (q) —
q (/8=] ,/n
r-/V
= £
N
1
1
N
Mexp(«q-(RQ (sQ)-R^( S/3 ))))
(7.22)
l.< (exp (iq • (RQ (Sa ) - R^ (,))))
rv,/3 = 1
+^§0/10*7! (q).
The averages in the integrals are calculated in Appendix K. Using the results given
by Eqs. K5 and K7 the expression for the single-chain structure factor becomes
§chain (q) = 2 exp
j
exp
tTi 4V2[»(A + At)]5
^4^2 V''(A + A»:) + [.,:(A + A 1: )]i
<X|>l J
da; (i - .r)
./()
(7.23)
and the solution structure factor is
^solution (q) = nS chain (q 7.24)
I «sr,
Substitution of Eq. 7.12 into the exorei
Eq. 7.2:5, gives
Sc/ioin (q) = 2L'
2
exp
pression of the single chain si ucture factor
x exp
W {(l-S)\] + (l+2S)a 9f}) J dy(1 _ //)
x exp 2 I
2//y//( (J +2S) 2 4^2
€
2
( , +
I
27
exp
5///.
2f/(l +25)
(7.25)
This expression of the single-chain structure factor is independent of the excluded
volume parameters like x, u, *, etc. This point will be discussed later.
7.3.4 Radius of Gyration
We now proceed to evaluate the radius of gyration by expanding the single-
chain structure (actor, Eq. 7.25, to first order in and
?f.
Prom this expansion,
the different components of the radius of gyration can be identified. The results lor
the components of the radius of gyration parallel (R
9t]l ) and perpendicular (R9t
to the nematic director are
d2 2/f(l + 25)
2
,
,
K\\ =
—
81L 2 (9£
3
- L8iL2 « (1 + 2,9) + 24f2Le2 (1 + 25)
I l(i/'V(l + 25)
;t
I | exp
2k [1 i 25)
R2
2/f (1-5)
81L2
(9I3 - L8ZL2 < (I -5) . 21/'/.( '(l 5)
3
I L6/3
€
3
(l - .S')
:t
I I exp
3L
2k (I - 5)
(7.26)
I si,
In the limit of low molecular weights L -* n fW*
^ ^ ()
'
those averages approach the
following asymptotic behaviors
Lim <ll = ^(1+25),
^
(7.27)
Lim 2^ (1-5),
which clearly show the scaling relation of rod-like polymers (Rg ~ L). In the limit
of long polymer chains, L -> oo, the asymptotic behaviors are
n2 2Lle , 0
Llm <ll = -^-(l+25) 2
L —> oo
Lim Rl± = —(l-S) 2
L —y oo
(7.28)
which are the scaling relations displayed by Gaussian polymer chains. This result
will be discussed later.
7.4 Results
Let us start by considering the thermodynamic consequences of our model. The
first result of interest is the dependence of the isotropic-nematic transition on salt
concentration and stiffness of the polymer backbone. The location of this transition
is determined by the equation
,
189 + 33\/33
t = 216 ' (7 - 29)
where ( is defined by Eq. 7.18
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Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the results. Let. us define , as the monomer volume
•racfon at which the isotropic-nematic transition occurs. Then, it is clear Iron,
Fig. 7.1 that an increase in salt concentration W.) causes a decrease in ,A ,„
other words, when the amount, of salt is increased, it is easier for the system to
undergo the isotropic-nematic transition. This prediction implies that the electro-
Static interaction opposes the formation of the nematic pha.se; thus, it tries to orient
the polymer backbones perpendicular to each other. Consequently, electrostatics
stabilize the isotropic phase, as we have already predicted lor rod-like polype-
trolytee (Chapter 5). This prediction is independent of the stiffness of the polymer
backbone {<).
Figure 7.2 shows the effect of the stiffness of the polymer backbone on the
isotropic-nematic transition for different salt concentrations. As expected Iron, Eq.
7.18, an increase of the stiffness decreases p\ This is the expected trend since
the polymer chain should behave more and more like a rod-like polymer as the
stiffness is increased due to the increase in the aspect ratio of each Kuhn segment.
Consequently, p* should decrease, as predicted by the model. This result implies
that stiffness stabilizes the nematic phase.
The behavior of the orienfational order parameter S is displayed on Figs. 7.3
and 7.4. In both plots the two physically correct solutions are shown. The upper
branches correspond to the nematic phase. The lower branches correspond to the
so called discotic phase[33]. This discotic phase is metastable with respect to the
nematic phase since its Helmholtz free energy is higher. Thus, even though the
discotic phase is shown in the plots for the purpose of completeness, we will not
discuss its behavior.
Figure 7.3 shows t he dependence of the orientational order parameter on monomer
volume fraction for a. salt free solut ion and different values of t he stiffness parameter
INS
,
Apart from the different locations of the isotropic-nematic transition discussed
previously, this plot shows an increase of the order parameter with increasing stiff-
neSS of the polymer backbone for fixed monomer volume fraction. This result means
that an increase in stiffness increases the parallel alignment of the Kuhn segments.
This trend is the correct one since we are increasing the aspect ratio of each Kuhn
segment.
The effect of salt is shown in Fig. 7.4. The model predicts an increase of the
orientational order parameter with increasing salt concentration. We rationalize
this prediction as follows. An addition of salt to the solution increases the screening
of the electrostatic interaction. Consequently, the trend towards the perpendicular
configuration induced by electrostatics is decreased. Thus, the parallel alignment
should increase.
Next we consider the thermodynamic behavior of the solution. Figures 7.5,
7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 show the effects of salt concentration and stiffness of the polymer
backbone on the phase diagram. In Fig. 7.5 we have assumed a large value of t
so that to the left of the vertical curves the system is in the isotropic phase, to
the right of the curves the system is in the nematic phase and if the concentration
is between both curves then there is coexistence between an isotropic (left curve)
and a nematic (right curve) phase. The bottom curve is the coexistence curve of
the neutral system. The first result shown by Fig. 7.5 is an upwards shift of the
phase diagram in the x ' - 4> plot when the electrostatic interaction is turned on.
The extent of the shift depends on the charge density of the polymer backbone
and salt concentration. The second result shown by Fig. 7.5 is a downward shift
of the coexistence curve with increasing salt concentration. In other words, the
coexistence curve approaches the one of the neutral system when salt concentration
increases. This is the expected trend since the addition of salt to the solution
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ir.crea.ea the .erwatag of the electrostatic interacts, and thus, the syst «,„„„,,
behave more and more like the neutral one.
The effect of stiffness on the phase diagram is shown in Pigs, 7,6 (neutral
system), 7.7 (^=0.05) and 7.8 ».-0.01). The continuous lines axe the coexistence
curves, The dotted lines indicate where there should be coexistence curves that
were not captured numerically due to their very narrow widths. In the three cases
studied, flexible polymers (lew r values) display the usual U-shaped coexistence
curves where both coexisting phases are isotropic As the stiffness is increased the
dotted lines appear in the phase diagram. The higher the stillness, the lower the
monomer volume fraction where the dotted lines appear. Now, let, US assume that
the value of x is large enough that the system, phase separates into two phases.
One of them has a, low monomer volume fraction (left of the doi ted line), thus it
is an isotropic phase. The other phase has a high monomer volume fraction (right
<>f the dotted line), thus it is a nvw.al.ic. phase. As the \ parameter is ,-,
coexistence is still between an isotropic and a nematic phase, until a. certi
ol \ is reached. This value is shown in the plots as the intersectioi
dotted lilies and the continuous curve, further reduction of (he \ parameter leads
to a coexistence between two isotropic phases until the critical value of \ is reached.
A ft
<irwards, the system is in the homogeneous phase. But if the monomer volume
fraction happens to be in the very narrow region where the isotropic and nematic
phases coexist (dotted lines), then no matter how much \ is decreased, there will
always he coexistence between isotropic and nematic phases. This implies that
there must be a, special value of \ ( \/) and </> (</>,) where three phases coexists (triple
point,). Two of these phases are isotropic and the other one is nematic. As the
stiffness of Mm 1 polymer backbone is increased, then the dotted line moves towards
lower monomer volume fractions. Consequently, the triple point- approaches the
winced. IIk
valiu
iween I, Ik
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Critka3 ,,0i " U)S(mM in Fi
«' ™- before, there is a critical value of e where
^ triple point merges with the critical point. This indicates the presence of a
,m,,, 'i(,i,i(H,,,oi,,L ^increment of destroys the critical and triple points and
leads to the well-known phase diagram of rod-like polymers. Thus, we ran conclude
t^t transition from the phase behavior characteristic of flexible polymers to
fche of rod"like volymvrs is mediated by a multicritical phenomenon.
Let us now consider the single-chain structure factor. Figure 7. 1 o shows three di-
mensional plots of the single-chain structure factor lor the isotropic (a) and aematic
(b) phases of a sali-lro, solution. In addition, Fig. 7.11 shows the corresponding
contour plots. The anisotropy is very clear. Also, Figs. 7.10 and 7.1 1 show the
limitations of our mean-field treatment since they do not display the experimentally
Observed peak at, finite wave vectors. This is to be expected because this peak is a
consequence of the correlation of monomer density fluctuations. Hut, fluctuations
are not included in any mean-field model.
Finally, we analyze the behavior of the radius of gyration. We know that the
system might form a nematir phase, thus we haw to analyze the components of R
Paralle] and perpendicular to the nematic director, independently. The expressions
for both components are given by Eq. 7.26. Figure 7.12 shows the dependence of
R
g
on monomer volume fraction lor different salt concentrations. As long as the
solution is in the isotropic phase R2
g
is independent of monomer and salt concentra
l ion. This result shows the limitations of the mean-field model very dearly since
it contradicts the well-established Edwards screening concept (the size of the chain
must decrease with increasing monomer concentration due to the screening of the
excluded volume interaction created by other polymers). This is to be expected
because Edwards' screening is a consequence of the correlations of monomer flue
•nations, not taken into account by the mean-field approximation. Also, Fig. 7.12
I!) I
* the of excluded volume or electrostatic effects on In other words ^
two-body interactions are erased by the mean-field approximation. In addition Fig
7.12 shows an abrupt stretching of the polymer chain during the isotropic-nomatic
transition where the component of Rg parallel to the nernatic director increases
discontmuously while the perpendicular component decreases. Furthermore, an
increase of salt concentration stretches the polymer chain even more. Tins is a
consequence of the increase in the orientational order of the nernatic phase caused
by the addition of salt. But also, the increase of salt concentration should increase
the screening of the electrostatic interactions. Thus, the polymer should shrink.
This second effect is not captured by the mean-field model as previously discussed.
Figure 7.13 shows R] as a function of stiffness for different salt concentrations.
As expected, when the stiffness of the polymer backbone is increased Rg increases
because the polymer is approaching the rod-like limit where Rg ~ L. Again, at the
isotropic-nematic transition point both components of Rg change discontmuously.
7.5 Conclusions
Using well-established field-theoretic methods, we have studied the thermody-
namic, scatting and single-chain properties of solutions of semiflexible polyelec-
trolytes. Our model is based on the Edwards' Hamiltonian of semiflexible chains
which includes the local inextensibility constraint, the free energy penalty for bend-
ing the polymer chain, the anisotropic version of the excluded volume interaction
proposed by Gupta and Edwards, and the anisotropic version of the electrostatic
interaction proposed by us (Chapter 5). The model was solved at the mean-field
level to make the study mathematically tractable.
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We found a very intricate interplay between stiffness, elec trostatics and ex-
cluded volume leading to a rich thermodynamic behavior. Our model predicts the
coexistence between two isotropic phases if the stiffness of the polymer backbone
is lower than a certain value larger than zero. At tins finite value of e the nematic
phase, which occurs at monomer volume fractions very close to one, has a lower
Helmholtz free energy than the isotropic phase, thus there is a very narrow region
where nematic and isotropic phases coexist. Then- monomer volume fractions are
very close to one. One extremely important feature of the isotropic branch of this
narrow coexistence region is the presence of a triple point, This special point occurs
at monomer volume fractions just below the concentration of the nematic phase.
Still, isotropic-isotropic coexistence is possible at monomer volume fractions lower
than the one of the triple point. This other region has the critical point character-
istic of flexible polymer solutions. As the stiffness increases, the narrow region of
nematic-isotropic coexistence moves to lower values of monomer volume fraction.
Consequently, the triple point approaches the critical point. At a certain value of
the stiffness parameter called critical stiffness, the triple point merges with the crit-
ical point indicating the presence of a multicritical phenomenon. Further increase
of the stiffness leads to the phase diagram characteristic of rod-like polymers where
one isotropic phase coexists with one nematic phase for all values of \ . But, as long
as the stiffness is smaller than the critical stiffness, the system can display isotropic-
isotropic, isotropic-nematic or isotropic-isotropic-nematic coexistence depending on
the conditions.
Our calculations also show an upward shift of the phase diagram when the elec-
trostatic interactions are turned on. This result agrees very well with our previous
results for flexible and rod-like polyelectrolytes. The extent, of the shift depends on
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charge density and salt concentration. In addition, an increase of salt, concent rat ion
was fonnd to move the coexistence cnrve closer to the one of neutral polymers.
We have also shown that electrostatics and stiffness induce opposite behav-
iors. For example, if the strength of the electrostatic interaction increases then the
isotropic-nematic transition is hindered. In other words, the transition occurs at
higher monomer volume fractions. Or, if the system is nematic, then the orien-
tational order of the nematic phase decreases. This implies a stabilization of the
isotropic phase by electrostatics. On the other hand, if the stiffness is increased,
then the isotropic-nematic transition is favored. Or, if the system is nematic, then
the orientational order of the nematic phase increases. These trends imply a stabi-
lization of the nematic phase by the stiffness of the polymer backbone.
Finally, we analyzed the scattering and single-chain properties. Unfortunately,
these quantities show very clearly the limitations of the mean-field approximation.
For example, the peak at finite wave vectors observed experimentally is not pre-
dicted by this calculation neither is the Edwards' screening. So, this model must
be extended to include correlation of monomer fluctuations.
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Figure 7.1: Monomer volume fraction at the isotropic-nematic transition as a
function of salt volume fraction. The values of the parameters are: u 0.005,Zp= L, Zs = 1, degree of ionization = 0.2, lB = 0.7, (•) e = 2000, (!) e = 3000
() e 4000, (a) e : 5000, (<«) e = 6000, () e = 7000, () r 8000, ( + ) e = 0000
and (*) f = 10000.
L9£
Figure 7.2: Monomer volume fraction at the isotropic-nematic transition as a func-
tion of backbone stiffness. The values of the parameters are: u = 0.005, Zp = 1
Zs = 1, degree of ionization = 0.2, lB = 0.7, (•) 0, = 0.001, (B)0 S = 0.01 and
() 0, =0.1.
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Figure 7.3: Degree of orientational order as a function of monomer volume fraction.
The upper branch corresponds to the nematic phase-, the lower one to the discotic
phase. The values of the parameters are: u = 0.005, Zp = 1, Zs = L, degree
of ionization 0.2, lB 0.7, 0, 0, (*)< : 3000, (<) f = 4000, ()< = 5000
(A) e = 7000 and (•)€ = 10000.
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Figure 7.4: Degree of orientalional order as a function of monomer volume fraction,
The uPPer branch corresponds to the nematic phase, the lower one to the discotii
phase. The values of the parameters are: u = 0.005, Zp = L, Za = I degree oi
ionization - 0.2, lB = 0.7, e = 10000, (•) <j>6 = 0.001 , 0 S. = 0.01 and () 0fl - 0 1
L98
XFigure 7.5: Effect of salt concentration on the phase diagram. The values of the
parameters are: e = 7000, N = 10, u = 0.005, lB = 0.7, Zp = 1, Zs = 1 degree
of ionization = 0.2, 0, = 0.01 (line), 0 a = 0.02 (*), 0, = 0.03 (x), 0S = 0 04 (+)
(f>s = 0.06 (), cf>s = 0.1 () and neutral (•).
I')!)
Figure 7.6: Effect of backbone stiffness on the phase diagram (neutral system)
1 he values of the parameters are: N 10, u = = 0.005, (continuous line) e = 8000(dotted line) e 7000, (dashed line) e = 6000, (long dashed line) e = 5000 and (dot-
dashed line) e = 4600. All smaller values of e should display a coexistence region
but it was not possible to obtain due to numerical limitations. The symbols indicate
where the transition takes place. (•) e = 4500, () e = 3000 and () £ = 2000
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Figure 7.7: Effect of backbone stiffness on the phase diagram. The values of the
parameters are: N = 10, u = 0.005, ^ = 0.05, lB = 0.7, Zp = 1, Zs = 1, degree
of ionization = 0.2, (continuous line) e = 8000, (dotted line) e = 7000 and (dashed
line) f = 6100. All smaller values of e should display a coexistence region but it was
not possible to obtain due to numerical limitations. The symbols indicate where
the transition takes place. (•) e = 6000, () e = 5000, () e = 4000 (a) f = 3000
and (J)f = 2000.
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Figure 7.8: Effect of backbone stiffness on the phase diagram. The values of the
parameters are: N = 10, u = 0.005, 0S = 0.01, lB = 0.7, Zp = 1, Zs = 1 degree of
ionization = 0.2, (continuous line) e = 6000 and (dashed line) e - 5000. All smaller
values of e should display a coexistence region but it was not possible to obtain due
to numerical limitations. The symbols indicate where the transition takes place
(•) e = 4000, () e = 3000 and (a) e = 2000.
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Figure 7.9: Cartoon depicting the merger of the triple and critical points
coexisting region between the isotropic and nematic phases is exaggerated for el
purposes.
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Figure 7.10: Structure factor as a function of the wave vector, (a) isotropic phase
(c = 7000, 5 = 0) and (b) nematic phase (e = 9000, S = 0.4481). The other
parameters are: 0S = 0, L = 100, u = 0.005, p = 0.3, degree of ionization=0.2,
Zs = Zp = 1 and lB = 0.7
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Figure 7.11: Structure factor as a function of the wave vector, (a) isotropic phase
(t = 7000, S = 0) and (I)) ncmatic phase (t = 9000, S = 0.4481). The other
parameters are: </>s = 0, L = 100, u = 0.005, /) = 0.3, degree of ionization=0.2,
Zs = Zp = 1 and In — 0.7 .
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Figure 7.12: Effect of the monomer volume fraction on the radius of gyration. Tin-
top and bottom curves correspond to the components parallel and perpendicular
to the nematic director, respectively. The values of the parameters are: TV = 100,
u = 0.005, lB = 0.7, Zp = 1, Zs = 1, degree of ionization = 0.2 and e = 7000. The
values of salt concentration are: (o) 0S=O, (o) 0,=O.O1 and (A) 0,=O.l .
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Figure 7.13: Effect of the polymer stiffness on the radius of gyration. The top
and bottom curves correspond to the components parallel and perpendicular to
the nematic director, respectively. The values of the parameters are: N = 100,
u = 0.005, lB = 0.7, Zp = 1, Zs = 1, degree of ionization = 0.2 and p = 0.3. The
values of salt concentration are: (o) (j>s =0, (o) 0 S=O.O1 and (A) 0.S =O.1 .
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CHAPTER 8
ENROUTE TO THE ULTIMATE THEORY OF
POLYELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS
8.1 Final Remarks
The main aim of this thesis was to address the problem of polyelectrolyte so-
lutions in a systematic way such that our understanding of the physical properties
would be enhanced. We believe we have achieved this goal. We started by study-
ing the simple problems, that is, single-chain problems. This was a required step
because we did not know how deal with many polymeric properties like stiffness,
excluded volume and electrostatic interactions between semiflexible polymers, etc.
Each of these simpler projects taught us something, maybe a new concept, maybe
a new computational tool. In any case, all these smaller projects contributed to the
development of our physical intuition about the system. More complex projects,
such as the study on rod-like and flexible polyelectrolytes, gave us a feeling of what
to expect from semiflexible polyelectrolytes. In addition, each of these two projects
clarified many questions we had about effective interactions, radius of gyration and
correlation lengths, etc. Once the physical foundations were constructed, we ap-
proached the problem of semiflexible polyelectrolytes in a very simple-minded way
(a mean-field approach). Nevertheless, this model gave us a tremendous amount of
insight into this very complex problem.
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Wo acknowledge the fact that the mean-field treatment presented in this the-
sis is not good enough. Correlations of monomer fluctuations must be included
Perhaps, the best way to extend onr results is to use the technique employed by
Bhattacharjee and Muthukumar[27], which is an extension of the previous work by
Mnthukumar and Edwards [58] valid for solutions of flexible polymers. Another
approach might he the usual Landau-Ginzburg expansion where the fields are the
density and tensorial fields discussed in Chapter 7. The problem in this case is that
the proposed expansion is valid only when the fluctuations are small. Still, it is
worth trying it to see what the predictions are. We expect that the incorporation
of the correlation of monomer fluctuations will correct some of the deficiencies of
our calculations.
After the fluctuations are taken into account correctly, the description of the
electrostatic interaction must be improved. Perhaps, the first idea to try is the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation that includes an explicit treatment of the counterions
and salt ions. But that, well... that is another story.
Cruz y Fierro, de una estancia
Una tropilla se arriaron;
Por delante se la echaron
Como criollos entendidos
Y pronto, sin ser sentidos,
Por la frontera cruzaron.
Y cuando la habfan pasao,
Una madrugada clara
Le dijo Cruz que mirara
Las ultimas poblaciones;
Y a Fierro dos lagrimones
Le rodaron por la cara.
El Gaucho Martin Fierro, .Jose Hernandez
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APPENDIX A
THE BARE POLYMER PROPAGATOR OF A
SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYMER IN A NEMATIC
ENVIRONMENT
In this appendix we evaluate the path integrals of Eq. (2.18). We evaluate the
one involving the coordinate parallel to the director field because the other one is
a particular case of this one
( £>g> = 0 ). To simplify the expression of the path
integral we define a new variable, (s), in the following way:
ihd
v
\\ (
s ) = h (s)
3
3mZ>£?
Using this variable, the path integral becomes
ihd
n (L) = t
(2)3mDpi
V.
v
\\ (0) = *||,o
-
3
3m4?
3^ 3m£$
2/
+
2/K3
x h M) 2 + f
dv\\ (s)
2"
ds
(Al)
(A2)
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A.l Evaluation of the integral
We evaluate this path integral in the standard way. First, we take the path that
makes the largest contribution to the integral. In other words, we require that
dvPax (s)
L
I
ds
o
3
I
3mDP°
1 (vMaX( ^2 3/
3 s ds
= 0, (A3)
where the function y*~ (s) represents the path that makes the largest contribution
to the integral. Therefore, the function
„f~ (s) must satisfy the Euler equation.
M (s) 4 / mD?)
— I 1 -4-
ds
i + ~~
I <ax ( 5 ) = o (A I)
The boundary conditions are the following:
Max ikttl
V
J
{
ax
(0) = tn {
3
3m£>$
'
<ax (L) = U
ikul
(A5)
3
3mD^7
This equation can be solved easily. The solution is a linear combination of
exponentials
/
v^ax {s) = aexp
2s / mPg3
TV 1 +
-vT
/
+ 6 exp
V
/ V v*
(A6)
where a and 6 are coefficients determined from the boundary conditions
Let's define a new function r\\ (s) in the following way:
v\\ (s) = v^
ax
(s) + r,| (s)
.
Note that this new function satisfies the boundary conditions
rii (0) = 0,
ry (L) = 0
(A7)
(A8)
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Substituting Eq. (.47) into Eq. (.42) we get the following re*suit for the integral:
exp { -
mD {2)
4smh|^/l +I^
/
\
2l
2k
(2)
3 +
3mD„,s
(*ll.o
2 7,2
" 2t||,o*|| +
(2)
3
3m^
+
2ilk\
3
3mZ$ } (*ll,o + *||)
H(L)=0
> x
N
(0)=0
D h W]
x exp
^
- / rfs
(2)
3_ 3m£>^
2/
+
2/v:3
3/ dr\\ (s)
2"
? }
(A9)
The last path integral is calculated as follows. First, a simple integration by
parts of the argument of the exponential and use of the boundary conditions allow
us to rewrite the integral as follows:
ll(£)=o r ,l
D [r\\ {s)\ exp I- / ds
||(0)=0 I Jo
3 3mgg\ 2 3/
27
+
^TvT (r " (s)) ~ 8
T||(L)=0
D [r-j, (s)] exp
r„(0)=0 i
r/s / r/.s' r (.s) (A10)
A (s, s') r,| (/)
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A
where A (*, s') is the operator
A
(All)
The determinant of this operator can be ealcnlated easily giving the following
result for the total path integral
( Eq. A2 ).
exp < -
4 sinh
/
V
(2)
/ mZ)p,
(2)
cosh l^/l + mD^
2l
2B 2ilk
3
/ to + «S
\
(*H*+*ll)
2t2B
+
3 +
3mDg }
V*
(A12)
2i||,ot|| +
2?;/A;i
3
+
3mD$
\
3
mDpJ
47r sinh
This result can be applied to the path integral involving each of the perpendic-
ular dimensions (two dimensions) if we set DfJ = 0.
Note that the result is a Gaussian function of k\\. Thus, the integrals can be
carried out exactly.
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APPENDIX B
SOME AVERAGES FOR THE EDWARDS-SINGH
METHOD
In this chapter we compute the different averages required by the Edwards-Singh
method. Some of these averages have already been calculated by other researchers,
thus we quote their results.
B.l First average
The first average is the average end-to-end distance squared. This was calcu-
lated by Bawendi and Freed[26], Bhattacharjee and Muthukumar[27], Lagowski,
Noolandi and Nickel[28], and Winkler, Reineker and Harnau[29], the result is the
following
<(Rm - R (0))\ = Ua - I (l - exp (- 2QV (Bl)
where (...) /f means that the trial Hamiltonian HR has been used in the Boltzmann
weight.
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B.2 Second average
The second average is the average Kuhn length squared. This constraint was
imposed in the work by Bawendi and Freed[26], Lagowski, Noolandi and Nickel[28],
and Winkler, Reineker and Harnau[29], the result is
<(^)r>* = i- (B2)
This result ensures the global inextensibility constraint, in other words, it ensures
that the polymer chain cannot be stretched more than its contour length.
B.3 Third average
The third average is
'Ft
where Z is the partition function of the polymer chain and e is a Lagrange multiplier
that parameterizes the stiffness of the polymer backbone. The evaluation of Z was
done by Winkler, Reineker and Harnau[29]. Using their results, we calculated the
average in Eq. B3. The result is
,o \V ds ) I l\ (B4)
This result is very surprising since it implies that the average of a positive quantity
is negative as clearly shown by the minus sign. This apparent contradiction has
lis origin in the Edwards' Hamiltonian used to describe the semiflexible polymer
chain. The model used is well-defined up to the tangent to the curve representing
the polymer chain, higher order derivatives are not well-defined. This was already
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pointed out by Bawendi and Freed[26], and Gupta and Edwards[33]. Consequently
we should not be surprised by this result since we are evaluating a quantity (deriva-
tive of the tangent vector) that is not well-defined within the model employed. For
an accurate description of averages involving derivatives of the tangent vector a
higher level of description must be employed[33].
B.4 Fourth average
The fourth average is (exp (iq • (R (,) _ R {s >))))r and was evaluatod by
and Freed [26]. The result is
(exp (iq.(R( s)-R (*')))) /,'
,
Q
2
( IW ( ' (B5)
Ir
B.5 Fifth average
The fifth average is {R2 I ds(r{s)) 2 )R where R2 is the end-to-end
Jo
squared. This average was computed using the following trick
vector
(& I ds(T(s)Y) R
0
2
_d
Sdl^Ej|/ (lUdU0 exp (-1 (U 2 + Uj) j I (k, U, U0) L)
k=0
dUdU.exp (-j (U 2 + U 2 )) I(0,U,Uo,L)
where I(k,U,U„,L) is[32]
(BO)
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T(L)=U / j
I (k, U, U0) L) = I D[r(s )] exp - / ds
r(°)=u0 \
,/0
£c /dr(a
2 V^l7
x exp | - / ds
2/
r (s))
2
-
- zk r (s)
x exp -
tanh (a)
(U 2 + U2)--2 u u
cosh (a)
J 6
k2LlR
Trsinh (a)
l--tanh (*
a V 2
exp ^tanh(|)k.(U + U0)Y
and
a = L
3
b =
3/ie
4^
The result is
-71% - 1% exp (-4^ + 2lRL + 12L2
L
+2 exp
(
-2-
] //? (4/fl + 5L)
(B7)
(B8)
(B9)
B.6 Sixth average
L
The sixth average is ( / dsR:
Jo
dr(s)
ds
where R2 is the end-to-end vector
R
squared. This average was computed using the following trick
L
dsR !
dr (s)
./() ds
£^ I <1UdU « (;xp (-i (u 2 + U') ) 1 ^ U > U- L ) (BIO)
k=0
dUdU0 exp ( - ? (U'2 + U 2 ) ) I (0, U, U0 , L
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The result is
4 - 2L
(Bll)
B.7 Seventh average
The last average of interest is (i?2 exp (iq . (R ( s ) - R (,')))) R where s > s
This was calculated using Kingshuk's trick
if exp (tq • (R (,) - R ( s')))) r = (exp (tk • R + iq • (R ( s ) - R (s 1 )))) R
\ k_ Q
(B12)
The evaluation of the average of the exponential is straight forward. The final
result for the sixth average is
(H2 exp (iq • (R (,) - R (s'))))r = U1r _ | A exp / 2£
9(^K-W -"(-£) +-(-^
S'-S
R JJJ \ \ 12 \ lR \ Ir
(B13)
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APPENDIX C
THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIORS OF THE
EDWARDS-SINGH EQUATION FOR SEMIFLEXIBLE
POLYELECTROLYTES
In this appendix we study the asymptotic behaviors of Eq. 3.14
C.l Short chain limit
We start by taking the limit L -» 0 of the different terms in Eq. 3.14
Lim
L -> 0
I 8 8/
+ exp
2L
R
X I
2 Ir L (I^ 1| + 2lf-' exp
4L\ U
h 8 I
- 1
(CI)
= L
1 J_
7
+
372
R 3/*
^\l-,)-2,expf-gsinh(g)sinh(ML-^Lim
L -> 0
I
2
'7?
+-'- 2a^(as- /2i(i - 3:)1 R (C2)
+ exp [ -2— ) sinh 2
Lx^ 1 - x
I
L4 .7; 2 (l -:/;)
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Lirri
27'to x/Stt
6\/6lRirlZ
2a2\ B
t + il-l + exp(-2^
2v/6/i 7r§Z2a2 A /<
2/^7r 2Z 2a2A+_«^j±^ exp [ !f ( 2L:/; + '* (- 1 + !f (" 2 lf)
12A 2
;
(C3)
/
erfc
/
V
{
2Lx + lR |(-1 + exp (-2g) ))
12X1
\
/
\/2L2 :r s
x (3a; + Al2nZ2a2\B )
.
Replacing Eqs. Cl, C2 and C3 into Eq. 3.14, we obtain the equation that
defines the renormalized Kuhn length in the short chain limit
I1
7
+
;:/
1
The solutions of this equation are the following:
(CM)
(C5)
Therefore, we conclude that for very short polymer chains, the renormalized Kuhn
length is equal to the bare Kuhn length. This is the correct result since for low
molecular weight polymers the number of segment-segment encounters is dramat-
ically decreased by the stiffness of the polymer backbone. Therefore, the effeel
of the excluded volume and electrostatic interactions on the renormalized Kuhn
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segment should decrease with decreasing molecular weight. Consequently, /
as predicted by the model.
C2 Long chain limit
In the limit of long polymer chains, L -> oo, the limiting behaviors
different, terms in Eq. 3.14 are
Lim
L —>• oo
7/ :i
I 81
+6XP
V /
2 A
R
X ,2 / -1 +
L // R
2 V /
- /
4L\ lR lexp —
T- 1
Lim
L —> oo
^ (1 - .x) - 2* exp f -L ) sinh f£W 1 (1 ~ *)
/r R
—'-a- -ma n=*
Lim
27W:]7r
oo
15\/C7ru;//f
l^(fr+K-1+exK-2^))
v
/2L'1 .x'1
27v37ro;^
+
//? ^ 2
-1 H- exp (-2^)
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6V6l%7rlz2a2\B 2s/6l nn'lz2 ( y 2 X II
^(e+ifi+op^)))
21%
t
2Z2a2XB
^ ^ (
2L* + h (-1 + exp (-2^)))
D
/
erfc
V
\
//, (2Lx -f to (-1+exp (-2^)
))] = 6yg|7rigVAB (cs)
//J
2y6^ 7rlz2a 2 A /, 2lRv2Z2a2XB
wzt +—— exP
LlRx
6A2n
erfc
Lhx
6X2D
+
27ujV3tt
Replacing Eqs. 06, C7 and C8 into Eq. 3.14 and after some algebra, we obti
the equation that defines the renormalized Kuhn length in the long chain limit
3
f2
i;
1
to
L
2„2
I!
7T
lSVGnull m52lR7r2Z2a2XBX5D
Li L 4
|
bl84V6lj
l
7r lz2a 2 X B X"D mi2Rn2Z2a2XBXD
Ll
(C9)
+ erfc
LIr \ ( LlR \ 727r2Z2a2XB X r;) l l{ ( I 2
exp '
6X1 6X2 L 2 X 4
2Al,{ 210
+
LXl L 2
Let us now define
X l3a
2Z2
I
2
Wr = (CIO)
then Eq. C9 becomes
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I
2
1 n
=
4-y/T /_3 \ * w 864^ 288vWi
/,/,
+ erfc exp
6A*
r\ ALwe\*D ( l\ 24/ /r 216
(C
11
'it
An LA2n
+
L2
which is the Edwards-Singh equation for flexible, polyelectrolytes derived by
Muthukumar[55],
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATION OF THE STATIC STRUCTURE
FACTOR FOR A SINGLE SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYMER
CHAIN
In this appendix we evaluate the static structure factor for a semiflexion poly-
mer chain as defined by the model proposed by Bawendi and Freed[26]. The defi-
nition of the static structure factor is
L2 Jo Jo V 12 I I
(Dl)
q
2
l
2 ( 2 I r T
x exp ( —— exp
where S (q) is the static structure factor, q is the wave vector, L is the contour
length of the polymer chain and I is the Kuhn length (bare or renormalized).
D.l Evaluation of the structure factor
The evaluation of this integral was done as follows
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2/2
x exj) q
/
f-L
12
(1./: q
2
/
2
f 2,; / 2a
— 1 + exp —L2
exp
12 /
2/2
2 exp q
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i q
2 Ll q
2
/
2
(1 - y) exp '
./() g
"-17"x
"l -"7
2exp(?)§K^)
,
/
1
^ (i - !,)exp
q
2 L/ 2Lm
'
;
' 6
where we have used the following mathematical property
y -
/
(D2)
exp (A + D) = exp (A) exp (B), (!):>)
and replaced the second exponential by its Taylor series.
Now, we perform the integral term-by-term and resum the three scries left. The
result is
2/2
5(q) = 12/ q
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T2
q
2
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2
12 / q
2
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2
I / q-'/ 2 q
2
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2
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G/
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2/2
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144L 2
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q /
~V2
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2
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2
"l2~
2/2
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q /
72
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23
/
V
2/2
12
1 1
0 0 ^
\
i2 y (D4)
2/2
In
q /
~12 exp
2/2
q /
~L2
/
30
23
2/2
q /
"12 exp
- 2
T
l l
0 0
\
q
2
/
2
12 /
where 7 (x, ?y) is the incomplete gamma function, T (./;) is the gamma function, v l' (x)
is the psi function and Gil I 1
1 1
0 0 y
is a Meijer's G-function [56]
After some simplifications, the final result is
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S(q) =
2/2
/
X
/
^23
\
q^2
12
V
12
1 1
0 0 q
2
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2
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2
12
\
exp q
2
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L \ i _'
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2
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2 q2 /2
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12
exp
L 1 1
0 0 q
2
/
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12
where T (.x, y) is the incomplete gamma function [56]
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APPENDIX E
ROOTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL
The three roots of the polynomial in the denominator of equation 4.31 haw the
following mathematical forms.
c.
=
2 - 9x + 27 (x + y) + yJ-4 ( 1+3 x)
3
+ (-2 - 9x + 27 (x + y))
\ 1/3
2
2*( 1+3 x)C C
, C
3 7 2*3
1/3
x 1-2 - 9x + 27 (x + y) + J-4 ( 1+3 x)3 + (-2 - 9x + 27 (x + y))
(El)
c2 =
-
2 - 9x + 27 (x + y) + J -4 ( 1+3 x) 3 + (-2 - 9x + 27 (x + y))
L/3
(l-Iy/3)(l+3x)C
c (1 + Iv/3)C
2*3
"3"
x -2 - 9x + 27 (x + y) + J-4 ( 1+3 x) 3 + (-2 - 9x + 27 (x + y))
L/3
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C.3 =
-
2 - 9x -f 27 (x + y) + ^-4 ( 1+3 x) 3 + (-2 - 9x + 27
(l + In/3) ( 1+3 x)C r fl-iV^c
* + y))
2*3
C
3 2*6
2 - 9x + 27 (x + y) + yj -4 ( 1+3 x) 3 + (-2 - 9x + 27 (x + y))
2
L/3
(E3)
where the variable «x» is defined as t C~ 2 and "y" as V C~\ Note that factors like
v/6 and "1" have been included in the definition of the variables C and //.
E.l Behavior of the three roots
The behavior of the roots determine the contributions of each of them to the
partition sum of the system via Eq. 4.34. Recall that we are interested in the limit
of long chains, N -+ oo, thus, the contribution of each root depends on the behavior
of
N
L
Too Erfc(-v^) eN <? i = 1, 2, 3. (El)
When the argument of the complementary error function is large, the asymptotic
behavior of the function is the following [56]
Erfc (-VN&) eN $
7=^, (E5)
unless, the root Q is real and positive, in which case, the limiting behavior is
Erfc
(
V\c) cX C? ~ 2cN C?. (EG)
Therefore 1
,
only those regions of the roots where they are real and positive contribute
to the partition sum significantly.
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Let us begin with (3- Figure El shows the behavior of the real pari, of C3 . It
is clear that the real part of this root is never positive, thus, in the limit of long
chains its contribution to the partition sum is negligible because of the limit E5.
Figures E2 and E3 show the behavior of the real and imaginary parts of the
second root (2
,
respectively. Note that the only region where this root is real and
positive occurs for negative C and positive e. Therefore, this root might contribute
to the partition sum in this region. But, as will be shown later, in this region Ci is
real, positive and larger than (2- Thus the contribution of the second root to the
partition sum is negligible.
Figure E4 shows the behavior of the real part of the first root, Ci- Note the
magnitude of the root in the area where C is negative and e is positive. In this area
(2 is also real and positive but its magnitude is always less than the magnitude of
Ci- Therefore, the behavior of the partition sum is completely controlled by the
behavior of only one root, namely Ci-
The root £1 has a region where it becomes negative or complex, thus its con-
tribution to the partition sum is negligible in this region. The curve 1 between this
region and the one where Ci is real and positive is extremely important because it
separates the two regions where the behavior of the partition function is completely
different. This curve is defined by the condition Ci = 0 which has two solutions.
e = = e0
(E7)
The first solution separates the region where (1 is real and positive from the one
where it is negative or complex. The second solution separates the region where it
is complex from the one whore it is real and negative.
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Figure El: Behavior of the real part of the root (3
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1000 10
Figure E2: Behavior of the root (2 - Real part
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-10
Figure E3: Behavior of the root G- Imaginary part
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Figure E4: Behavior of the real part of the root Ci- The unfilled area corresponds
to the region where the root becomes negative or complex.
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APPENDIX F
PARAMETERIZATION OF THE POTENTIAL
FUNCTIONS
The integral representation of the potential functions (Eq. 5.11) are well ap-
proximated by the following parameterizations:
Uq (r) = y ^exp (-«r) - exp ^-«y/r 2 + 7^\ (Fl)
r
2
lh 7T
V{ (r) = < k T (-1, *r) - - T -1, «Jr2 + 7|
"A3 ( r (-3, kt) - r f-3, Kx/r2 + 7|) ) 1 + !%E {r (0, «r)
r I 0, /Wr2 + 7| - rVr (-2, kt) + rVr ( -2, /cJr* + T32 ) \ (F2)
r
2
lb 7TK,
2
+—^— <; k- 1 ( r (i, kt) r ( i, « A/r2 - - 72
r
3
'«(r(-l,Kr)--r(-l,«Jr2 + 7?
2:51
Vi M - !f*-
1
«} ~ r (l,^/?^ - 2rV (r (-1, ,,-)
>«V r + ^ H+«V r(-3,/cr)--r -3,«./-2
.
^67T
_
r (2, «r) - r [2, k^Tt?) - 2rV (r (0, «r)
r
(0, ) + «V (r (-2, «rj - r (-2,
)
{r (3, «•) - r (3, - 2rV (r (1, «•)
-r
(1,«y^i) ) + «V (r (-1, kt) - r (-1,
where 7l = 2 In (l + y/2) /tt a 0.5611, T2 = tt/ (4^2) a 0.55536, 7, = exp (-2G
/tt) a 0.558153 (G is Catalan's constant[56]), y4 = 4^2/ (3tt) % 0.600211, 7s =
V71 - 2/tt a 0.60281, 76 = (2/tt (->/2 + 2 In (l + V?))) « 0.605399 and V(n,z)
is the incomplete Gamma function[56].
F.l Fourier Transforms
The Fourier transforms of the potential functions are defined by Eq. 5.5. The
potential function [/,* (</) can be computed exactly and the result is
whore K2 {x) is a modified Bessel function. In the case oiU{ {</), the transformation
cannot be done exactly. However, the form of the of U
{
(r) is simplified by assuming
that 71 - 72 - 7:5 . This approximation is justified by the numerical similarity
among the three constants. Then, the resulting expression for W (?) is
Ul
*
(9) = ^ (9)
-i^^(-vTO)(8 + 7l(^^))
x72v? + * + 4 (4 + 7 2 + K 2 )} ^ (72V^-^2\ ) _
(F5)
3ft (ry2 + k2 )
Similarly, an analytic expression for U* (q) can be obtained if we assume that
74 = 7r, = 7f, Once again, this approximation is justified by the numerical similarity
among these constants. The expression for U* (q) is the following:
US (?) = u2 (g ) =
lbT
|-(742 (^2 + r/ 2 ) f (8 + 7 2 (k 2 + (7 2 ))
xK0
(
74 v/«2 +^ + 4 (-4v/A;2 + (72 + 74 +^ (4 + ^ ^
2
+^ (F6 )
x/M (74>/«2 + (/ 2))).
Finally, the transform of the total U0 (r) is
Co (9) = t/o (<?) + (<?)
8/,,7r
2
(g
2
- 3k 2 )
+
27T
2
/b72
3n{K2 + q2 ) 3n{K 2 + q2 )*
: Ko (l2^W) (k2 (-6 + 72V) + ?2 (2 + 7|g2)) 72V^T? (F7)
-A', 72 \A 2 + r/2 (4 + 7 2 [k 2 + r/2 )) (3k 2 - q2 )
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APPENDIX G
GAUSSIAN CORRECTIONS TO THE MEAN-FIELD
ANALYSIS OF THE SOLVENT COMPONENT
As stated in the main text, the model used throughout our study of polyelec-
trolyte solutions is based on a mean-field description of the solvent component
[166]. But, consistency with the level of description of the charge density field
generated by counterions and salt ions (first screening) [125] requires an extension
of the mean-field description of the solvent to include the next-order corrections
(Gaussian Model) [128]. It is the purpose of this appendix to compute these cor-
rections.
G.l Evaluation of the corrections
Let us start by rewriting Eq. (2.15) of [125]
F \ QUc+ '^' ""
^(-^j=,wn^!/npi«--i/n^
^
n s na n ,,l n>s
x (>xp |"oEE u»
^
~ vj)~ iYl / ds°S up° ~ r '; )
i=l j=l a=l 1/0 i=l
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Q=l ,/0 /j=1 -/O ./ (27r)
(Gl)
x e
!k'[R»W-^(s
,)] ( ^\ \
where F is the Helmholtz free energy of the system, T is the absolute temperature.
kB is Boltzmann's constant, n is the number of polymer chains, nc is the number
of counterfoils, ns is the number of solvent molecules, n7 is the number of salt ions
of species 7
,
is the volume of the system, RQ (,o) is the realization of the a-th
polymer chain where sa belongs to the interval [0, L], L is the contour length of a
polymer chain, r, is the position of the i-th solvent molecule, Uss is the potential
interaction between two solvent molecules, / is the bare Kuhn length, Ups is the
potential energy between one Kuhn segment and one solvent molecule, and
47rZ2a2 e2
coc =
£-
ckBT
u = ujpp (1 - a)
2
, (G2)
2 47r/BK — 2n
a i3". +£V»
\ 7
where Zp is the number of electronic charges carried by one Kuhn segment, a is
the degree of ionization of a polyelectrolyte chain, e is the electronic charge, e is
the dielectric constant of the solvent, ujpv is the strength of the potential energy
between two Kuhn segments, k is the inverse Debye length, lB is Bjerrum's length,
Zc is the number of electronic charges of each counterfoil and Zy is the number of
electronic charges of each salt ion of species 7.
We assume that the interactions involving solvent molecules are contact inter-
actions and model them using the delta pseudo-potential. In addition, we define a
solvent density field ps (r) as follows
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nP5 (r) = ^5(r- ri ),
then, the reintegrate can be written to be
II
t
2=1
n n.
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D [p°w j n <* *-> ^ w _g , (r _ r<) exp j^ (r)
^ / drps (r) 1£ /V<*{3) (r _ Rq (Sq)) 1
Q=l J0
(G4)
or, in momentum representation,
Tvji / 7J -i \
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»=i V Q 7 l 2(27r) 3 .
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1 »
yi ^R^)
1 / „yv
„. (/„!! / ,,, x 2
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X 0 k mi / n^ exp / (-k ) A, (k) - y,
2=1
(G5)
We now proceed to compute the r
?
-integrals using the Random Phase Approx-
imation [130]
n.
exp
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•7='
"r
"
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r(^./'^ ( - k) ^r
<
I
r/k,
I
r/k, ^(-k,)a-k2 )r-'; (k>+k^- r ) |> _ Qn (
2 (2tt)
x "xp
^ la(l
~ mk?/*'* f <-k')«-M it3) <* + *)) } «
i
= n- ('X
"{-2S^/'"k!? ^ k^(k '»}
The £ (k)-integral is
" i=l
+ai /'^ (-k)ft(k)}=m"' rap{-£/^«''.(-k)^
(G7)
where K is a normalization constant
N_1 = / P[P«(»0]«p{
— | dk/>a (k) (-.k) \. (G8)
Using Eq. (G7), Eq. (G5) can be written as follows
2 V
n2 frr &
2 (2tt)
3
x (>xp
i ~^7T?t u" +
_
/
f/k/ls (k
' ^ ( ~
k)
(< '9)
J / ^ ft (k) y 2^ / r/.s n
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Let us now assume that Pa (k) = -,(k) where p(k) is the monomer density
field. Therefore, Eq. (Gl) becomes
Q=i«/o ^Jo .7 (2tt) \^ na fc2 _j_ ^.2 J
1
(G10)
where X is the Flory-Huggins parameter [166]
g
• (Gl1 )
Consequently, the bare interaction between two Kuhn segments has the follow-
ing mathematical form
A comparison of Eq. (G12) with Eq. (2.16) of [125] shows that u has to be
replaced by £ - 2%. This substitution puts the descriptions of the solvent and
charged species on equal footing.
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APPENDIX H
ANALYSIS OF FLEXIBLE POLYELECTROLYTES
The basic equations that define the model (Eqs. (3.29) and (3.40) of [125]) are
very complex indeed, and care must be taken when searching for then solution.
Knowing the difficulty of this task, we derive an analytic solution to Eq. (3.29)
of [125] in this appendix and furthermore, we construct some constraints for the
variable A. These constraints must be included in the code to avoid numerical
inaccuracies and the appearance of complex solutions.
H.l Details of the analysis
We start with the exact solution to Eq. (3.29) of [12
. 2 lh A ^ 27.4 (A) \
where /, is the renormalized Kuhn length and A (A) is given by
HX) = Jk + Jr_
- ^
with the following constraints for /?+ and /?_
2 12
^^--2 +
^(2| Xfi - x ,-^,
(H3)
M_ = PK*\Xs-x\
A2
p is the monomer number density and x, is the value of the y parameter at the
spinodal curve
= — + -
2«2 2(l-(l + a)pi3)- (H4)
The expression of A (A) shown in Eq. (H2) is unwieldy since we still have to
solve Eqs. (113). Consequently, and for the purpose of clarity, we solved Eqs. (H3)
and removed 0+ and /?_ from Eq. (H2). Therefore, A2 (A) can be written as follows
AC
^ (A)
P
V2p Xs X \ wvp
(H5)
a y k
2 a 2
We now go back to the original problem, the solution of Eq. (HI). First, we
expand the right-side and then multiply both sides by the ratio (U
{
/1'\ Thus, Eq.
(HI) gets transformed into the following equation
/
2 27A (A) 6A 2 /,
/^
+ ^--— =0, (H6)
that can be easily solved for the ratio /,//. The solutions are
l
~
P.
±3
V J< 2rf •
(H7)
Equations (HI), (H6) and (H7) strongly suggest the use of sealed variables in the
analysis of this problem. Therefore, we employ dimensional analysis to determine
the proper definition of these new variables. Let "[ ]" mean dimension of the
variable between the square brackets and let L mean units of length. Then
2 I-)
[*i] = L\
ffl = L
1
,
[A(A)] = L4
,M = Ir\ (H8)
[x. - X] = L
3
uc\ = L
Let us define the scaled variables as follows
U
I
-> a;
7,
(H9)
Then, Eq. (H7) becomes
= 37
2 ± 3
\
74 T
2tt
1
2 | X« - X I /2 | x«-X
o + 7^
/
:5
A/'
/ /2c/) x.-X \
Z
3
7
u<4
(H10)
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There are four possible combinations of signs in Eq. (H10) :++, +-
-+ ;U1(1
-, but the combination
-+ gives a negative-valued , (negative renormalized
Kuhn length), thus this combination is unacceptable. Consequently, the variable
x can have only three possible numerical values, one for each combination of the
signs in Eq. (H10). It is clear that x must be real-valued since both, the bare and
the renormalized, Kuhn lengths are real. So, the code used to solve the model must
test all three expressions for x and choose the real-valued one.
Equation (H10) also specifies the first constraint on 7. The denominator inside
the root must be positive, otherwise x will be complex
I
3 uc <f>
7
V
> 0. (Hll)
This implies that
7 > K
2
V/<M^- K~
lJty Xs
- X
HI 2)
We now proceed to analyze the second equation, Eq. (3.40) in [125]. This
equation has the following mathematical form when expressed in scaled variables
1 1
x ^ — x * —
12
//i-e1 -e2)(2 lx
71
3 o2
o
2
x
+ {\--e2 )
x
z
3 «2
V2
\
Op {0i + 1 - o2
V2
0o--r_ 2
Xs - X
S))(l + «)r!
+
r+ — r_
H13)
90 -r+ l2
lX°- X ^ \
r+ - r
I
when 1 N is the total number of bare Kuhn segments in one polymer chain and, fl ( >
01, $2, r+ and r_ are given by the following expressions
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0^ =
:iNcjL (2\ Xs - x
- +127T72 V /
:!
x
2K2N2 (j>
I Xa
-
(H14)
The functions r+ and r_ must be positive to avoid the
valued quantities in Eq. (H13). So, 0, must be positive
appearance of complex-
2
I Xs ~ X
- + (H15)
3 constraint on 6>, imposes the second constraint on the possible values of
Therefore, Eqs. (H12) and (H16) put lower limits to the possible values of 7 such
that the solutions to Eqs. (H10) and (H13) are real-valued.
Although the inequalities, Eqs. (H12) and (H16), are necessary conditions to
find real-valued solutions, they are not sufficient ones. One more constraint is
required. The problem arises in Eq. (H10). The constraint expressed by Eq. (H12)
ensures a positive-valued argument for the inner root, but the argument of the
outer square root might be negative. If we attempt to find an analytic expression
of this constraint for 7, we are faced with an eighth-degree polynomial. Therefore,
no analytic calculations can be done. We implemented this constraint numerically.
the variable 7
(H16)
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APPENDIX I
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SOLUTION
STRUCTURE FACTOR AND THE EFFECTIVE
POTENTIAL
In this appendix we construct an exact relation between the solution structure
factor and the effective potential between two Kuhn segments. This construction
is divided in two parts. First, we will prove that the field variable used to dec ouple
the chains in Eq. 2.23 of [125] (Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [185, 186]) is
exactly the random field used to construct the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson treatment
of the system. Afterwards, we will relate the effective potential to the structure
factor of the solution.
1.1 Derivation of the relationship
We start with the reduced canonical partition function for the polymeric com-
ponent
exp (~i6f)
= h I D [pp (r)l / n d [R*
«=i
x exp dr I dr'Vbare (r - r') pp (r) pp (r')
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X exp i-2lE/ dM !'Rn (S„)as
X<5 (°°' Pp [T
(II)
wh.ro Vbare (r - r') is the interaction between any pair of Kuhn segments after the
coordinates of all the components, except the polymeric one, have been integrated
out
We now proceed to use the exponential representation of the delta functi
This representation introduces the random field 0(r) into our calculation
exp
F
kBT
D[pP (r)] / f[ D [RQ (Sq )] [ D^iv)}
x exp
«=i
3 " rL /JT, ,
21 E /, ^
a=l ' ()
dRQ (sQ )
r/.sa
x GXP
1
"
2 / ^ /
r/r
' Kare (r " r,) ^ M ^M
(12)
x exp
1 h I
dr(,) (r)
(
Pp (r)
- 7E / ' ds^ (3) ( r - R > M)
1 1
Next, we compute the pp (r)-integral. Then, Eq. (12) becomes
exp
F
kBT
3 A f L
. URa (sa)V i
/ DMT)] / n^[Ra w]
a=l
x exp
2/ dsa
X °XP
1 /
^ / ^ nJ,(r-r^(r)^(r')
(13)
x D [r/; (r)] exp / dr ' K'Je (r - r') 0 (r) 0 (r'
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A .straight forward comparison between Eq. (13) and Eq. (2.23) of [,25] shows that
the field variable
* used in the decoupling procedure (Hubbard-Stratonovich trans-
formation) is the random field used in the Landau-Gmzburg-Wilsou descript '
the system except for a multiplicative factor ST 1
.
In the second part of this calculation we relate the structure factor of the solution
[187]
S (k) = (ft, (k) pp (-k)) (14)
to the effective potential between any pair of Kuhn segments. Eq. (2.38) of [125],
A(k) HO)
where r/> (k) is the random field.
We start by writing Eq. (12) in momentum representation
exp rdM = h I D[Pp{k)] I U D^M] f D i<t>w]
x
3 A [' f,iRn (,„y 2
^{-JtEL *.
v dSa
x
i -y / —:T Vbare (k) pp (k) pp (-k)
Using this equation, the structure factor is
(pp (k) Pp (-k)) = / D[Pp (q)] / H^[Ra (Sa )] I 0[0(q)]
n /-L / rr> / \ \ 2
X
(1C)
exP V "7 ]C / (ls" I TTTTT^ exP ^ /cl ' R" (s<*))
1
l t?iJ* J ( 2?r )
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X
6
* J ft
3
fH (-k) 50 (k) \~ J *1 Kare (q) pp (q) Pp (-q)
z!7
y *•*(-«>) ft (q)j
We now compute the
ft, (q)-integral and calculate the functional derivatives. The
result is
(pp (k) „, (-k)> = _i_ / n d [RnM / 0 w (q)]
X
"-{-5£j£ M^)
L_ /"
r/q
^(-q)^(q) l /_i <H-kU(k)\
(18)
x exP i - ^ / f
2 (27T)'
5
fi
./ V^re (q) J V Hare (k) (k)
^
(0(-k)0(k)) 1 a (k)
^
2H«re (k) n%ire (k) ^2Hare (k) mrL (k) •
So, the exact relationship between the solution structure factor and the effective
interaction is
1
,
(i- A« ) mK) Vbare (k)\ QVbare (k)J- (19)
Finally, we express S (k) in terms of the scaled variables of Appendix D, Eq,
(H9). The expressions of the bare and effective potentials are
I
3 f2\Xs~x\ k2 l2
Vbarc. (k) Q\ / ;{ K2 (k 2 l 2 + K2 )J'
3 /2\Xs-x\ uc k 2 l2 \ (HO)
A(lc) _ V
i" * 2 (* 2 * 2 + *
2
)
(2 Xs- X uc k 2 l 2
j2k2 l 2 V I3 K2 {k 2 l 2 + k2
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,the mathematical expression of the solution structure factor
S(k) =
M (V*; 2 / 2 + 4> (
K 1 [k2 l2 + K2 )
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APPENDIX J
CONTRIBUTION OF THE POLYMER
CONFIGURATIONS TO THE CANONICAL PARTITION
FUNCTION OF SOLUTIONS OF SEMIFLEXIBLE
POLYELECTROLYTES
In this appendix we evaluate the contributions of the Ra (,s a )-integrals to the
canonical partition function of solutions of semiflexible polyelectrolytes. The exact
expression for these contributions is
n
H D [Ra (sa )} exp -V
r ds7
Q=l 7=1 Jo
d 2 /d 2R7 (s7 )
+zA7 (s7 )
dR7 (s7 )
ds.
9
ds
ds
7
E
7=1
R7 (s7 )]
./o
n 3
— % 2.
7=1 /c,p—
1
/
7 ds7
dR7 (s7 )
pi)
J.l Normal mode coordinates
The realization of the a-th polymer chain,
R
fV (s fv ), can be written in Fourier
modes as follows
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oc
m=-oo \ /
when*
Re*,—m — RM .///
Using Eqs. J2 and J3 we computed the following integrals
2 167T m4
as,
dR7 (s7 )
7 dS7
dR7 (,s'7 )
dZ
dR7 (s7 )
rn=
-oo
2 oo
m—
— oo
oo
L3 '
47r
2m 2
L '
7,m|
A: *Vm
4?r
2
rn
2
m=-oo
and, using the mean-field approximation of Gupta and Edwards,
A7 (s7 )
—
y A,
if) [R7 (s7 )] ->^ s
[R7 («7 )] -» Aw ,
the expression for Eq. Jl becomes
n oo n oo
exp(-ziVn^) /f] \[ dRa ,m exp £
+zA IR
2 47rm
a=l m=—oo
2_2 3
2 1G7T
1
//; 'r/
2L<
R7,m
X
7,m,
^
n oo
n n -
a— 1 m=— oo
(2x)*
7=1 m= — oo u
47r
2m 2
/// exp {—iNmlA
= exp {—iNivi
x
N
2
n
n exp(-fE in
m=-oo \
&r4ro4ei 47r 2m2
£3
+»(A + A.)
„
47r
3m4e/
.
(A + A*) 2irm2
+ i
LI
— ex]) (—iNm/>)
2W.\
x-l-i§r^ to (l+^))=-H^)
whore are the eigenvalues of the matrix AkL .
= rap (-iNmj))
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APPENDIX K
SOME USEFUL AVERAGES FOR THE EVALUATION
OF THE SOLUTION AND SINGLE-CHAIN STRUCTURE
FACTOR OF SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYELECTROLYTES
In this appendix we present a detail evaluation of the averages used in Eq. 7.22
(exp (iq (R„
(8„) - R„ (i(J))))a# - = exp ' I
2 ' (A + 'V)
3
E
7=1 el
2
+iNn^ - i\nN - fypQ - in ]T A7a7 +^ (u; + P0 («, lB ))
7=1
Qwp2
x
y wi / n^wi / ^wi / n ^k.^
* 3
x
/ [0
(r)]
/ n D lA^> (r )l exP " £
+iM*7)'
dR
'w 2
— Z
/
6^ Al
2R7 (.s 7 )
2 V d52
3
(Kl)
ds7
dR7 (,s 7 )
7
dR7 (.s7 )
A:
dS7
;a7 (,s 7 ) + nj, [r7 (8y )] + i 22 a*,p [R7 («7 )]
+ /q-(Ra (.s n,)-R^(^))-i / dr / dr'
x p (r) p (r') Q, (r - r') + Q2 (r - r') £ a,, (r) aitj (r')
2f)f)
/ / ( lrV>(r) p(r
+t / dr (r) Ay (r
where Q, (r), Q2 (r) and <# (r) were defined in Eq. 7.8 and the mean field expre*.
sion of the partition function was used, Eq. 7.9.
We now proceed to employ the mean field approximation, Eq.
.15, on the
numerator of Eq. Kl. After some simplifications the result is
exp (iq • (Ra (aa ) - R(j (sp )))) a^ = exp f^ V- . / 2?; + A7 )E
7=1 el
2
n
x / n^WIexp
-L i
as.
77=1 7=1
d 2 /d 2R7 (6'7
ds 2
(K2)
+
.
A(
d^ (S7)y + ,^ Afc dg2i£ids7 k=\ ds7
dR7 (S-y)
dsl
+*q- (RQ (sa ) -R^ (s^))),
where A
fc (k = 1, 2, 3) are the eigenvalues of the matrix Aiyj .
Equation K2 clearly shows that the mean field approximation has decoupled
the behaviors of the chains. Thus, the evaluations of the path integrals invok ing
values of r\ different from a and [5 are identical to the ones computed in Appendix
J. Using Eqs. J2 and J3 the expression for the average becomes
(exp (iq (RQ (sa ) - (s^)))) Q^ = exp ( NlV 2i(\ + A)
7=1
X n <iR E E
/ oo 3
m exp [
-
m=— oo \ m=— oo k—l L
oo
v
1
—ra\K — "* \K ' " ~*
m=—oo
167r4m el iA7T 2 rn 2
2L" LI
( Vl'Krm
el2
(A + A (K:$)
R„/
A .
R,„!
A .
^-/q- 2^ Rmexp( —
—
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oo oo 3
n dRUxp - y: e
m=-oc
1 ()7T
1
/I/ ' f / /47T 2 /// 2
ra=-oo fc= 1 L
oo
2L
+
/./
(A + A,
m=-oo
/// exp
thai can be rewritten as
(exp (iq (Ra (sa ) - Rfi (s0 )))) a^ = exp | Nl^ - /
2
*
(A + A^
7=
OO oo 3
X
| [ dRm exp
m=l \ L
+
LI
oo
X Kn\k Rm| fc + iq-53
x .
X
///
m= 1
m— 1
oo
Rm exp
//27rm,
L
+ R* exp
f/ 2
(A + A,)
il'Kms
OO .'}
m-\ k-\ L
I67T4m4 ei z87r'2 T/r
+
L/
(A + A,)
X
///
R'm expf^^j+R';exp(-
/
X
sin
,
5 1 2
L
qfih \ \
i27Tms/j
L
n
\ I
(Ivl)
whore r/j are (.lie components of the wave vector q. The last term of Va\. K I arises
from the m — 0 contribution to the integral. In the limit of huge volumes, il —> oo,
this term is not zero only when q — 0. Thus, we conclude that
exp (iq (R,v (sQ ) - - R /( (s/?)))W/3 :
I q : = 0
0 q f 0
(K5)
The second average of interest is (exp (iq • (R (s) R (s')))). Its evaluation
follows the same lines of the previous average, (exp (iq (R„ (.s„) - R/i (*/*)) ))n ,.
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Starting from Eq. Kl whore a = ft, taking the mean fleld approximation like in
Eq. K2 and after some simplifications, the mathematical expression for the second
average is
(exp (iq • (R(s) - R (,')))),>,, = eXp ( — ]T 2/(A +
A
7 )
7=1
oo oo
X I] .IR,„ exp - £ V
rn= — oo ra=-oo fc=l
167r 4m4 f/ i4iT 2 rn 2
2LA + L/
f/ 2
(A + A fc )
OO
X
m= — oo
'2/rm.s- \
1
-
-
I
- exp
l
> L
The evaluation of the Rm-integrals is straight forward. The final result, is
exp (iq • (R (,) - R (s')))W = exp ( V / 2
[i(A + Ajfc)]«
>/2Z(:s — s / 2
•
(A + A*) [i(A + A*)]i
' expf(V-,-/ 2^ A + A^
l
2
€
(KG)
(K7)
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